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pjur SPA ScenTouch

letter from the editor
Dear readers

The massage revolution

In the desert of New Mexico,
there is a mass grave - a
cautionary tale about what
can happen when an industry
allows quantity to take precedence over quality. In the late
summer of 1983, trucks drove
to a landfill near the town of
Alamogordo, loaded with millions of unsold and unsellable
consoles and video games of
producer Atari. In the dead of
night, cartridges and consoles
were buried under the desert
sand. Today, this event is remembered as a turning point
for the video game industry in
general and Atari in particular.
What had happened? Before
1983, the industry had only
known one direction, up. It
had been growing by leaps
and bounds, and as a result,
the developers launched more
and more games, and the
intervals between their releases kept getting shorter and
shorter. But while quantity was
increasing, quality was fading.
Consequently, the customers
got fed up, the producers
were left with thousands
upon thousands of unsold or
returned copies, and many of
these companies were eventually forced to close down.
The gap between electronic
entertainment such as videogames and adult products is
not as big as one might think.
Both share one important
principle: In order for the
consumers to buy them, they
have to offer a fun experience.
So let’s hope we will never
see the day when someone is
digging up a hole for millions
of unsold dildos and vibrators.
By the way, there is a silver
lining to this grim allegory. The
video game mass grave was
dug up a few years ago, and
today, the exhumed Atari titles
are sold for five-digit sums on
eBay.

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur group is launching a real innovation with pjur SPA ScenTouch: Five new, lightly scented massage lotions that do not contain oil, silicon, fat or water.
The products feel like massage oils but thanks to their special properties, do not leave behind a greasy film on the skin – which is often the case with products that contain oil or fat.

A

s such, the new range eliminates the
traditional drawbacks of conventional
massage oils. In addition to this, pjur SPA
ScenTouch products are breathable as they
do not clog pores. They also contain natural
vitamin E and natural jojoba. They are
hypoallergenic, vegan, manufactured
without animal testing and free of
hormones and parabens. „We have created
a unique innovation with this formula. It’s
unlike anything else previously seen on the
market,“ explains Alexander Giebel, CEO
& Founder of the pjur group. After carrying
out global research into the most popular
scents for massage oils, pjur went on to
develop pjur SPA ScenTouch Cherry Dream,
Strawberry Summer, Vanilla Seduction,
Melon Breeze and the non-perfumed variant
pjur SPA ScenTouch Neutral Way. „Whatever products our customers choose, they
can be sure that demand will be strong for
them,“ adds Alexander Giebel. „We didn’t
want the fragrances to be too extreme, that
was always very important for us. We want
them to feel like a light breeze and never
smell unpleasant or be too overpowering.
As usual, we have not used any flavourings
in this new product range.“ It is important
to note, however, that pjur SPA ScenTouch
massage lotions are not a replacement for
pjur personal lubricants. In other words, they
should be used exclusively for massage. „If
an erotic massage leads to more, our pjur
personal lubricants are still the best choice,“
emphasises Alexander Giebel. „The pleasant
aromas of pjur SPA ScenTouch take users
on a sensual journey into a world of relaxation, fantasy and lightness. These USPs
put our product miles ahead of competitor

That‘s it for this month!
Randolph Heil
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products in the massage market!“ The name
ScenTouch is a portmanteau of the words
„Scent“ and „Touch“. It is the perfect way
to describe the range: The products are
meant to take users on a sensual journey,
where they can relax and let their senses of
smell and touch roam free, using the highest
quality products that leave their skin feeling
fabulous. pjur SPA ScenTouch will be
launched in a 200 ml version. For the first
orders there is the possibility to ask for 30ml
bottles as testers for the shop. As always,
pjur provides PoS materials free of costs.
The products will be available from September onwards and can be ordered today.
pjur has already received plenty of advance
orders following initial product previews at
trade shows in Australia and Russia and
various meetings with customers across the
world. „Dealers should act now and order
this great new range in time for the upcoming peak sales period,“ advises Alexander
Giebel. The pjur SPA ScenTouch products
will also be presented at eroFame, giving
dealers the chance to experience the outstanding product characteristics first hand.
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Xgen Products taking pre-orders
for Frederick‘s of Hollywood Collection
Available and shipping from now on
Horsham, USA – For the first-time ever, famed retailer Frederick’s of Hollywood will be introducing their own line of sex toys,
and Xgen Products has the exclusive worldwide rights and distribution. The collection consists of nine rechargeable items for
the initial launch, including rings, vibrators and couples sets.

R

enowned for its signature brand of stylish
and sultry bedroom fashion, the Frederick’s
of Hollywood Collection features high-quality,
premium toys that are perfect for a night of passionate intimate play with a partner or to indulge in
during “me time.” “The Frederick’s of Hollywood
brand is synonymous with sexy, fashionable, and
luxurious apparel.” said Andy Green, President
of Xgen Products. “With the introduction of the
toy collection, consumers will get the same level
of quality. These new items are ideal for gifting,

The collection
consists of nine
rechargeable items

holidays, and special occasions!” Each
Frederick’s of Hollywood item includes
gorgeous, discreet storage cases, and
comes ready to gift with wrapping paper, a card, decorative ribbon and a foil
sticker. Additionally, each item is backed
by a one-year warranty. The line of toys
also has full shop-in-shop capabilities
including wall and floor coverings, and will have
a complete line of merchandising tools such as
displays, shelves, testers, signage, and more.

The Nexus Revo range
just got better
London, England - The bestselling Revo range from Nexus
just got better with the arrival of
Revo Slim. True to its name, the
latest Revo has a slimmer shaft
making it great for beginners to
prostate massage. Nexus Revo
prostate massagers are famous for the rotating
shaft; and with Revo Slim the shaft rotates
in both directions. The user can also enjoy 7
different stimulation settings from the perineum
vibrator on the base; meaning the user can enjoy
35 different combinations of pleasure! “We’ve had
numerous customer requests to create a Revo
with a slimmer shaft because the current models
seem intimidating to them,” says Monique Carty,
Nexus Director. “The challenge for us was to
make a product as effective as the others with
less room for mechanics. In our endeavours we
actually managed to make improvements making
Revo Slim the best Revo yet!” Revo Slim is the
first waterproof model in the range and can be
controlled with a remote control or without.

NEW: ST RUBBER Box
PAIN AND PLEASURE
STRUBBI.COM
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BelAmi inks exclusive European DVD
distribution deal with VIMPEX MEDIA
New cooperation effective immediately
Hagen, Germany - BelAmi announced that effective immediately the gay DVD distribution
house, VIMPEX MEDIA, will be the exclusive distributor of BelAmi’s entire DVD catalog
throughout Europe. For many years BelAmi’s main DVD line PREMIER COLLECTION has
been distributed via Bruno Gmuender.

V

IMPEX MEDIA and BelAmi have
enjoyed a successful working
relationship since 2010 when VIMPEX
became the exclusive European
distributor of BelAmi’s additional DVD
lines: LUKAS RIDGESTON, KINKY
ANGELS, GEORGE DUROY, and most
recently FRESHMEN. With VIMPEX now
handling BelAmi’s main dvd line
PREMIER COLLECTION all of BelAm’si
DVD lines are now available under one
roof. This will provide a more coordinated
delivery as well as guaranteed product
availability at the best prices, always.
Thomas Hummel CEO of Vimpex Media
says of BelAmi, “BelAmi has been the
undisputed leading gay label in the world
for 24 years in part because of their
uniquely high production standards.
BelAmi films consistently and noticeably
stand out from the mass of gay porn
in the market place. Everyone knows
BelAmi is a guaranteed top seller for

retailers.” BelAmi’s publicist says of the
new partnership, “As we begin this new
journey with the great and very
capable group at Vimpex Media we
want to acknowledge the 2 decades of
work with our previous distributor Bruno
Gmuender. They were a key distribution
partner who contributed to our success
in the continental EU as well as worldwide via countless photo books, calendars,
and magazine covers.” He goes on to
say, “We feel the future of our DVD lines
in Europe are in the best possible hands
with Vimpex Media who have been
around since 1988 and have proven
themselves time and time again. We are
excited that they are now releasing our
PREMIER COLLECTION as our upcoming slate of DVDs feature some of the
best content we’ve ever produced.” For
more information on BelAmi’s full back
catalog for wholesale please visit Vimpex
Media’s B2B site www.VimpexOnline.com.

Hopping with backdoor pleasure with
NS Novelties Bunny Tails at SCALA
Almere, The Netherlands – The Bunny
Tails by NS Novelties are guaranteed
eye-catchers in any anal assortment.
The colorful, fluffy tails instantly draw
consumers in, inviting them to explore all
their features and fall in love with these
adorable designs. The plugs are made of
silky, smooth silicone and have a tapered
silhouette for maximum comfort. The
polyester hair tail is easily cleaned with
soap and warm water, meaning it‘s quick
08
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and easy to keep thetail looking bouncy
and soft! “Fun, cute, and colorful, Bunny
Tails bring fantasy to life for role-playing
rabbits and horny hares looking to get
buck wild in the bedroom. Bunny Tails are
perfect for kinky cosplay with a partner or
to ride alone down the rabbit hole”, NS
Novelties describes the release. The
Bunny Tails by NS Novelties are now
ready to order in 3 trendy colors at
SCALA: pink, purple and blue.
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Exclusive to ABS in the EU –
New Pornstar Fuckables range
Alexis Texas, Allie Haze and Jada Stevens
Wimbourne, England - The new Pornstar Fuckables range at ABS Holdings gives customers instant access to their favourite
stars, whenever they want for on-demand pleasure. ABS just added brand new girls to their portfolio and these will be
exclusive to the UK distributor in the EU.

T

hey include Alexis Texas, Allie Haze and
Jada Stevens. Alexis Texas is a blonde
bombshell and ABS know that the new toys
will be a hit with her fans, too. Alexis continues
to rack up awards, her most recent including
the AVN Award for Best Ass as well as Best All
Girl Group Sex Scene. Her toy range includes
a selection of pussy, blowjob and anal strokers
and are molded from the star herself for
authentic pleasure. Each toy has a unique
texture that takes solo play to new heights.
The Allie Haze range gives fans the opportunity

EAN_09-17_06-43_News.indd 5

ABS added new
girls to the Pornstar
Fuckables range

to bring their fantasies to life. Allie has
been nominated for a range of
prominent awards since she began her
career and has also won awards for
Best New Starlet (2011) as well as Best
Three-Way Sex Scene (2015). Her new
range includes a blowjob stroker, a
penetration stroker and a buttsex
stroker. Jada Stevens is also one of the
stars in the new Pornstar Fuckables
range and ABS are stocking a pussy stroker, a
blowjob stroker and an anal stroker.
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Excerpt of the
list of participants
A & R Naturelles - Eye of Love, Adloran Ltd., Adventure Industries, Alexander Spalek
Fresh Fragrance, Amor Gummiwaren GmbH, Amorelie, Andalea, Aneros,
Ansi Exports, Atlantas Products, AVN Media Network, B Swish, b-Vibe,
bathmate by UM Products ltd, beGLOSS - The CLEAN & CARE Experts
yovondo.com Online Distribution GmbH, Bellavo Trading Inc, benno von stein KG,
Bijoux Indiscrets, Bioconcept Baltics Ltd, Bizzy Diamond BV, Bon Claude Très Chic,
BONQUE Nicolai Harmsen, CalExotics, Clandestine Devices, Classic Erotica,
CNEX AIE SL / Adrien Lastic, Cobeco Pharma, Concorde, Coquette, CPR GmbH,
Creative Conceptions Ltd, Curve Novelties, Dame Products,
Danatoys Production Aps, Dildo Assorted S.L, Diogol, Doc Johnson, Dodil,
DONA, Doxy (CMG Leisure), DREAMLOVE, E-Stim Systems Ltd., EDC Wholesale,
ElectraStim/Cyrex Ltd., EROMED, Eropartner Distribution, Eros Veneziani,
EXS Condoms and Lubricants, EXSENS, Fetishslap, Fleshlight International SL,
FORANS Medical GmbH, FT London LLP, Global Wholesale Distribution sl,
GODEMICHE, GOLDCAPS AG, GREGG HOMME, GSJ Group ING,
HK NALONE ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD, Honour, Hot Octopuss Ltd.,
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH, Import Kareva S. A., INNOLATEX SDN. BHD.,
Intt, Je Joue, JOPEN, JOYDIVISION (North America) LLC,
JOYDIVISION international AG, Kama Sutra Europe, KAREX INDUSTRIES SDN. BHD.,
Kheper Games, Kink, KRAHO GmbH, Ladies Master ApS, LAMA LTDA, Le Wand,
“LEDAPOL” Dariusz Krawczyk, Lee's Evergreen, Leg Avenue Europe,
Lingerie Group – Producer of lingerie Passion, Avanua, Casmir,
Lockerroom Marketing Ltd., Lovehoney, LUXXA, M.S.I. GmbH, M&C GmbH,
Magic Silk, Maison Close, MaleEdge & Jes-Extender - DanaLife & DanaMedic,
Me Seduce - Pemaw Group Edyta Szczekocka, MEDPACK SWISS GROUP,

Already now
more than

165*

confirmed
participants

Megasol Cosmetic GmbH, Megusta Trading GmbH, Merkins.eu, MysteryVibe,
Mystim GmbH, Netstock Europe GmbH, New Sign Co., Ltd, Nexus,
Noir Handmade, Nomi Tang GmbH, Nova Trade Plc, Novelties by Nasswalk, Inc.,
NS Novelties, Odeco Ltd., OEBRE Handels GmbH, Oivita Creative Co.,Ltd
Orgie Company, ORION Versand GmbH & Co. KG, Ozzé Creations, partner,
Patrice Catanzaro, Peak Performa, Perfect Fit Brand, Pharmquests bv,
Pipedream Products, pjur group Luxembourg S.A., PlayHarda.UK,
Pretty Love Toys, Rascal | Boneyard, RIANNE S, Rocks-Off Ltd., Rouge Garments,
Roxie Luve, S-LINKEY INC, Satisfyer, SCALA 2.0 BV,
Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH, Secret Play (Femarvi SL), SenseMax,
Sheets of San Francisco (Zinc Retail Ltd), Shibari Wands, Shiri Zinn,
Shots Media B.V, Shunga Erotic Art, Simply Pleasure Ltd, Skins Sexual Health Ltd,
Smoothglide, Socoo Inc, Sportsheets International, Svakom, Swan Vibes,
Swiss Navy, System Jo, TENGA Co., Ltd., Titus, TOKYO DESIGN CO., LIMITED,
Topco Sales, TOYFA-H LLC, Transtumm International, Uberlube,
URNING VERLAG by TEDD Medien & Handels UG, Vivian Technology, VORZE,
We-Vibe, Wingpow International Ltd, Womanizer, XBIZ, Xgen Products,
XR PLAY HARD, YARD & co, YESforLOV, ZALO, Zorba International

*as at September 2017

Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
D 31319 Sehnde
Germany
Tel: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29
hlutz@mptoday.de
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Prowler B2B ups its selection of

essential gay male brands
Rascal, Boneyard, pjur and Swiss Navy

London, England - Since Prowler has joined forces with ABS Holdings, it has seen its selection of gay male brands skyrocket – and retailers will now find their Prowler favourites in
stock and ready to ship!

P
Prowler is now also
offering a range of
Rascal anal toys

rowler has just added more pleasure
products from Rascal, Boneyard, pjur
and Swiss Navy to its collection, giving
retailers even more choice when it comes to
its fully stocked up ranges. When it comes
to hydration and encounters, Prowler loves
pjur for their high quality lubricants. Prowler
is taking stock of a range of pjur lubricants
including pjur Original and a range of back
door lubes like Back Door Glide, Comfort
and Back Door Serum. Boneyard products
have also arrived, as Prowler stocks up on
essentials customers will love. In the name
of better sex, Prowler is also adding Swiss
Navy lubricants to its collection and retailers
can look forward to silicone and water
based lubricants as well as anal lubricants
and arousal gels. Prowler is stocking Skwert
water bottle douche kits that transform
any standard water bottle into an instant
douche. These are great for spontaneous
encounters or pleasure-on-the-go and are
(literally) a handy addition when it comes to
hygiene! Prowler is also stocking the Lube
Injector and Pucker Tonic Anal Bleach and
Repair – a formula that evens out skin tone

while it heals and hydrates. Rascal products
are also on Prowler’s list of favourite brand
new arrivals. The company has taken stock
of the Brawn leash in black and clear – this
toy gives consumers unique and creative
options when it come to restriction! It’s
adjustable and made from high quality
silicone. The Mansizer is a great extender
that comes with a ball strap that keeps it
secure while playing. This toy adds extra
inches where it counts and the extra girth
is a real partner-pleaser. The Player offers
dual layer silicone for a firm but flexible
feeling and Prowler loves that it comes with
a suction base that keeps it attached to
any smooth, clean surface for hands free
play. The company is also stocking a range
of Rascal anal toys including the Ass Rod
Training Kit V2 and the Initiation Training Kit
V2. Both sets feature 3 anal toys in
graduated sizing for play at your own pace.
The Inmate V2 butt plug comes in two sizes
to suit most experience levels. Prowler is
also stocking a wide range of FleshPhallix
cocks including Adam Killian, Eddie Stone
and Brent Everett.

Backdoor essentials with TOYJOY Anal Play
Almere, The Netherlands - The TOYJOY
Anal Play collection is part of the TOYJOY
Classics range. Containing various premium
quality anal toys, the range has quickly
become a firm favorite among
TOYJOY fans. The Anal Play collection
offers something for every preference;
including smooth anal plugs, thrilling anal
beads and even a premium prostate
massager that will definitely hit the (p)spot!
12
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There are vibrating and non-vibrating
options, plus a range of sizes to
accomodate both beginners and advanced
players. All the designs in the TOYJOY Anal
Play range are made with great eye for detail, plus produced with premium materials
such as smooth silicone and quality ABS.
Packaged in a trendy, eye-catching way,
these anal novelties will certainly catch the
consumers’ attention. More info at SCALA.
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pjur at Prague Pride 2017
Promotion
Prague, Czech Republic / Wasserbillig,Luxembourg - From 7 to 13 August, 85,000 visitors descended on Prague to celebrate
Prague Pride under the motto “Tolerance and Respect”. For several years now, the event has been organised in support of the
rights of sexual minorities.

p

jur was also at this year‘s celebrations,
distributing 3,000 flyers with pjur Back
Door samples to revellers. As usual, the
highpoint of the festival was the parade held
on „Rainbow Saturday“. Over 35,000
people took part to show their solidarity with
the LGBT community. As with every year, the
parade started at Wenceslas Square. Crowds
started to gather here in the morning, wearing
colourful, and in some cases, really outlandish
costumes. Counterdemonstrations did nothing

On Prague Pride pjur
distributed 3,000 flyers with
pjur Back Door samples

Organic & vegan lubricantseries. Certified and NPC tested.

to dampen the amazing
atmosphere. „We distributed all of
the 3,000 flyers to visitors. They
were really impressed – not just
by the free samples but also by
the fun design on the
promotional cards,“ explains
Mathias Thomser, CEO of
LOLLIPOP Trading s.r.o. He worked together with pjur to plan and implement
the promotional campaign at the event.

Ingredients of highest quality underline the organic lubricant family. This
BIO series was produced with a new eco tube and rounds up the organic
line of thought of the overall concept.

lubricants
display

BIO

brand

new

Hochwertigste Inhaltsstoffe unterstreichen die biologische Gleitmittelfamilie.
Mit neuer Eco-Tube wurde diese BIOSerie produziert und rundet den biologischen Gedanken des Gesamtkonzeptes ab.

www.HOT-PV.com
HOT PRODUCTION

Zertifiziert und NCP geprüft.

Display 27 Stk./pcs.
Art. No. POS-D44160

Biologische & vegane
Gleitmittel-Serie.

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH
bH /// Wagrainer Str
Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email: office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro
grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach
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Topco Sales welcomes industry vet

Cheri Curry as Sales Account Manager
Manufacturer fortifies sales team with experience & integrity
Los Angeles, USA - Topco Sales is proud to welcome Cheri Curry as Sales Account Manager, a role that will fortify the company’s sales team with honest leadership, drive, and
purpose – consistent with the iconic brand’s current mission.

A

Cheri Curry joined Topco Sales in July

seasoned industry member with a
career rooted in sales development,
Curry will be responsible for building B2B
relationships trainings while reinforcing
Topco Sales’ Private Label Program as the
company enters its second year of leadership under COO Autumn O’Bryan. “Cheri is a
familiar face who is well-liked and respected
in our industry,” O’Bryan said. “She has
a diverse background in sales, marketing
and business development, which is exactly
what Topco Sales needs for its growing
team, and her experience with lubricants
will be an asset as we delve deeper into
our USA-based private label capabilities.
Her enthusiasm and gusto is contagious
and it has been a pleasure incorporating
Cheri into our close-knit team.” Throughout her industry career, Curry consistently

increased sales numbers while developing proven communication and account
management strategies that allowed for
growth across the board. As Sales Account
Manager, Curry will build new domestic
and international contacts and use her
vast knowledge of lubricants and topicals
to build Topco Sales’ expanding Private
Label Program catalog. “Topco Sales has
become a cohesive team with a clear sense
of purpose because of Autumn’s leadership
and they exude a universal sense of joy that
you don’t see every day, which made it fun
the minute I came on board,” Curry said.
“This attitude translates seamlessly to the
customer and the company’s honest ethos
is right on track with the way I do business.
I’m genuinely excited to see what we can
accomplish together, as a team.”

Magic Heating Wand available at Eropartner
The Magic Heating Wand will warm to
42 degrees within 2 minutes

14
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Magic
Motion’s team of designers, researchers,
engineers and health specialists come with
new solutions to women’s health and
introduced the warming Magic Heating
Wand. It is a personal hand held
massager that will warm to 42 degrees
within 2 minutes. Magic Motion is a
Shanghai-based company and designs and
manufactures couples and solo vibrators.
The technical team integrates mobile and
wireless technology with sexual wellness
design to develop intimate products that
work in sync with the human body and
state-of-the-art techniques.
The Magic Heating Wand is designed with a
gentle curve to massage the G-spot. Adjust

the temperature to suit your pleasure and
enjoy the vibrations of your own music or
custom patterns. The vibrator can work
both manually via the buttons on the
vibrator or remotely via the magic App.
You can adjust the temperature to suit your
pleasure, lay back and enjoy the vibrations.
The Magic Heating Wand is waterproof
and the 8000 rpm motor gives intense and
sensual vibrations coming from your favourite music or custom patterns. And if you like
to play, your partner can take control from
anywhere in the world via the free Magic
Motion app, WhatsApp or Skype (mobile
data required)! Bluetooth 4.0 compatibility is
essential. Connect your wand to your phone’s Bluetooth and you are ready to play.
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NEW NEXT GENERATION

2999
EURO

Wholesale price

8999
EURO

MSRP incl. VAT

BEST SEX TOYS
RELEASED IN 2016

This vibrator literally sucks on your clitoris — yes, we were skeptical too — and when it does, it could
bring you to climax in record time. We described it as “lit”— and that‘s not a word we use lightly.
12/2016 USA

“bring you to climax
in record time”
12/2016 USA

“Playtime, all the buy
on next-gen sex toys”
01/2017 Canada

“A feminist can be
in charge of her
own pleasure.”
11/2016 USA

“And it wasn’t just any
orgasm — it was a cluster of
orgasms within one orgasm.”
10/2016 USA

“Sweet baby Jesus, I‘m never
OHDYLQJP\ɸDWDJDLQ,WIHOWOLNH
nothing I‘ve ever experienced
on this earthly plane, SRSLY.”
05/2017 UK

“Think: A guy going down
on you, just more intense.”
12/2016 USA

“my latest favorite,
the Satisfyer Pro 2”
01/2017 USA

“Get ready for your
life to change.”
02/2017 USA

“this sleek oral sex stimulator
that would look more at
home with all your pricey
beauty products”
10/2016 USA

“But nothing, and I mean
nothing, has compared to what
an indirectclitoral stimulator, or
“touch-free,” toy does.“
05/2017 USA

www.satisfyer.com
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“Sweet baby Jesus, I‘m never
nothing I‘ve ever experienced
www.cosmopolitan.com/uk/love-sex/

ZZZVDWLVI\HUFRPȰDistributor prices upon request. Your contact: sales@satisfyer.com
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NEXT GENERATION
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MSRP incl. VAT

2699
EUR O

Wholesale price

7999
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MSRP incl. VAT
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leaving my flat again. It felt like
on this earthly plane, SRSLY.”
by Paisley Gilmour

sex/a9905676/satisfyer-deluxe-oral-sex-toys/

NEW

NEW

NEXT GENERATION

1699
EU R O

Wholesale price
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NEXT GENERATION

4999
EU RO

MSRP incl. VAT

1999
EUR O

Wholesale price

5999
E UR O

MSRP incl. VAT
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19,

99
EURO

Wholesale price

59,

99
EURO

MSRP incl. VAT

sales@partnertoy.com
www.partnertoy.com
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YESforLOV presents their Sensations& Prowess Couples Elixir
Available at Eropartner
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The exquisite sensation of hot and cold created by YESforLOV Sensations & Prowess
Couples Elixir intensifies clitoral arousal and prolongs pleasure for the penis whilst taking care to respect the natural
harmony of the skin and intimate areas.

L

iven up the relationship with the incredible
arousal generated by this intimate cream.
Both partners can enjoy the exquisite sensation
of hot and cold created by its active ingredients.
The intimate parts of the body are all a quiver in
unprecedented pleasure, amplifying every sensation and endlessly renewing the joys of orgasm.
Just a drop of this cream applied to the penis and
languorously rubbed against the clitoris and labia
of the lucky partner is enough to create unprecedented arousal in women, as well as increased
control of her partner’s sexual capacities. Both
performance and pleasure are increased for more
intense, tremulous and unforgettable lovemaking.
YESforLOV Sensations & Prowess Couples Elixir

marks an extension of the realm of pleasure
whilst taking care to respect the natural harmony of the skin and intimate areas. It uses
a hypoallergenic formula tested by gynaecologists, with a physiological pH, which is
guaranteed paraben-free, allergen-free, mineral oil-free and silicon-free. (Not for use during
pregnancy).This exclusive and unprecedented
lovers’ cream is dedicated to all couples, new and
old, short and long-term, exclusive and shared…
to all sacred duos that have given themselves to
each other with confidence and passion, who
know each other’s bodies like their own, who
have given everything and received everything
and are looking for even more pleasure.

FT London with new pricing
London, England - FT London always kept the
same pricing since the company started to sell
products in 2012. In the beginning they started
with shipping from Hong-Kong on a prepaid basis. Now customers get the orders for their products from Los Angeles with credit terms. The
company is dropping the distributors price and
only keeps the manufacturer’s suggested retail

FT London‘s new
pricing starts to be
active from
September 1st

price (MSRP) and the wholesale price.
Second, they significantly decrease the
prices for their Gvibe 2 and the smaller
version Gvibe MINI. They also increased
margin. In the beginning until now the margin between the distributor- and wholesale price
was 26-28%. Now retailers will get 35% discount
from the wholesale price which is the biggest and
possible discount for distributors. The new price
lists can be obtained at FT London. The new
pricing starts to be active from September 1st.

Smoothglide Xtreme Powder is now available at MVW
Mainz-Kastel, Germany - Smoothglide Xtreme
Powder is a 100% natural powder for mixing
lube. The agitated lubricant is long-lasting and
very slippery. It is easy to wash off, odorless
and tasteless. From approx. 9 g you get a
lubricating gel quantity of approx. 500 ml. This
quantity corresponds to 3 caps, or a heaped
scoop Smoothglide Powder. If you want a
thicker consistency, simply increase the powder
dose. Instructions: Mix the powder well with

Smoothglide Xtree
Powder is shipping now

warm tap water. Tip: The best way to do this is
a commercial shaker. After about 20 minutes,
the lubricant is ready for use. Note: Do not store
the agitated lubricant for more than 3 days. Stir
out the new powder. Quicktipp: for the Quickie
in between, simply mix the powder with some
warm water in the hand. Smoothglide
Xtreme Powder is free of synthetic colorants
and fragrances, as well as preservatives
and silicone free.

19
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STIMULATING
AT THE SAME
INTENSE SEXUAL
sales@partnertoy.com
www.partnertoy.com
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“Black Velvets” from You2Toys
New sex toys for anal pleasure
Flensburg, Germany - New sex toys from the “Black Velvets”
range (You2Toys) are now available from ORION Wholesale. These
sex toys from this special range are for beginners in anal pleasure.

T

The “Black Velvets” sex toys
are delivered in a high-quality
cardboard box

hey are made out of black silicone and their
smooth surfaces are wonderfully slippery when used
with water-based lubricant. The shapes of the toys have
been carefully designed – they have practical loops and
narrow handles for a secure fit, and stimulating textures
like grooves or wavy parts for additional pleasure. The
cock ring “Ring & Plug” doesn’t just stand out from the rest
because of its additional butt plug, but also because of its
bridge part for the perineum that has stimulating dots on it.
The cock ring “Ring & Vibro Plug” is similar to the “Ring &
Plug” – the difference is that the butt plug vibrates in a
stimulating way. The “Plug” has a fancy design and a
practical suction cup. This smooth toy can hit all the
intimate pleasure spots, thanks to its slightly curved shape.
Its slight glans and stimulating, pronounced grooves at either side also provide thrilling pleasure. The “Black Velvets”
sex toys are delivered in a high-quality cardboard box.

Intimate pleasure
by JOYDIVISION at SCALA

NEW: ST RUBBER Box
WEEKEND LOVERS
STRUBBI.COM

Almere, The Netherlands - JOYDIVISION is
well-known for its quality range of drugstore
essentials, but did you know the brand also
offers a trendy, affrodable toy collection?
SCALA are stocking a great selection of
pleasurable providers from the JOYDIVISION assortment:
spanning over multiple product categories and spoiling the
choice with love balls, vibrators, stimulators and probes. One of
SCALA‘s favorites from the JOYDIVISION collection is the
Joystick Booster Pro: a sleek prostate stimulator with a sleek,
masculine look and feel. The black design is ergonomically
curved to hit his p-spot with sensational precision, whilst its 3
different levels of vibration allow lovers to expriment with mild to
high intesity. The Joystick Booster Pro is made of soft silicone
for maximum comfort and comes in a modern, non-intimidating
packaging, perfect for mainstream in-store display.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 9 / 2 0 1 7

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T/F +49 6834 4006-0 / -11 . info@st-rubber.de
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IMbesharam.com to
distribute Bijoux Indiscrets
Romance has a new destination in India
Barcelona, Spain - Lisa Sananes, Global
Sales Manager in Bijoux Indiscrets
explains: “We are excited to be working
with IMbesharam.com as we believe
their audience perfectly fits with our
positioning and philosophy.

NEU
NEW
zur / at the

I

2490463 1001

ndia is definitely one of the most
interesting and promising market,
with half of the population under the age of 25,
and an ongoing online revolution (growth of
540% from online shopping transactions since
2009 ). Trends, mentalities, shopping habits of
the population are all changing and IMbesharam is an active actor of those changes. We
want to be by their side and embrace this new
era together“. “We are a chic erotica brand
women founded company designing beautiful
but affordable erotic products that we hope
also inspire women all over the world to live
their pleasure to the utmost”, Elsa Viegas,
designer and co-founder of Bijoux Indiscrets
comments. IMbesharam.com is a one stop
shop for Indians & NRI‘s across the world to
browse, shop & experience a bold & beautiful
lifestyle. “India is the land of KamaSutra, and if
KamaSutra had a store, they would be selling
only Bijoux Products. The elegant & enticing
range of products offered by Bijoux are not
only world class but extremely desirable for
anyone who is in a relationship as well as for
young bright forward thinking women who
embrace the latest and newest in fashion and
trendsetting accessories. We are very excited
to partner with Bijoux as we think they fill the
immense gap that exists in India for products
that can be used as accessories and accelerators for romance, foreplay and a very healthy &
pleasurable lovemaking. We give to the Indian
Market the window to choose what they always
wanted to try and Bijoux Indiscrets range is
a perfect option to achieve true satisfaction,
healthier mind and stronger relationships’’,
explains Raj Armani, CEO of Imbesharam.com.

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
grosshandel@orion.de
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Broad City Oﬃcial

Pleasure Collection shipping now
Lovehoney

Bath, England - The collection, which officially launched to the Trade at the ANME Founders
Show in July, is the first time that Lovehoney has partnered with a TV show; the current
portfolio includes rock bands, (Motörhead, Mötley Crüe) fashion brands, (tokidoki), Sex
experts (Tracey Cox) and of course, Fifty Shades of Grey.

Now available: the
Broad City Offcial
Pleasure Collection

B

road City is courtesy of the collective
brains of and starring Abbi Jacobson and Ilana Glazer. It is an odd couple
comedy about two best friends navigating
their twenties in New York City whose
adventures always lead down unexpected
and outlandish paths. The show is noted
for its frank and funny portrayal of sex,
and has featured many sex toys, including a memorable scene that introduced
pegging to a mainstream TV audience for
the first time. Lovehoney says the range
of irreverent, colourful items will appeal to
Broad City’s extensive fan base as well as
first time users. Neal Slateford, Lovehoney Co-Founder, said: “For us working
with a show of Broad City’s calibre was
a no-brainer and we’re delighted to be
working with Comedy Central. The range
perfectly encapsulates what the show is
all about: fun and energy. We’re delighted
with how the products represent Abbi and
Ilana’s humour, with each item harking
back to hilarious episodes in the girls’
lives. The hero products for us are the

kegel balls, Nature’s Natural Pocket: fans
will know the exact moment in the show
that these pleasure balls, with their secret
‘stash’ pocket is all about.”
Steve Raizes, SVP Consumer Products
for Viacom’s Global Entertainment Group,
noted: “Comedy Central is thrilled to team
up with Lovehoney on this collection that
expresses the bold, unique and
sex-positive voice of ‘Broad City.
We are excited to bring these innovative
and high quality products to fans of the
show.” The products have been designed
and developed in-house as has all
packaging, POS and brand marketing
collateral. Kate Hodgson-Egan,
International Sales Manager comments:
“We are delighted to announce that the
Broad City range is shipping now! The
range was very popular when it launched
at the ANME Founders Show. Visitors to
our stand loved the bright and fun
packaging of the products and
eye-catching POS, perfect for
in-store displays or windows.”

Naughty Nipple Play with CalExotics at SCALA
Almere, The Netherlands - The Nipple Play
collection by CalExotics is all about the nipple. The range includes various new designs,
plus some of CalExotics its best-selling nipple stimulation products, now combined in
one, visually coherent collection. The Nipple
Play collection includes an amazing selection of product types, ranging from vacuum
nipple suckers and nipple chains to vibrating
clasps and heated nipple stimulators. Nipple
24
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stimulation might often be considered a
support act during intimate play, but the
arousal of this erogenous zone has every
right to be a headliner during your sexual
adventures! That’s why the Nipple Play range by CalExotics is a great choice for consumers who want to spice up their sex life and
indulge their senses with non-intimidating,
playful designs to complement their foreplay
and love making. Available at SCALA.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 9 / 2 0 1 7
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XR Brands now shipping
‘Shegasm Pro’
Updated version of ergonomic sex toy
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is officially
shipping the Shegasm Pro by Inmi, the newest
version of the wildly popular Shegasm, which uses
suction and vibration to stimulate the clitoris.

T

he latest edition envelops the clitoris with
three speeds, 10 functions, and three different
tip sizes to choose from, elevating pleasure to
orgasmic heights – especially for people who love
the sensation of receiving oral sex. The Shegasm
Pro maintains the handheld design of the original
Shegasm while bringing a host of new features
to the table. Its multi-function motor and interchangeable tips allow for a truly customizable user
experience: providing suction as well as vibration, the Shegasm Pro is designed to provide
users with seemingly effortless orgasms in mere
minutes. Simply position the silicone cup over the
clitoris and scroll through each setting to choose
the ideal intensity level. The body-safe silicone
tips are soft to the touch allowing for elevated
comfort for even the most sensitive clitorises.
“The Shegasm was a huge success for us and
demand for a next-level version led us to design
the Shegasm Pro, which provides an even more
powerful experience at a competitive price,” XR
Brands Director of Sales & Marketing Rebecca
Weinberg said. “We are proud to provide retailers
around the world with a product that enables
women to experience intense orgasms with little
to no effort and broaden the pleasure product
category.” The Shegasm by Inmi is made of ABS
plastic with silicone tips and features a comfortable handheld shape and a USB-rechargeable
design. “Our customers love this unique alternative to traditional clitoral sex toys and we’re excited
to officially ship the Shegasm
Pro this month,” Weinberg
said. “The first Shegasm
shipment sold out in less than
one week, so we recommend
that customers reserve their
Shegasm Pros early by placing
a pre-order today.”
The Shegasm Pro maintains the handheld
design of the original Shegasm
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Pipedream’s Icicles Plugs appear in

Allure and women’s press

The new Icicles will be in stock and shipping in September
Chatsworth, USA - Pipedream Products’ Icicles line of upscale glass massagers has become
a favorite amongst consumers and retailers as the glass trend continues to gain momentum.
Recently, the elegant Icicles anal plugs have garnered the attention of women’s mainstream
press, as editors look for an approachable yet quality item to recommend to their readers.

I
Icicles anal plugs
have garnered the
attention of women’s
mainstream press in
the last months

n July, the Icicles No. 48 plug, which features a hand-blown floral base, appeared
in a story on Allure.com that stated, “Want
to hear a secret about glass toys? They are
great for temperature play.” The plugs also
appeared on Bustle.com and the leading
women’s fashion and lifestyle site, Refinery29, which quipped “Yes, you can get
a killer plug on a budget too… It’s easy to
insert, lightweight, and easy to disinfect.”
Pipedream’s Icicles line is made of colored
borosilicate glass that is hand-blown and
never painted. The elegant designs, which
range from G-Spot to anal play, offer varied
textures and shapes all at a good price,
making them ideal for the glass beginner.
While the entire line has been a hit, the
Icicles plugs, and specifically the No. 48

flower bud anal plug, has become coveted by both press and consumers. The
approachable size and feminine appeal
has made it a top seller. For this reason,
Pipedream Products recently introduced
16 new Icicles SKUs at ANME in July,
including new decorative plugs including
diamond, rose, and heart shapes. The
collection will also be available for
purchase with Pipedream’s new Shelf-NShop system—an all-inclusive
merchandising solution designed to drive
profits and take the work out of creating
an eye-catching display. This inexpensive
in-store system includes all the shelves,
hardware, graphics, 3D signage, products,
and testers you need to turn your o rdinary
wall into a high-profit destination.

Kokos masturbators exclusively
available at EDC Wholesale

Design, function, and quality are the
reasons why consumers chose to
buy KOKOS’ products for the past
15 years

26
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Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale has been named as official European
distributor for the next five months for the ultimate KOKOS male masturbators. KOKOS
manufactures products that emphasized
art, design, and utility in men’s masturbation.
Design, function, and quality are the reasons
why consumers chose to buy KOKOS’
products for the past 15 years. The masturbators are specifically designed to turn
imagination into reality with a high variety of
internal structures for a lifelike sensation. The
external design presents visual excitement
due to the high-quality silicone that feels as
smooth as the skin of a woman. “It doesn’t

get more realistic than this,” said Eric Idema,
CEO of EDC Wholesale about the KOKOS
products. “The customers will love the
feeling of the products and the sensation
from the internal structures. We are very
proud to partner with this amazing brand.
KOKOS has been manufacturing masturbators for many years and has developed a
large fan-base in Asia. We are very excited
to be offering these beautiful products to our
customers.” The KOKOS collection at EDC
Wholesale are presented in beautifully designed packaging and consists of compact,
soft and ready-for-action masturbators in
different shapes and sizes.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 9 / 2 0 1 7
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Prostate massage enhanced with Nexus Ultra Si
Perfect for intermediate and advanced users
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Ultra Si is a dual prostate and perineum massager that combines the firmness of polypropylene
with the luxurious cushion of silicone to give dual sensations.

U

ltra Si is a prostate massager that combines luxury silicone with firm polypropylene
for enhanced dual density sensations. Using
the effective shape of the Nexus Neo, this dual
prostate and perineum massager is designed to
fit comfortably within the male form. The shaft is
shaped to massage the prostate internally whilst
the stainless steel rollerball gently rolls against
the perineum, delivering a licking sensation to
the user. “Ultra Si has been developed due to
popular demand,“ says Monique Carty, Nexus
Director. “Our customers love the shape of our

Nexus Ultra Si is now
available at Eropartner
Distribution

Nexus Neo and we are often asked if
we have a silicone version. To develop
a product that is firm enough to
massage the prostate effectively whilst
also providing the extra cushion our
customers are requesting has been
difficult; but we now feel we have a
superior product that will deliver more
comfort for an optimum experience.” Ultra Si is
waterproof, phthalate free, anatomically contoured, odourless and features rollerball technology.
Perfect for intermediate and advanced users.

HARD
MAN

RING TODAY FOR YOUR FREE PRODUCT SAMPLE PACK

CALL NOW:
+35 952 198 749 | +44 (0) 207 193 3553
WWW.GWDWHOLESALE.COM
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LELO takes over Fiﬅh Avenue
In-store promo at Museum of Sex makes waves
Stockholm, Sweden - LELO’s thriving relationship with Museum of Sex NYC continues to grow
in strength, with another successful takeover of the window display at the prominent 5th Avenue
location. With bespoke artwork showcasing the bestselling LELO WaveMotion pleasure products and an attractive in-store promotion, the beautiful items were an exciting talking point on
the street and in the store.
The LELO window display at the
prominent 5th Avenue location

T

he Museum of Sex NYC said: „The
Museum of Sex customer relies on our
curated selection of top quality products,
and LELO is always appreciated for its artful
design and superior innovations! We‘re
excited to feature the LELO Wave series
promotion in our store, the product and
graphics are colorful and compelling and
the customer has really to responded it!“
LELO also contributed to the Museum’s

in-store signage, further enhancing the
LELO takeover. LELO CMO Steve Thomson said: “We are always proud of our
connection with the Museum of Sex NYC.
Their location and their commitment to
emphasizing style and sexiness is perfectly
in line with our values at LELO, and it’s a
great opportunity to bring our products to
an engaged and knowledgeable audience,
as well as mainstream shoppers.”

Make your assortment POP!
Almere, The Netherlands – Make your
assortment POP! with Doc Johnson at
SCALA. The fantastic American POP! collection by the brand adds some vivid color
to any assortment and will charm your
consumers with its trendy Pop Art-inspired
packaging. Add a pop of color to your assortment and make any in-store presentation come alive with the fantastic American
POP! collection by Doc Johnson – now
available at SCALA. This range of brightly
colored dildos, dongs, plugs and more
offers all the essentials for a night of vivid
fun! The unique collection features some of

Doc Johnson’s most popular silhouettes,
now in a trendy, Pop Art-inspired packaging: creating a collection that doesn’t just
feel, but also looks amazing. The range
caters to all entry levels, from beginners to
advanced players, as it offers various sized
designs, from small to large.
The American POP! collection has instant
appeal and instantly catch the eye of your
consumers when presented in-store or
online. Combining trendy aesthetics with
the high quality standard Doc Johnson is
known for, this must-have range is a solid
choice for any assortment.

Satisyfer Pro Penguin Next Generation at EDC Wholesale
EDC Wholesale offers the newest
models from the Satisfyer Pro
collection, including the Penguin
Next Generation

28
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Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale offers the newest models from the
Satisfyer Pro collection, including the Penguin Next Generation with its award winning
design. Its handy design especially impresses newcomers to sensual solo play with
its cute shape and simple use. The curved

head on this pressure wave vibrator creates
never-experienced-before climaxes with 11
different programs. The rechargeable batteries make it ready for any adventure. Satisfyer Pro is one of the many brands offered
by EDC Wholesale, the go to one-stop-shop
for online and brick & mortar retailers.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 9 / 2 0 1 7
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Get your GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS!
The Mötley Crüe Official Pleasure Collection Girls Girls Girls vibrators from Lovehoney
Bath, England - With Mötley Crüe reissuing their Girls Girls Girls album on August 25th to celebrate its 30th anniversary, it is
time to rock out with the Mötley Crüe Official Pleasure Collection Girls Girls Girls vibrators from Lovehoney.

T

he Mötley Crüe Official Pleasure Collection
Girls Girls Girls classic vibrator features 3
intensities and 4 skip-stepping patterns to
leave you roaring for an encore. The 10
function Mötley Crüe Official Pleasure
Collection Girls Girls Girls bullet vibrator
features 3 speeds and 7 patterns for
stadium-sized stimulation. Lovehoney Sales
Manager Sabrina Earnshaw comments,
“Without a doubt, great sex and great music go
hand-in-hand. The Mötley Crüe Girls Girls Girls
vibrators have taken the industry by storm.
To celebrate the 25th anniversary milestone,
many customers are running special offers in

EAN_09-17_06-43_News.indd 25

New: The Mötley Crüe
Girls Girls Girls vibrators

their stores. Please get in contact with us if you
would like to stock the collection to celebrate
the reissue of the album.” Mötley Crüe The
Official Pleasure Collection comprises a set of
eight mini and midi-sized vibrators, emblazoned
with the band’s iconic typography and distinctive artwork, as featured on classic albums
‘Girls Girls Girls’, ‘Shout At The Devil’, ‘Too
Fast For Love’ and more. The band – made up
of Vince Neil (vocals), Mick Mars (guitar), Nikki
Sixx (bass) and Tommy Lee (drums) – has sold
over 100 million albums globally, with countless
sold-out tours, playing to millions of fans. In
addition to the toys, POS is also available.
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Leg Avenue Europe

celebrates 5 year anniversary
The success story continues
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue, originated in Los Angeles, started as a family hosiery business. The family Tsai began designing unique hosiery and sold it on market stalls
and kiosks in Los Angeles.

F

Five years ago Leg
Avenue Europe
opened its doors as
the European branch
of Leg Avenue

rom stockings to very sexy lingerie, this
small family business evolved quickly thanks to its innovative and original
designs. This sexy feminine brand has
grown into one of the leading businesses
in the erotic lingerie market. Five years
ago, as part of this growth, Leg Avenue
Europe opened its doors as the European branch of Leg Avenue. Leg Avenue
Europe can have a positive look-back on
the past successful five years. Its team of
employees has grown and the company
has been rising ever since the first day
it opened its doors. This company has
never experienced any hard times from
the economic situation, which states that
this healthy company is standing like a
rock. With the rising popularity of the
brand in Europe, comes a loyal group
of fans and of course increasing sales.
“The past five years have been a blast, I
have been with Leg Avenue Europe from

the beginning, we started with only eight
employees. Look at where we are now,
we have a team of twenty employees
and that all happened in just five years.
What I like most about Leg Avenue is
the friendly customer service we offer,
it creates a bound with our clients. The
feedback, passion and enthusiasm of the
management, Walter and Trudy, is what
drives employees to put their heart in the
company and just enjoy their work. And
of course, the cosiness and fun within this
team is important as well. I would never
see myself working for another company and that says enough”, says Brigit
Limmen, she’s the rock of Leg Avenue’s
loyal and hard-working sales team. The
team celebrated its five year anniversary
with a surprise weekend full of activities,
organised by the driving head stars of
the company: Walter Kroes and Trudy
Pijnacker.

Indulgent oral fun with System JO Gelato at SCALA
Almere, The Netherlands – The Gelato
collection by System JO – inspired by
the indulgent taste of Italian ice-cream –
is ready to order at SCALA. This unique
range of flavored, water-based lubes is
the perfect accessory to a sizzling
summertime romance: adding some
delicious passion and glide to any
intimate adventures. The Gelato collection will engage the smell and taste senses, creating an amazing multisensory
experience… SCALA stocks all 5 flavors
in the System JO Gelato collection:
30
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Hazelnut Espresso, Mint Chocolate,
Crème Brûlée, Tiramisu and Salted
Caramel – all of which are now available
in the 120ml version. The lubricant itself
provides a long-lasting glide that doesn’t
dry out or get tacky, plus is formulated
of premium ingredients to ensure a
comfortable, body-safe experience. To
compliment the unique flavor profiles of
the range, System JO has created an
eye-catching, non-intimidating packaging
for the collection, allowing for a mainstream in-store presentation.
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Stark Distribution is launching ‘Fetish Gear’
Underwear, sportswear, harnesses and T-shirts
London, England - Stark Distribution is excited to announce the launch of ‘Fetish Gear’, a bold new brand and their first venture into
fashion. The full range of underwear, sportswear, harnesses and T-shirts is set to launch in October and is available to pre-order now.

T

he range has been designed exclusively
for Stark in London and is manufactured in
Europe. As the name suggests, the whole range
has been designed with a fetish edge in mind.
The Core collection of jocks, as well as briefs and
boxers available in backless and closed styles
is colour coded in the traditional fetish colours
and is sure to appeal to the growing sports fetish
scene. These styles are joined by mesh wrestling
singlets, sports socks, coloured leather harnesses, as well as Retro and Pup Tees. “Fetish Gear
is a natural progression for Stark, building upon
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Fetish Gear will be distributed
worldwide exclusively by Stark
Distribution

the global success of our Titus ranges,” said Neil
Riley CEO. “The sports fetish scene is a huge
growth area and with customers regularly asking
if we carried any underwear, Fetish Gear was a
no-brainer. We have paid real attention to detail,
making sure the entire collection not only looks
hot, but fits and feels great. The initial response
has been very exciting.” Fetish Gear will be distributed worldwide exclusively by Stark Distribution.
For a catalogue and pricing, contact Adam at
wholesale@starkdistribution.co.uk or visit the
Stark stand at eroFame booth #53.
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New Kendra Sunderland Fleshlight
ABS Holdings
Wimbourne, England - Kendra Sunderland became a viral
sensation in dorm rooms everywhere thanks to her kinky exploits
in a college library. Now - thanks to Fleshlight - she’s available
for an anytime private appearance in the bedroom, too. The new
Kendra Sunderland Fleshlight at ABS features a signature Angel
texture - it combines waves of space with snugness and texture
as pleasure knobs stimulate every inch.

Now available at ABS: the new
Kendra Sunderland Fleshlight

T

his Fleshlight is modelled on Kendra herself and gives an
authentic experience that’s as close to the real thing. The
lifelike material feels incredible and the texture takes solo play
to new heights. Kendra began her porn career as a cam girl
and public masturbation-exhibitionist, with the controversy
earning her a quick following. She’s now the Vixen Angel of
the Year and Xbiz and AVN award winner. As with all
Fleshlights, the new Kendra Sunderland Angel Fleshlight takes
orgasms to new levels of sensation. This toy is easy to clean
and comes in a strong and sturdy case that gives plenty of
control and a great grip. This Fleshlight can be used with a
water based lubricant for enhanced pleasure.

A HOT glide and premium soﬅness

NEW: ST RUBBER Box
SEXY BIRTHDAY SURPRISES
FOR HER
STRUBBI.COM

Almere, The Netherlands– The Premium
Silicone Glide by HOT is ready to order at
SCALA. This quality lubricant has all the
qualities consumers desire from a lubricant,
but will surprise them with its incredible
softness and silky touch. HOT has already distinguished itself as
a quality choice in drugstore essentials. The brand has an extensive collection of intimate wellness products, including indulgent
massage oils and creams, libido boosting products, arousal
supplements and – of course - various premium lubricants. One
of SCALA‘s favorites from the HOT assortment is the Premium
Silicone Glide: a lube that will thrill consumers with its unique
qualities. The Premium Silicone Glide is produced with a special
formula containing cosmetic silicones, that are usually only used
in high-end cosmetics. These cosmetic silicones don’t just
guarantee a long-lasting glide and slippery appeal: but also feel
extremely soft on the skin, nourishing with silky smooth comfort.
The Premium Silicone Glide also comes packaged in a sleek
black and yellow packaging with a mainstream look and feel,
making it a non-intimidating choice in any in-store presentation.
It’s ready to order at SCALA in a 50ml, 100ml and 200ml version.
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Kama Sutra’s Oil of Love
Perfect for fall & warmth with every kiss
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Oil of Love was Kama
Sutra’s very first step to making love better.

N

ow, 48 years and 8
flavours later, the Oil of
Love is still a very popular
product. It’s a romantic
experience for two. It’s a
delicious kissable body treat
that gives a gentle warming
sensation. It can be used
anywhere on the body, so it’s
the perfect foreplay product. The luxurious Oil of
Love comes in 9 exquisite flavours. It’s an oil by
name but has a water-based, non-staining formula
with quality ingredients. Just like other products by
Kama Sutra, it’s allergy tested. Overall it’s a memorable product with outstanding packaging and a
wide colour range for creative merchandising.

New flavoured lubricants
from EasyGlide
Veendam, The
Netherlands - The
EasyGlide collection
has been expanded
with five flavoured
lubricants, now
available for retailers
to purchase at EDC Wholesale. The new items
offer exotic flavours to stimulate the senses
and enhance the ease and comfort of intimate
sexual activity. The flavours Passionfruit, Aloë
Vera, Strawberry, Cherry, and Energy Guarana
are water based and compatible with natural
rubber latex condoms. They come in 30ml
bottles which are presented in stylish boxes
with colorful images that represent the flavours.
EasyGlide offers a great variety of lubricants. All
products are dermatologically tested, measure up to strict EU standards and have CE
marking.
33
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XR Brands introduces Master Series

‘Infiltrator II’ Hollow Strap-on and Dildo
Dominant, sturdy design & adjustable fit built for users of any gender
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is officially shipping the Infiltrator II, a realistic harness
and dildo set designed and built to accommodate users of any gender.

T

Shipping now: he
Infiltrator II, a realistic
harness and dildo set

his heavy-duty harness features a
dominant and authoritative look with
a realistic phallic shape that, thanks to its
unfilled interior, can even be worn over a
flaccid or semi-erect penis to give receivers
a pleasantly “full” feeling that will keep them
coming back for more. The Infiltrator II’s
shaft and balls are realistic in detail, massive
in size, and strategically constructed to
position the dildo at the perfect angle. Its
hollow shaft allows enough room for a penis
to slip inside – even without an erection –
allowing users with penises to penetrate
their partners almost anytime they desire.
Additionally, the hollow shaft is rigid enough
to maintain its shape without anything inside
it, allowing users with vulvas to effectively
wield the Infiltrator II’s enviable shape. “The
Infiltrator II is the is the newest addition to
Master Series and enables users to take on
the role of dominant penetrator regardless
of whether they have an erection – or a
penis, for that matter,” XR Brands Director
of Sales & Marketing Rebecca Weinberg
said. “This is more than just another
strap-on; the Infiltrator II has a strong,
intimidating look that many shoppers crave.
Additionally, its hollow but sturdy

construction gives users options that you
don’t get with standard dildos and we are
proud to enable retailers around the world
to cater to a wider array of pleasure
seekers.” The Infiltrator II’s heavy-duty
harness has sturdy, adjustable straps
around the waist and crotch, allowing
the user to easily modify sizing to fit up to
55-inch waists and 21 inches around the
crotch. The metal O-ring is held in place
by Velcro straps, making attachment and
removal of the massive dildo a breeze
while also allowing users to trade it out for
a different toy at any time. The Infiltrator
II dildo boasts an impressive 10 inches in
total length, 7.75 of which insertable and it
is 2.75 at widest insertable diameter. The
hollow interior is 6 inches in length and 1.5
inches in diameter. “Customers have been
most excited about the Infiltrator II because
it is designed to accommodate so many
body shapes, regardless of intimate
anatomy, and is built to last,” Weinberg
said. “It looks and feels great on the body
and gives the wearer a sexy, domineering
look that can really transform the experience
for all partners involved, especially for users
experiencing any kind of erectile difficulties.”

ENVY at SCALA
Almere, The Netherlands - The ENVY by
Baci range offers a great choice in male
erotic apparel, with the assortment spanning over many product categories including boxers, briefs, thongs and costumes
(all available in various sizes and colors).
The ENVY collection is aimed at the fashion
conscious, confident male who wants his
underwear to reflect his masculinity and
34
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highlights his best features. The materials
ENVY uses are premium quality, making
designs comfortable and durable. Fabrics
range from delicate lace and silky satin to
breathable cotton and ultra-soft microfiber.
The products also come packaged in a
trendy, masculine box that reflects the fashionable aesthetic of the brand.
ENVY is available at SCALA.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 9 / 2 0 1 7
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Sex in the Shower launches

new products and packaging
Sportsheets

Huntington Beach, USA - The brand Sex in the Shower from Sportsheets has received a
make-over. With numerous awards under its belt, now, as well as changing up the
packaging of their shower products, they have also released 8 new toys and gels.

7
Sex in the Shower has
received a make-over

pre-existing top-sellers have received
the makeover. Shower-sex essentials
like the Suction Handle Bar and Suction
Foot Rest are getting a glossy touch-up
with new colours and the new, gorgeously
minimalistic shower drop logo located
on each. Sex in the Shower is targeted towards those who love the idea of
sex being clean, and Sportsheets have
reflected this concept onto the re-branded
packaging and design. The products, new
and old alike, now all come within rose
pink boxes, emblazoned with the new Sex
in the Shower logo. To go alongside the
new look and feel of Sex in the Shower,
they have treated us to 8 new products
that will excite your customers as much

as they excited us. The first new toy that
caught our eye was the Silicone Heart
Beads, in a tremendously cute and sexy
sky blue colour and heart shaped design, these are bound to attract a female
audience – and it’s cute enough to leave in
the bathroom without the worry of it being
noticed sitting there amongst the shower
gels. SITS have also taken inspiration from
their Sportsheets brand when creating
a product more suited towards BDSM
desires. The range now includes a new
Intimate Shower Vibrator, a Silicone Butt
Plug, and a Finger Massager Kit. The new
Sex in the Shower products and more
information on the new packaging, are
available at Creative Conceptions.

New plug by ST Rubber’s brand Malesation
The Anal-Pleasure plug has two
motors, which can be used together or
individually

Wadgassen, Germany - ST Rubber’s
brand Malesation has released a new
plug with the name Anal-Pleasure. It offers
a total of 11 functions for prostate and
perineum stimulation. The plug has two
motors, which can be used together or
individually. The various vibration modes

can be easily and conveniently controlled
via a radio remote control (up to a maximum range of 5 meters). A velvet bag for
storage is also included. The MALESATION Anal-Pleasure can now be ordered
from ST RUBBER under the item number:
670000031582.

Playful pleasure with System JO’s clitoral gels at SCALA
Almere, The Netherlands - The clitoral
gels by System JO are a guaranteed way
to add even more sensational pleasure
to intimate adventures. This mini range
of 4 products (Spicy, Atomic, Cool &
Arctic gels) increases the sensitivity of the
clitoris, making stimulation feel even more
mind-blowingly intense.
So, what do these special formula’s
actually do? Well, the Spicy and Atomic
36
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varieties heat up the play with tingling
warmth, whilst the Cool and Arctic provide a cooling thrill to arouse the senses.
The System JO clitoral gels are packaged
in a feminine, mainstream packaging that
looks trendy and modern in any in-store
(or online) display. The brand only uses
premium ingredients in its pleasurable formulas, ensuring a session of body-safe,
comfortable play. On stock at SCALA.
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The New Collection from

RED CORNER by Cottelli Collection
ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The new collection from RED CORNER by Cottelli Collection will turn
this autumn into a really hot one and will be available at ORION Wholesale from now onwards.

T

he trendy new club outfits have the
ultimate flirt factor for both club-goers
and professional pole dancers. The outfits
have been designed exclusively at ORION´s headquarters and combine style,
eroticism and extravagance to create a
sexy and fashionable mix. Black wetlook
combined with powernet and lace are the

Black wetlook combined with powernet and lace are the main materials
used for this collection

main materials used for this collection.
The high-quality outfits will be delivered
in new promotional boxes with innovative and modern designs. There is also a
description of the respective item in nine
languages on the packaging as well. The
boxes can either be stood up or hung up
with the hanger in the middle.

Premium protection on a budget with Lümmeltüten
Almere, The Netherlands – The brand
Lümmeltüten offers affordable condoms that
don’t comprise on quality: meaning the only
difference consumers will notice compared
to other high-end brands is in their wallets.
Lümmeltüten is a solid choice for consumers who want the highest standard of
intimate protection, yet don’t want to pay
the jackpot for it. The brand offers several
condom types to match every preference.
Lovers can choose between the Classic,

The Ultimate #Selfie

#Selfie Masturbation Cream is a
water and silicone-based cream and
#Selfie Pleasure Gel is a very thick,
water-based gel

38
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Gloucester, England - Give Pleasure
Products Limited have introduced 2 new
products to their award winning Give Lube
range; #Selfie Masturbation Cream and
#Selfie® Pleasure Gel. #Selfie Masturbation Cream is a water and silicone-based
cream and #Selfie Pleasure Gel is a very
thick, water-based gel. Both products are
available in 250ml screw-top jars. Physical
stores are supported with male and female
versions of A4 stand ups and A3 posters.
Online retailers are supported with a range
of ‘#Selfie – Sex With Someone You Love’
banners. Nigel Powell, Give Pleasure

Thin, Strong and the flavored Mix varieties.
All types adhere to the premium quality
standards Lümmeltüten sets for its products
and are a solid, reliable choice for care-free
intimate fun. The Lümmeltüten condoms
come packaged in a trendy, mainstream box
that looks eye-catching in any in-store presentation. The box also features a euro-lock,
giving you the option to hang the packages
on a slat wall or have a stand-alone presentation. On stock at SCALA.

Products M.D., said: “These products have
been a long time in the planning. We managed to secure the trademark for #Selfie in
class 5 whilst researching the right formulations for the initial 2 products. There’s still
an aversion from some people who say “I
don’t need lube”, yet offer them the same
product and call it pleasure gel they’re up
for it (so to speak). Combined with the
suggestion that masturbation is the ultimate
selfie, this results in 2 exciting, modern and
forward thinking products that we believe
will get plenty of exposure via social media
channels and could potentially go viral as
there is so much fun we can have with the
marketing of the products.”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 9 / 2 0 1 7
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Maia Toys welcomes

Lisa Hanna as President of Sales
The Maia team is growing
Los Angeles, USA - Maia Toys has announced that the company
has appointed industry veteran Lisa Hanna as President of Sales.
In her new role, Hanna will work with the Maia team and recent VP
of Sales hire Nicole Talley to promote their re-branding efforts and
proactive approach to customer service.

H
New at Maia Toys:
Lisa Hanna

anna arrives at Maia with over 15 years of pleasure industry
experience working with manufacturers and distributors. “[I]
have developed numerous relationships over the years and found
the team from Maia to be genuine and driven,” remarks Hanna.
Her myriad customer connections and longstanding friendships
were key in the decision to add Hanna to the team, says the
company. “Lisa and I have different strengths, but complement
each other so well,” says Talley. “We worked together for 5 years
in distribution, and Lisa is a well-respected veteran in our industry. It was just an easy decision for us at Maia to bring her on
board.” In addition to driving market share, Hanna aims to assist
with product development and Maia‘s marketing make-over. “I
recognized that they had quality products, but just needed a few
adjustments that could enhance the brand,” says Hanna. “I decided to join the company because I wanted a challenge of taking
them to a higher level of success.” Hanna‘s hiring comes hot on
the heels of Maia Toys‘ complete brand rebuild. The company
has accelerated back into the spotlight this summer with new
luxury products, a growing team, and a novel marketing design.

Swan Wand - More than just the
average massage wand

NEW: ST RUBBER Box
SEXY BIRTHDAY SURPRISES
FOR HIM
STRUBBI.COM

Almere, The Netherlands - The
Swan Wand is more than just your
average massage wand: this chic
vibe brings double the intimate fun,
as its dual-ended design allowing
lovers to experiment with both
external and internal stimulation. It’s deep, rumbling vibrations will
thrill the senses, whilst its silicone silhouette feels comfortable and
luxurious on the skin. This multi-functional massager is virtually
seamless with a premium silicone finish. The soft touch, waterproof design allows consumers to use both ends: one bulbous,
one smooth and sleek. Each tip features the famous Swan Power
Bullet motor with 7 powerful functions. The motors can be used
simultaneously, or separately, allowing the end-user to create their
own customized experience. Available from SCALA.
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SCALA is your ultimate one-stop-shop destination for everything erotic.
Our assortment includes the biggest brands, trendiest collections and
the best deals for B2B retailers! Find out more today!
• Catering to all target-audiences, entry-levels and sexual preferences
• Premium choice in quality adult novelties, drugstore and sexy lingerie
• The highest standard of service tailored specifically to your B2B needs
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What will change?
What will remain?

e x c l u s iv e

W h a t do e s th e f uture h o ld f o r th e B ea te U h se bra nd?

Pro

D

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

Beate Uhse has bid
farewell to its wholesale
activities and its Dutch
b2c stores. Of course,
this has bred speculation about the future of
the brand now that
things are becoming
increasingly lonely
under the Beate Uhse
umbrella, with only the
brick and mortar stores
and the e-commerce
segment remaining.
44

o you remember Kodak, the company that
invented the digital camera? Or Quelle, once
Europe’s biggest mail order company? Both were
amongst the pioneers in their respective
segments of the market, and both were overtaken
by the technological developments. Quelle filed for
bankruptcy in 2009, Kodak did the same in 2012.
At the moment, Beate Uhse seems a likely
candidate to join that list. The history of this
groundbreaking company began shortly after
World War II and culminated in 2005 when the
company generated 280 million euros worth of
turnover. The Beate Uhse stock was also doing
well – although it had already sunk below the
all-time high of 28.20, a high-water mark that had
been set shortly after the company went public in
1999. For comparison, today’s going rate for
Beate Uhse stock is 20 cents apiece.
The digitisation of the adult market has
shaken up the industry – it still does – and Beate
Uhse hasn’t exactly come out on top. Their online
competitors expanded their market shares and
established new brands in the market and in the
minds of the younger consumers while Beate
Uhse was still sending out catalogues to their
customers. The company reacted to slowly,
ponderously, and without a clear concept.
However, a lot seems to have changed since
Michael Specht took over the helm of the ailing
ship. To stick with the nautical metaphor, selling
their wholesale division and their Dutch retail
stores was like dumping unnecessary ballast over
board, and the course that Specht has set is
much more focused on e-commerce. Will he be
able to turn the ship around? With so many
variables on the board, only time will tell. But it is
not impossible. First of all, Beate Uhse has to
abandon the notion that it is the measure of all

things in the German adult market. Resting on
withered laurels is not an option seeing how online
shops such as Eis.de or Amorelie.de have
become so big – not to mention the sheer,
crushing power of Amazon - and the competition
in the traditional market, namely Orion, is not
sleeping either. However, there is enough room on
the playing field for the company, and there is definitely an audience. In spite of all the troubles, BU’s
turnover last year still exceeded 100 million euro,
which is nothing to frown at. In fact, it should
provide the company with a healthy basis from
which to stage their comeback and go on the
offensive. A new logo and a new ad campaign are
a good start – the emphasis being on start. The
team has to work hard to get the brand back into
people’s minds, into the public awareness, and
having a long and eventful history doesn’t exactly
hurt if you want to generate interest. Also, even as
e-commerce becomes more important for their
business strategy, having retail stores in 43
German towns and cities still represents a big
advantage over their competition in the online
segment, and it will be interesting to see how they
balance e-commerce activities and brick and
mortar business.
At the moment, it is hard to tell if Beate Uhse
will be able to reclaim the position the company
once held. Things like a long corporate history, the
size of the company, and the network of retail
stores are mighty weapons, but if you are in a
position of weakness, they can cut both ways.
They can be a boost that sets the company back
on track, or they can be a millstone around your
back that drags you down. I, for one, am
optimistic that Beate Uhse will turn this thing
around and remain a big player in the adult
industry for a long, long time.
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f you have followed the developments at Beate Uhse,
you probably know that the company has shed several
business divisions over the course of the past years.
However, the sale of wholesaler Scala Agenturen B.V.
and their Dutch b2b stores, mainly the Christine le Duc
brand, represent the high-water mark for that development. And if you look at the company now, it has lost a
lot of its former lustre. All that’s left is a number of brick
and mortar stores (most of them in Germany) and the
e-commerce business. However, the brick and mortar
business is not exactly a bed of roses these days, and
the big and powerful competitors in the crowded
e-commerce market know no mercy in their battle for
market shares. Will the Beate Uhse brand ever be able
to return to its glory days in such a marketplace? It
seems unrealistic, all the more so because the
company’s wholesale division was a big part for their
success in the olden days. Relying on the brand and is
recognition value – which it definitely has – too much is
a dangerous game in my opinion. No matter how
well-known the Beate Uhse name is, no matter how
much the company will do to keep the brand lodged in
the consumers’ minds, there are also other names that
people have to come to associate with adult products,
intimacy, sexual health, sexual wellness, and erotic
lifestyle. In Germany, Beate Uhse’s home turf, those
other names would be Amorelie.de and Eis.de. Of
course, they don’t have the same legacy, the same
sense of tradition that BU still stands for, but then again,
it’s 2017 and you have to wonder how strongly people
still care about that. And talking about legacy, could this
heritage maybe also be a burden, standing in the way of
a fresh start? The new management of Scala are faced
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with a similar problem, obviously, seeing
how the wholesale company held a
leading position in the international adult
market for decades before things got
complicated
The official Beate Uhse press
release from July 25 stated that the
wholesale division had been making
losses, and that it had been sold so
Beate Uhse could fully concentrate on
its core brands and the b2c segment.
There is no denying that the wholesale
market as a whole is facing a difficult
situation right now. Could it be that the
continuous erosion of the supply chain in the adult
realm played a role in Beate Uhse’s considerations?
We can only speculate.
But whatever the reasons, whatever the rationale, it
is the end of an era for Beate Uhse. First, they parted
ways with ZBF, now they sold Scala Agenturen B.V.
Shedding underperforming business divisions is nothing
new or even extraordinary, of course, you can see it
happening in any industry. It’s just that Scala Agenturen
B.V. was not any business division; it was a renowned
part of the Beate Uhse brand, and it was one of the
main pillars of their business. What is left of the
company now seems small. It’s gotten lonely under the
Beate Uhse umbrella. Of course, that doesn’t have to
be a bad thing if you want to turn over a new leaf. Less
baggage to hold you back. On the other hand, there
were other – and much bigger – brands that disappeared, first from the market, and soon after also from the
consumers’ minds.

Randolph Heil,
editor
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She Comes First
e x c l u s iv e

Fe m a l e p le a sure p io neers tra nsf o rm th e industry into a p illa r o f cla ss a nd s exu al welln es s

The Old Boys‘ Club just had their party crashed. The formerly male-driven sex toy
industry has been taken over by a fleet of fearless females, all wielding a wicked
mix of business savvy and vast knowledge of sexual health. In an industry that has
mainly created products for women since its‘ inception, it‘s odd that the past
several decades have produced sex toys with a message that completely misses
the mark for a female audience. After years of facing toxic toy materials, poorly
constructed vibrators, and packaging that resembles the cover of a 1980‘s
porn VHS, female entrepreneurs have taken back what is rightfully theirs:
the power to create their own pleasure.
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understanding of the human body. The
pleasure product industry makes regular
appearances in mainstream pop culture, and
it‘s now impossible to pick up an issue of
Cosmo magazine without paging through entire
sections boasting of the latest trendy vibes.
Women have taken the reigns and turned adult
novelties into objects of empowerment.
“I love that more women designers are joining
the industry,” says Ti Chang, Co-Founder and
Industrial Designer of sex-tech manufacturer
Crave. The San Francisco-based company
made waves with the Vesper, a small, slender
vibrator concealed as an elegant chain
necklace. Chang‘s creation was the first of
it‘s kind to break the barriers between the
close-knit sex toy industry and mainstream
fashion trends, and it subsequently opened
the floodgates for women to wear their desires
on their sleeve (or, rather, around their necks).
“From 2010, our attitudes towards sexuality
have opened up and sex toys have become
mainstream, which in turn attracts professional
industrial designers and it has helped to create
more modern products,” remarks Chang.
“Historically, the sex toy designers in the last 30
years or so were predominantly men who were
not trained designers.”
Chang‘s design degree has undoubtedly
contributed to her success, but her ability to
break into the mainstream runs deeper. Before
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Vanessa Cuccia,
owner of Chakrubs

co-founding Crave with serial entrepreneur Michael Topolovac,
Chang acted as owner, lead designer, and marketer for Incognito,
a jewelry company that mixed luxury style with a subtle hint of kink.
Her handcuff bracelets and nipple clamp necklaces could have
easily blended in at any high-priced New York jewelry boutique.
Although Chang understood her market, it was her affinity for her
own designs that made them such a triumph. Chang essentially designed for herself, and ended up designing for an entire generation
of women.
“When I design something, I think of myself as a woman and as
a user, not only as a designer,” says Elsa Viegas, Designer and
Co-Founder of Barcelona‘s Bijoux Indiscrets. Viegas lives and breathes her brand in every form. From managing the company‘s artistic social media content to directing the aesthetic for her next line
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more than a product. What Sinclair‘s company
provides is an experience; the same kind that Sinclair
would expect as a consumer herself. “Our packaging
is sexually inclusive, our product videos promote
sex education, our product training and workshops
are conducted by Certified Sex Educators who
have tested and believe in the products, we release
bi-monthly newsletters filled with sex positive advice,
and our website is full of sexuality education,” says
Sinclair. Alicia‘s modern approach obviously works.
After respectively launching b-Vibe and Le Wand
merely a year ago, both brands have found homes
across the world in upscale boutiques and received
international coverage in popular sexual health publications. Sinclair credits her success to filling the gap
for approachable sex education delivered through
popular mediums like Instagram and her blogs, both
of which feed consumers‘ desire for knowledge while
connecting with the brands on a personal level. The
industry‘s female designers have uniquely zeroedin on this need for a product to portray an uplifting
message, a set of values, and unparalleled honesty
to break through the tired sales pitches disillusioned
consumers are accustomed to hearing.

Elsa Viegas, designer
and co-founder of
Bijoux Indiscrets

Overall, women in sex toy design have changed
the industry by holding themselves accountable for
what they bring to the marketplace. “When you’re in
this industry, you care about your customers feeling
good,” says Vanessa Cuccia, Owner of New Yorkbased company Chakrubs. Cuccia‘s crystal wands –
which are almost too gorgeous and pure to be called

Ti Chang, co-founder
and industrial
designer of Crave

“dildos” - are sourced from healing stones such as
amethyst and quartz, and created from batches of
virgin crystal that are as body-safe as it gets. Cuccia
went the extra mile and ensured that her base
materials were never previously owned or otherwise
made of crystal that has passed several hands, as
this disrupts the physical and spiritual quality of her
products. “We care for the health as well as fulfillment
of our customers - for body, mind, and soul,” remarks
Cuccia. “Chakrubs is about connection. We have a
very open door for people to email us their questions
and discuss whatever they need to discuss.”
Female-driven pleasure companies have liberated the
entirety of the sex toy universe. The path has been
paved for a new breed of designers and consumers
who share a vision for a more passionate business
model and a product that transcends a one-off
purchase. As the industry grows, the gender of
the creator matters less than the honesty behind a
brand‘s mission. However, there‘s no denying that
female entrepreneurs have lead the charge toward a
reciprocally fulfilling consumer experience. Elsa Viegas concludes, “[We have] made history and opened
the door for well-designed, functional and beautiful
objects to a market lacking good taste, ergonomic
design, femininity, and fun!”
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eroFame allows us to develop

new opportunities around the globe.
e r o Fa me 2017: p a rt two o f th e ex h ibito r survey

e x c l u s iv e

As promised, here is the second – and much more massive – part of our exhibitor survey.
Many a company has answered our questions, giving an outlook on the new products they
will present to the eroFame visitors on October 11 to 13.
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The Questions
1.
2.
3.

Which expectations do you have for eroFame 2017?

Which new products are you planning to present to the trade
come October?

Do you have some special plans for your fair stand in particular
(product presentations, fashion shows, etc.) or for the event in general
(discounts, sweepstakes, etc.)?

4.

What were the decisive reasons for you to act as an exhibitor at the
eroFame 2017?
53
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Brad Taylor
Cyrex Ltd
1) We have high expectations as always for eroFame
– the vast scale of the show means we get to see a
large portion of our customer base all in one place.
We look forward to mingling with our existing
customers, particularly those from Europe, as well as
picking up new business from the plethora of
attendees that come each year. We are always on the
lookout to further our reach in Europe and we have
identified this as a key market for us to work on this
year.
2) We are very excited to have launched two fantastic
products this year and we can’t wait to showcase
these at eroFame. Firstly, the Prestige ElectraLoops
build on our already hugely popular Rubber Cock
Loop design. The thick 6.5mm rubber provides the
most even stimulation ever achieved with an electro
loop and the machined Aluminium choke allows the
loop to hug you tightly so guys are harder for longer
whilst also being stimulated by tantalizing electrostimulation. Secondly the Jack Socket XL is an
adaptation on the already hugely popular Jack
Socket electro masturbator. Designed for the
gentleman who is lucky enough to be well endowed,
the inner sleeve of the Jack Socket has been
fashioned and formed to allow guys a little more
room when it comes to the canal of the masturbator.
3) We have always been firm believers in spreading
the word of electrostimulation as far and wide as
possible. With that in mind we will have our ElectraStim demonstration station up and running throughout the whole eroFame event. Come along to
receive a full demonstration and learn more about
electro sex, why more and more couples are turning
to electrostimulation and how this can translate to
real sales for your business.
4) Quite simply eroFame is the best opportunity to
network with the movers and shakers in the
European industry.

Miguel Capilla

attend the show with the highest expectations.
2) We will be glad to show our new releases at the
upcoming eroFame, as it is the perfect place to let
our clients know about our latest novelties and show
them live.
The whole new Signature Collection Fleshlight Girls
range (vaginas and butts) will be displayed. Also, the
Fleshlight Turbo in its four variations, which has been
selling very well since its launch on May 15th. Apart
from this, we‘re also expecting a new Fleshlight Girl
to be launched at eroFame. The sexy library girl
Kendra Sunderland should have joined the ranks by
then.
3) This year, Fleshlight is glad to welcome everybody
to our new booth. A brand new fresh stand that will
host the top selling Fleshlight products and we‘re
also preparing some gifts for our costumers. So
come visit us!
4) Everyone who works in this sector knows how
important eroFame is. It is the fair which everyone
must attends because all the big companies are
there, and it is the perfect opportunity to meet our
clients, suppliers, competitors, and release novelties,
etc.

Elsa Viegas
Bijoux Indiscrets
1) erofame is the platform to present new collections
to the European market. We expect it to be as
successful as past editions and we want to meet all
our European customers.
2) We have a new MAZE line with more exclusive
designs inspired by the classic BDSM gear but with a
very fashionable twist. This collection is eco-conscious and made 100% of vegan materials.
3) We will have our own interpretation of a real MAZE
garden in our booth. A very special setup for
presenting the new collection.
4) eroFame is the perfect meeting point for the
industry, to display all our new collections and also
the perfect place to get to see and spend some time
with our customers from all over the world.

Fleshlight
1) eroFame represents the perfect framework for
Fleshlight to exhibit our products. Nowadays, you
can choose between many male masturbators from
many producers, however Fleshlight continues to be
the number 1 male sex toy in the world. eroFame
offers us the opportunity to demonstrate everybody
why we still lead the male masturbator market. Besides, some of our strongest alliances emerged from
past editions of eroFame, so this means we always
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Arnd Krusche
Nomi Tang GmbH
1) We expect lots of visitors at eroFame, as usual. It
is a great opportunity for us to present new products,
communicate with our existing partners in the trade,
and attract new customers
2) It has become a tradition for Nomi Tang to use
eroFame as a launch pad for our new products. We
can’t tell you much more right now, so suffice it to
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big events, and eroFame gives us the opportunity to
do this whilst also meeting our existing European
customers to ensure they have first-hand access to
what we are bringing to the market. We look forward
to seeing everyone!

Markus Mader
M&C GmbH

say that visiting the Nomi Tang stand (#30) will
definitely be worth your time.
3) This year, Nomi Tang has a slightly bigger stand
than in previous years to make sure our products can
be presented to the visitors even better. Moreover, we
will offer special trade show discounts to anybody
placing orders during eroFame.
4) Being a German company, attending a German
trade show always carries special relevance, also for
Nomi Tang GmbH. eroFame is very important to us
because this is where we can present our brand and
our products to maximum effect.

Sue Walsh
Rocks Off
1) As always, we are excited to be attending
eroFame in 2017 and in doing so having the
opportunity to present our products to both new and
also our current customer bases. Our products have
a strong global appeal and we see eroFame as a
perfect gateway to our European market.
2) We have a number of new options that we will be
adding to our mid ranges for October and, as has
become our tradition, we always try to ensure that
we do not disappoint! We’ve recently introduced
some stunning new printing and metallic finishes
which are really on trend in the main stream currently,
so you can expect to see more of these. We are sure
that fans of our brand will definitely want to add these
to their inventory.
3) As mentioned previously, being a brand with a
global footprint, it is important for us to showcase at
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1) eroFame is one of the year’s biggest trade shows
and one of the year’s biggest highlights for us. Of
course, we expect a lot, seeing how this event is
frequented by quality trade members, i. e. exactly the
type of audience we cater to. It is also great for
maintaining contacts with existing customers and
generating new business partners. Following each
eroFame, we get a bunch of new customers,
consequently we expect the same thing for this year’s
show. Since we’re based in central Europe, it is also
great to see so many visitors from neighbouring EU
countries such as the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, and
Austria. So, most of our existing customers don’t
have to travel too far to see us at eroFame and take a
look at our collection, but we also love to see new
potential customers in this relaxed and very classy
environment.
2) Once again, we will use eroFame as a platform to
present our latest products from the various
collections of Canadian lingerie label COQUETTE:
Darque by Coquette (wet-look and club wear
products), KISSABEL (OS and OS/XL products – the
perfect cash and carry products for adult retailers),
and MAIN (as the name suggests, this is our main
collection). Additionally, we will present two innovations from Italian label Eros Veneziani at eroFame,
namely UOMO and DONNA. UOMO stands for men’s
underwear, fetish wear, club wear made in Italy, and
DONNA represents women’s lingerie, lacquer and
lace, made in Italy.
3) We’ve had nothing but great experiences these
past two years when we presented our two brands,
COQUETTE and Eros Veneziani, together at one
stand at eroFame. Of course, we are going to
prepare some special surprises for the trade
members but here’s the thing about surprises: If you
give them away too soon, they’re not surprises
anymore.
4) As I already mentioned, eroFame is an important
platform for the adult trade and industry, and
opportunity to reach new customers and meet up
with existing partners. Hanover is a favourable
location, seeing how its located in the heart of
Europe, and the great concept of eroFame offers
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everything you need for a successful trade show,
filled with product presentations and chats with
colleagues from the industry.

and to see them every year at eroFame. You can
meet us at the booth 14/15, PATRICE CATANZARO,
in front of the restaurant.

Randy Withers

Rianne Swierstra

Swiss Navy

Rianne-S

1) Expansion of brand recognition with the shop and
distribution channels in Europe. Generating enough
revenue from activities at the show to pay for the
show.
2) Dietary Supplements for Libido and pleasure
enhancement. Our new couples’ product Swiss
Navy Infuse – A topical arousal gel for men and
women
3) We will do product presentation all day. We are
raffling off an initial stocking order for a shop (value
$3000). Every client who stops by our booth can
enter to win all the products on display at the
booth. This is a perfect initial stock for any new shop.
4) This is the largest adult industry B2B show in
Europe and gives us the platform to present our
products to the global marketplace.

1) Great fun and good business as usual!
2) We are expanding our best-seller collection. To
be continued.
3) Fun - glitter - glamour
4) It’s our favourite BtoB event.

Aude Catanzaro
FPC - CAT&CLEM
1) We are always presenting at eroFame, and this
year, we are delighted to participate once again. It is
a meeting place favoured by our European customers and those who discover our universe for the
first time. It is a pleasant working atmosphere and
makes for easy contact with people of the same
industry. This year, we hope to meet potential
distributors for the new brand of lingerie that we
launched at the beginning of the year and which
promises to be a real reference on the subject.
2) Our collection MAN 4 will be an exclusive novelty
at eroFame 2017. We will also have news regarding
Patrice Catanzaro‘s collection (VOLUME 14 launched
at the beginning of the year and a collection capsule
for 14.2 will be presented in time for the festive
season/ end of year). In addition to that, we are going
to present IMPUDIQUE by Charlotte Catanzaro - The
lingerie collection of creative young Charlotte.
3) We are going to offer a special eroFame discount
of 10 % on orders which we take during the show. As
usual, new customers will get personalised support
to introduce our brand in their shops. Visitors at our
stand will also be treated to a nice coffee.
4) eroFame has always been very interesting to us in
term of new contacts, new customers, and we
appreciate how relaxed the atmosphere is. We are
happy to present our collections to our customers
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Claire Chen
Odeco Ltd.
1) We expect it to be a big success.
2) We have many new products.
3) Not this time, maybe next year.
4) Many buyers will come to the show.

Michael Sonner
HOT
1) This show is an opportunity for us to present all
our new products to a big trade audience at the
same time. And obviously, we also hope to establish
many new contacts.
2) We are going to bring a number of innovative new
products to Hanover, the focus being on products
that are organic in terms of materials as well as the
packaging. For our new Bio Line, we use materials
that have never been seen in the adult market before.
For more information, just stop by our stand in
October.
3) This year, it’s all about the products. But I can
promise that we will treat the guests at our stand to
some Austrian delicacies again. Many of our
customers missed our little titbits last time, so we’re
bringing them back this year.
4) At the moment, there is no alternative to eroFame
in Europe. Of course, we’d rather there was only one
show instead of two competing events, so we could
present our products to the trade members and the
consumers at the same time. However, since we
don’t sell to the consumers directly, we decided to
attend eroFame.

Adrian Schneider
S&T RUBBER
1) Our expectations are the same as always. We
want to introduce a large and varied trade audience
to our new products in a relaxed yet classy atmosphere, and we are looking forward to serious and
productive business talks, to meeting old friends in
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person, and to welcoming lots of new visitors at our
stand.
2) Apart from new products from various international
producers, we will also present additions to our own
brands such as MALESTATION, BEAUMENTS,
STEAMY SHADES, MINDS OF LOVE, JOYRIDE, and
XX DREAMSTOYS. You are definitely in for a few
surprises, so drop by and have a great time at the ST
RUBBER stand.
3) Since we completely overhauled our fair stand last
year, there will only be minor modifications this years.
But there will still be a few visual changes, so visit the
stand and see what’s new. Also, what would
eroFame be without ST RUBBER’s traditional event
discounts? And since people responded so well
when we introduced our sweepstakes at last year’s
show, we are also going to bring back that contest.
4) Well, there’s not much I can say that hasn’t been
said before. We have been extremely successful at
eroFame, right from the first time the show took
place, and that pretty much speaks for itself. So
there’s not a lot of pondering involved – we want to
be a part of the best b2b show there is. You won’t
find a bigger, better, more knowledgeable trade
audience anywhere else.

Dirk Vongries
Mystim GmbH
1) The upcoming eroFame show is very important for
Mystim. We are looking forward to meeting new
people and chatting with retailers and wholesalers.
We greatly value this exchange of information. We
want to learn about the successes, but also about
the worries and troubles or our trade partners.
eroFame is a great opportunity to talk outside the
hectic hustle and bustle of a store during business
hours. We have made the most of the past year,
optimising our support of the trade, and gaining
insights into the situation at the point of sale has also
been crucial. Another big change we introduced was
axing shipping costs and minimum quantity
surcharges for all orders placed by retailers. And
there are even more improvements that we plan to
implement shortly after eroFame.
2) We will present several new toys at this year’s
show to reflect the multitude of options for electronic
stimulation in the toy segment. But, like every year,
we won’t give away any secrets in advance. Well,
maybe this much, but just because it’s you: One of
our new products will be particularly interesting to
women. And apart from that, we will also introduce
new additions to our range of vibrators. The biggest
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innovation at our stand will remain secret, however.
So come by and find out for yourself.
3) The visitors will have access to our new products
and our top sellers, and there will be a few surprises
waiting for them. And of course, we will also be
preparing special event offers for our partners in the
trade.
4) Our company is working closely with retailers in
the brick and mortar and the online segments.
Therefore, it is only logical for us to be a part of this
big trade convention. Getting in touch with our
customers and having fruitful conversations with all
the members of the trade and industry, that’s our top
priority at eroFame.

Eric Idema
EDC Wholesale
1) We always enjoy meeting our industry friends and
new clients in person and we want feedback on the
new brands and products that we will be presenting
during the show.
2) We will be presenting 4 exciting new house
brands, created and designed by our in-house design
team. We are very excited to present these brands to
the visitors of eroFame. We fully expect the new
Sinner Gear product line to steal the show. This niche
brand is specifically designed for the extreme and
experienced fetish sex toy user. The brands that will
be presented during the show more than warrant a
visit to the EDC Wholesale stand. We will not only
present new products, but also brands with
a philosophy.
3) Our design team have created another beautiful
stand that offers enough space to present all the new
brands and products and leaves enough space to sit
down with one of our team members for a cup of
coffee and a nice Dutch stroopwafel. In terms of
special offers, we have some nice surprises for the
visitors at our booth.
4) Meeting our industry friends is definitely one of the
main reasons to exhibit at the eroFame show. But
creating brand awareness for EDC Wholesale as a
global distributor and partner for outstanding brands
and products has also been a decisive factor.
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Our current focus is to

elevate SCALA to the next level.

e x c l u s iv e

A n in te rvie w with th e new ma na gement o f SC ALA

„

When was the decision made to acquire
wholesaler Scala Agenturen B.V. from Beate
Uhse group?
Trudy Pijnacker & Walter Kroes: Acquiring
Scala Agenturen B.V. and continuing its
wholesale activities under the new name
SCALA was a decision that came to us quickly
when we were offered the chance to take on
this new challenge. We instantly saw the
amazing potential, and we were enthusiastic
about all the prospects this well-established
company – recently voted ‘Best International
Distributor’ at the 2017 ETO Awards – offers.
We do realise that elevating SCALA to the next
level will take time and effort, but we are
confident that we’ll be able to implement some
exciting changes in the upcoming months that
will make SCALA an even bigger, better player
in the erotic market, servicing the B2B
customers in the best way possible.

There had been rumours that
Beate Uhse might sell Scala
Agenturen B.V. but when the
company actually parted ways
with their wholesale division,
it still came as a surprise to
many industry members, and
they were curious to find out
who picked up the reigns of
the long-standing Dutch company. That question has been
answered in the meantime:
Trudy Pijnacker and Walter
Kroes are the new heads of
SCALA, and in our EAN interview, they tell us more about
their reasons for acquiring the
wholesaler, about their plans,
and about their expectations.

You both had already worked for Scala
Agenturen B.V. in the past. Did that fact
influence your decision in any way?
Trudy & Walter: Most definitely! Our past
experiences with the company mean that we
are both very aware of the fantastic opportunities and potential SCALA offers, plus it allows
us to re-connect with the fantastic, dedicated
team to join forces and use our combined
knowledge of the industry to ensure success
and longevity for the company.
Is there time to be proud and happy about the
acquisition, or are you already focusing on the
work that needs to be done?
Trudy & Walter: Our current focus is to elevate
SCALA to the next level, taking steps that will
allow us to improve in key areas, becoming an
even better full-service provider to all B2B
customers. Our dedicated team will be moving
to a new, strategic office and warehouse
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location that matches our vision for the
company, and we aim to make this transition
go as smoothly and efficiently as possible. So
instead of focussing on being happy and proud
with the acquisition, we’d rather look back in a
few months and be happy and proud with the
successful transition!
Throughout the past years, the general tenor of
official Beate Uhse press releases has been
that the wholesale activities have put a dent in
the company’s overall performance. What
makes you optimistic that you will have more
success with Scala Agenturen B.V.?
Trudy & Walter: If, as a company or brand,
you are part of a ‘bigger picture’ - in our case
the Beate Uhse group - there are many
business policies that influence your daily
decisions, which mean you can’t suddenly take
a different direction or implement changes
without lengthy approval from a board or
shareholders. This robs you of the ability to act
quickly and take opportunities, something
essential in our industry. This is where SCALA
is going to improve massively in the coming
months: We want to be agile, quick to adapt to
the market, and even quicker to sense
opportunities and act on them, making us a
definite leader in the adult trade – not just a
follower.
I am sure there are many things that need to
be checked and/or changed. Where will you
begin?
Trudy & Walter: In the coming period, we will
start with the fundamentals of SCALA: We will
be improving the online infrastructure, stock
availability, and product development. The
assortment of SCALA will focus mainly on toys,
lingerie, and drugstore products, with the
decision made to remove the film and DVD
product categories from our assortment for
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T R U D Y P I J N A C K E R
W A L T E R K R O E S

The new
management of
SCALA: Walter
Kroes and Trudy
Pijnacker

strategic reasons. SCALA will continue its partnerships with your favourite suppliers and remains a
one-stop-shop destination. As stated earlier, our
business will also move to a new office and
warehouse location in November, plus we are
working on bringing you a new and improved
website; offering an online portal that caters exactly
to the needs of our B2B customers.
You already released a press release outlining your
strategy: SCALA will focus entirely on b2b business
with trade and retailers. So, there will be no other
activities outside your core business?
Trudy & Walter: No, our focus will be fully and solely
on our B2B activities: putting our valued customers
and their B2B needs first. All the changes we are
making at SCALA are purely intended to improve our
service levels, assortment, and availability for erotic
retailers, ensuring we meet their demands and
service them in the best way possible.
As far as the product range is concerned, you
announced you will rely on the usual product
categories. The only exception will be DVDs, right?
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“ O U R V I S I O N FO R TH E
C O M PA N Y I S TO R E T U R N
T O I T S C O R E A C TI V I TI E S
T H AT M A D E I T S TA N D  O U T

Trudy & Walter: Yes, that is
correct. Our main assortment
will be targeted at toys,
drugstore products, and lingerie,
with the film/DVD category
removed due to internal strategic
reasons.

SCALA has also outlined plans
to invest in the online infrastrucA S TH E G O  TO N A M E I N
ture. What exactly is going to
happen on that front?
E R OTI C W H O L E S A L I N G . ”
Trudy & Walter: We are
Tr u d y P i j n a c k e r & Wa l t e r K r o e s
developing a new website that
will become the ultimate online
gateway for everything SCALA
offers. We see a lot of potential
in improving our online presence and aim to launch
this new website once our move to the new office
and warehouse location is finalised. The new website
will include a strong, functional, and easy to navigate
B2B web shop with excellent product information, an
online ordering service, scanning, XML feeds, and
much more. We’ve developed it solely with our B2B
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customers in mind: creating an online interface that
will cater exactly to what they need.
Another announcement has to do with product
availability and product development. What steps are
you going to take in that area?
Trudy & Walter: We have invested heavily in product
availability: ordering abundantly at our valued
suppliers. We aim to make all our top-selling
products and brands fully available, meaning your
favourite items will never be out of stock again!
Product development is also something we want to
improve, after all, SCALA has proven very strong in
releasing in-house brands in the past. Though
SCALA offers a very extensive assortment, we’ve
noticed certain market demands that have not been
met by current collections. That offers us a fantastic

Walter Kroes
announces that
SCALA will move
from Almere to
Wijchen in
November

opportunity to develop our own, in-house products to
fill these gaps and give customers something unique,
exciting, and most of all: sellable. The fact that
SCALA is now its own company – no longer part of a
group – means we can act much more quickly on
trends and demands, which is a very promising
position to be in when combined with a strong,
experienced in-house product development team.
These things require a
warehouse and logistics
operations. How far along are
your plans in that regard? And
“ We a i m t o m a k e a l l o u r
does that mean that you will be
t o p - s e l l i n g p r o d u c t s a n d giving up the location in Almere
in the long run?
brands fully available,
Trudy & Walter: We are going
full-speed ahead on the move to
meaning your favourite
a new warehouse, logistics
centre, and office, which is
items will never be out
currently being build and
adapted to meet our requireof stock again!”
ments. The new SCALA base
Tr u d y P i j n a c k e r & Wa l t e r K r o e s
will be in Wijchen, the Netherlands. We aim to transition our
business activities and our
dedicated team to our new
location in early to mid-November - meaning this will also mark the end of our
presence in Almere.
How long will this transformation process take?
Trudy & Walter: We aim to be ‘fully reloaded’ as
SCALA at our new location in Wijchen sometime in
November, so the whole process is going to be
quick, intensive, and hopefully very efficient!
Scala Agenturen B.V. was one of the leaders in the
adult market for many years, and it ranks among the
big, well-established names in our industry – what will
remain of that reputation when all is said and done?
How will all of this affect the company’s legacy? And
how much of it will survive, except from just the
name?
Trudy & Walter: SCALA has been around for more
than 45 years, and during that time, it has undergone
some big changes in direction, management and
ownership, but it hasalways managed to survive and
thrive. Our vision for the company is to return to its
core activities that made it stand-out as the go-to
name in erotic wholesaling: focusing fully on the B2B
customers’ needs. This means having the best
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brands, best availability, biggest suppliers,
most exciting in-house collections, fantastic
service from a dedicated team, and most of all:
the best interest of the B2B customer at heart.
We won’t change the company’s legacy, we
will honor it and put our own, unique spin on it,
allowing SCALA to thrive for many years to
come and remain a company everybody can
truly be proud of!
The wholesale segment of the adult market has
changed quite drastically in recent years: The
traditional supply chain is breaking apart,
competition is getting fiercer and fiercer ...
Does the current situation dampen your
expectations for success in the wholesale
segment?

Trudy & Walter: No, it doesn’t dampen our
expectations, it makes us more determined to
make SCALA a big and bold success! Yes, the
market has changed compared to ten years
ago, but that also means there are many new,
amazing opportunities to take advantage of.
SCALA is going be a strong player on the
erotic market: putting the needs of the B2B
customers first and tackling things head-on.
We wouldn’t have taken on the challenge of
elevating SCALA to the next level if we didn’t
have the guts to make big and bold decisions.
We are confident that we are going to be a
breath of fresh air in the industry - a breath that
can blow our competition away – so we’d
rather focus on optimising our potential instead
of worrying what others are doing. Bring it on!
How do you envision the future of the adult
wholesale segment in general?
Trudy & Walter: There will always be a market
for adult wholesaling, though the most
important thing is to realise the market is
constantly evolving – meaning you must evolve
with it. Just like every other market, it’s all
about anticipating and matching customer
(both retailers and the end-users) desires. We
believe that, in order to be successful in this
ever-changing segment, you have to be able to
not just follow, but also to create and anticipate
trends, to listen to your customers, and to have
a dedicated team that quickly springs to action
whenever a customer needs help, assistance,
or excellent service: Which is exactly why we
are making the current changes at SCALA. We
are confident our company and experienced
team will lead SCALA into a successful and
prosperous future – whatever challenges our
industry may face – so we hope you’ll join us
for this new, exciting new chapter in the legacy
of SCALA.

Trudy Pijnacker feels that the
independence gained from the
new corporate structure will
enable SCALA to act much more
quickly and flexibly
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The Beate Uhse brand will remain, and it

will continue to grow.
e x c l u s iv e

A n in te rvie w with Mich a el Sp ech t, C E O a nd ch a irma n o f B ea te U h se

On July 25, Beate Uhse officially announced that the
company will part ways with their Dutch b2c activities and
wholesale division. Due to the printing deadline for the
previous issue of EAN, we were unable to get statements from
the involved parties when we first covered this story. However,
we’ve had the opportunity to remedy that, beginning with an

„

What was the reason for selling your Dutch
b2b assets (Christine Le Duc retail chain and
online shop as well as other stores in the
Amsterdam region) and stepping away from
your Dutch wholesale business?
Michael Specht: The reason was to streamline the strategic focus of Beate Uhse. We
want to concentrate on our core brands and
fully dedicate ourselves to the b2c segment.

interview with Michael Specht,
CEO
CE
EO and chairman of Beate
group.
Uhse gro
oup.

Can Beate Uhse confirm that the aforementioned Dutch b2c activities have been sold to an
Irish group of investors, headed by Erwin Cok,
for
o mer COO of Beate Uhse?
former
Mii hael Specht: The Ducth b2c activities
Mic
Michael
err the
t Christine le Duc brand
under
(including stores and online
activities) as well as GEZED
shops in Amsterdam were
sold to the subsidiary of an
Irish investment group on
August 01, 2017. And yes,
Erwin Cok is the CEO of that
inv
invest
n e ment group.
nv
investment
Why did the Dutch retail
stores no longer fit the
concept of Beate Uhse
following the company’s
restructuring?
Michael Specht: As part of
this restructuring process, we
decided to concentrate on the values and
strengths that define the core brands of Beate
Uhse. As a result, we won’t focus on other
brands any longer.
The official press release from July 25 reads
that the Dutch wholesale company Scala
Agenturen B.V. had been making losses, but
you still found a buyer. Why did you decide
against trying to get Scala Agenturen back on
track yourself?
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Michael Specht: By sharpening
our strategic focus, Beate Uhse
also made the decision not to
expand our commitment in the
wholesale segment.

„ B E I N G TH E D O M I N A N T
BRAND IN A BOOMING

Will severing the ties to the Dutch
MARKET IS A PERFECT
wholesaler not eliminate synergy
P O S I TI O N TO B E I F YO U
effects from which you had previously benefitted?
WA N T TO R E G A I N LO S T
Michael Specht: We have
known the new management
MARKET SHARES.“
of Scala Agenturen B.V. for
MICHAEL SPECHT
decades, and we have
always maintained a very
good business relationship with them. Therefore,
we believe that the collaboration will continue to go smoothly and that existing synergy effects
will continue to benefit both parties.
You have sold business divisions and you have also closed down several retail stores recently. What will remain of the Beate Uhse brand?
Michael Specht: The Beate Uhse brand will remain, and it will continue to grow. Repositioning Beate Uhse in the market, and also Pabo
and Edam et Eve, has revitalized these brands, made them younger
and fresher. Our brick and mortar stores will continue to be the face
of the brand(s), and the changes within our strategy will only result in
advantages for the consumers.
Is Beate Uhse going to part with other assets as well?
Michael Specht: Currently, there are no plans for further actions of
that kind.
Beate Uhse group wants to focus on the b2c segment (i.e. retail
stores & e-commerce). The brick and mortar trade is currently
going through some challenging times, and there is fierce competition in the e-commerce arena. What chances and potential does
Beate Uhse see in this market?
Michael Specht: In comparison to our competitors, Beate Uhse
has a much bigger heritage in terms of brand awareness. In Germany, 98% of adults know the name and what we do. Being the
dominant brand in a booming market is a perfect position to be if
you want to regain lost market shares.
Beate Uhse recently launched a new campaign, titled ‚be you.‘ How does
this campaign reflect the new strategy of your company?
Michael Specht: The ‚be you‘ campaign marks the first step on our way
to ‚refresh‘ the Beate Uhse brand. It is a return to the staples of our history
as a company, and it puts the needs and wishes of today’s – and tomorrow’s – customers front and centre. ‚be you‘ is a friendly, positive invitation
to society to embrace your sexuality and enjoy it fully, with all its facets.

Michael Specht,
CEO and chairman
of Beate Uhse,
is confident that
focussing on the
b2c segment has
strengthened the
company
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As more and more devices are coming

to the market, the threats only grow.
ex c l us ive

Cy be r se curity ex p ert RenderMa n lo o ks ba ck a t th e f irst mo nth s o f int er n et ofd on .gs

As the number of interactive sex toys with
internet connectivity is growing, so is the danger
of data theft or data abuse. Perfect safety is
obviously an illusion, but there are steps that
producers and users can take to protect
themselves against hacker attacks. Therefore, a
hacker and safety expert using the nom de
guerre RenderMan launched a new project last
year, named internetofdon.gs. Since then, many
producers have employed the services of
RenderMan to eliminate weak spots in their
products. In our EAN interview, we look back at
the milestones of internetofdon.gs throughout its
first few months, and we discuss how companies
can better protect their products.

Your internetofdon.gs project has been up and running for a couple of months
by now. How happy are you with the outcome so far?
RenderMan: It’s been running for just over 18 months now, at least since I
started laying the groundwork for the project, but only about 10 months since I
really started building the project and doing formal research. Many things have
surprised me along the way, one of which was how quickly everything has been
happening and how well it’s worked out so far. I expected things to take years
before I got any major traction in the industry, but it only took a few months
before I had caused significant positive change in the industry. So far, the
outcome is better than I could possibly have imagined.
Could you recap your project and your work for those of our readers who may
not be familiar with what you do?

RenderMan started the project
internetofdon.gs last year
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RenderMan: I’m a hacker and security researcher
who became interested in testing the security of
connected sex toys and related products. These
devices are a branch of the “Internet of Things” (the
movement to connect everything to the Internet)
and one where security and privacy should be of
the utmost importance. However, due to societal
stigmas, had never been studied in any thorough or
serious (i.e. non-juvenile) way. I created the “Internet
of Dongs” project to house my work initially, but it
very quickly grew into a project to not only document
vulnerabilities and issues found by myself and others.
It has also become a sort of security advocacy and
oversight group for the adult toy industry. We’ve
been building relationships with vendors, helping
them to realise that security and privacy is a complex
and very important part of the industry and to help
them better protect their customers.
Without names any names, what was the biggest
issues you discovered in the past months?
RenderMan: In the past month, the largest was
finding the secret keys to access, edit and
completely take over a vendor’s mail list service.
These keys could allow someone to view
subscribers’ names and emails, add or remove
subscribers, or send out mail ads the vendor
with misleading or offensive content. They
were left where anyone who bothered to look
would find them.
What would you say is the most
common problem when it comes to
privacy, security, and teledildonics?
RenderMan: Most of the vendors
I’ve run across have no idea how
to do very basic Internet security
things like SSL/TLS. This is the
encryption behind the “https://”
sites and what prevents
someone eavesdropping on the
traffic between the user and the
vendors server. Most have very
poor implementations (if they use it
at all!!) that do next to nothing to protect
the data and make professionals like me cringe.
Almost all the fixes are just configuration changes
and there is tons of information and tools out there
to assist. Once these issues have been pointed out
and the risk explained, all of the vendors reacted very
quickly to fix the issues raised. It was simply an issue
of not understanding that doing SSL/TLS is not just a
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matter of getting a certificate. There’s more to
it than that.
You were able to get some manufacturers to work
together with you. What can you tell us about those
collaborations? Are you happy with the feedback
you‘ve received?
RenderMan: The vendors have been incredible.
Every one of them, (once they understood I wasn’t
crazy and a serious professional) they took the news
well and their next question was “What do we need
to do to make this right”, which is the best thing you
can say. They fixed the issues quickly and were more
than happy to take my advice.
Several of the vendors came to me together,
expressing an interest in taking the message of
security and privacy to the entire adult industry.
Throw down the gauntlet, so to speak and get all
other aspects of the industry thinking about security
and privacy. Like it or not, most of them are now
software companies and there are certain things that
come along with that.
The vendors have also expressed an interest in
creating some sort of publicly posted baseline
security standards that they then voluntarily adhere
to and transparently report on their “compliance”.
Other industries have adopted similar self-regulation
with success and there’s no reason the model won’t
work here. Problem is, they are all looking to me for
security standards and doing some sort of oversight
which is way more work than I expected. It’s worth it
so I’m trying to pull something together in my limited
free time, hopefully something by the end of the year.

“We’re very aware of the intimate relationship we have with
our customers - and just like any relationship, there needs to
be trust, honesty and respect. Customer safety and privacy
will always be our priority. So having a third party, such as
IoD, who can independently test software and hardware, is a
great step forward for the industry more broadly. We became
aware of the project (partially thanks to its wonderful name) at
the beginning of 2017, and since then we have worked with
RenderMan to ensure we were implementing the best safety
procedures possible - including an updated privacy policy to
the MysteryVibe app. We really value his expertise, and I’d
recommend that any sextech business reach out to IoD to
form a partnership.
– Stephanie Alys – MysteryVibe
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Is the industry becoming more aware of the importance of cyber security in teledildonics?
RenderMan: The We-Vibe lawsuit was the opening
shot that the public heard that made many of them
aware that such devices existed and that they were
potentially vulnerable (even though the issue was one
of privacy policy rather than a technical hack). As
more and more devices are coming to the market,
the threats only grow.
While awareness is growing, it’s very difficult to reach
some vendors to set up relationships and report
vulnerabilities. Not everyone in the industry or in the
public are aware and if they are interested, it’s difficult
to find people willing to work with this industry. I’m
hoping that having an industry adopted standard will
help provide resources for other established vendors
and those new to the market.
What can the teledildonics industry learn from other
industries and vice versa?
RenderMan: I’ve noticed that the teledildonics
industry is where the high-tech industry was about
12-15 years ago. To put out an internet connected
product nowadays requires that you do at least a
certain level of security and privacy or else you’ll get
eaten alive. Most of the problems have been solved,
the answers are out there. It’s just a matter of
providing the needed resources and connections
between these worlds.
Interestingly I’ve noticed that the vendors fall into two
categories. The first is established vendors who
previously designed and manufactured the
classic “manually operated models” who then added
connectivity. The other group is technology
companies that expand into the wearables market
(most often Kegel exercisers). The former were
blissfully unaware of the risks and until me, never had
any contact with the infosec community so no one
to warn them. The latter often have a much better
approach where security is built in earlier into the
design process and it shows in the results by not
having the same types of issues. They are not
without issues, but theirs are different and usually
much more technical.
More and more IoT and IoD devices are expected to
come to the market in the future. For the
average consumer, it‘s hard to determine if a product
is secure. What is your advice to the users who want
to protect their privacy?
RenderMan: The first and obviously self-serving
answer is, are they are working with the IoD project
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and listed on our partner page?
(https://internetofdon.gs/sponsors/#partnervendors)
The industry group will help with this by having a
verifiable standard that the public can review. Until
then, I suggest doing your research. Has the
company got a vulnerability disclosure page
somewhere on their site that encourages reporting
vulnerabilities and has a way to contact them? Are
they willing to answer questions about security? Do
they acknowledge that issues could exist? Do they
have an easy to read, plain English version of their
privacy policy that makes sure you know what they
are collecting and what they are doing with it. These
and many other pieces of advice and questions are
available at https://internetofdon.gs/consumerresources/
What are your plans for the future of internetofdon.
gs? How could the erotic industry help to make its
products future-proof and secure?
RenderMan: I’ve got no idea what the future holds
and I kind of like that. When new devices come out,
I’d like to have enough name recognition and respect
that new vendors approach us with questions and
seeking advice before things are sent out for
production. We’re hoping to get some security
consulting companies onboard with us to where
they have an understanding of the teledildonics
industry and its unique requirements and
be recommended by us to do audits and
proper testing and verification.
Eventually we’d like the industry to be
self-regulating and take care of itself
with minimal oversight and there
seems to be the desire from the
public and the industry to do
better. All they need is to be
guided in the right direction.
This may be new territory for
them, but not for others, so
why not help them learn from
others’ mistakes before they
make their own?

“We chose to work with RenderMan as he is a highly
respected independent researcher who helps companies in
the adult industry improve their security. At Kiiroo, we want
our customers to feel secure when they use our services,
so naturally, we welcome any discussion, suggestions, and
improvements that will enhance our security.
The collaboration with RenderMan went very smoothly and
some interesting points were raised. As a company, it is part
of our strategy to be collaborative and open while we try to
future-proof our security, and RenderMan pointed out several
interesting topics for us to explore.
Overall, I think the IoT industry would grow from this kind of
transparency and communication, and we would encourage
other vendors to do the same. Part of our mission is to
improve our customers’ experience, that’s why we have
become part of the HackerOne Bug Bounty Program that
will launch in the near future.“
– Sebastiaan Metman - Chief Security Officer Kiiroo
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The quality and diversity of our exhibitors
is what ensures the success of the show.
e x c l u s iv e

T h e 8th e roFa me is h ere

A few days from now, trade members from all over the world are going to flock to
the eigth annual eroFame. Wieland Hofmeister, head of Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH brings us up to speed on the current state of preparations for the
event. Plus, we discuss the location of the event and how eroFame meets the
interests of both, exhibitors and visitors.

„

Let’s begin this interview a
little differently: What are your
wishes regarding eroFame 2017?
Wieland Hofmeister: Everything
being to the participants‘
satisfaction – great business, for
the visitors as well as the
exhibitors. This show reflects the
current atmosphere in the market
– so, if things go well here, the
industry is also going to do well.
And another wish would be for
the show to go smoothly, and for
everyone to have a great time!
Will the trade convention in
Hanover stick with the established concept, or will there be
changes here and there?
Wieland Hofmeister: No. There
are no plans on our part for major
changes to the eroFame concept
in the next few years. However,
we are going to do a little
survey among the
participants during
the show, sort of
a continuation of
what we did last
year. There will
be

questionnaires for all participants, and we will
also have personal conversations with
everybody. For eroFame to remain this
successful, it needs to be a reflection of what
the visitors and exhibitors want and need. That’s
been our motto so far, and we’ll continue to
abide by it in the future.
A question that is very important to many
visitors and exhibitors: The Oktoberfest party will
take place on eroFame Thursday as usual, yes?
Wieland Hofmeister: Like every year, the
popular eroFame Oktoberfest will take place on
the Thursday during the show. However, it looks
like we might be changing the format of the
party next year. So if you want to take part in the
final Oktoberfest party in the Munich Hall on the
Hanover fairgrounds – don’t miss eroFame
2017!
Would you mind giving us a short status report
about the preparations for eroFame no. 8? Has
everything gone according to plan?
Wieland Hofmeister: We always spend the
months leading up to the show looking for ways
to implement the wishes of our exhibitors – and
then mapping out the event in countdown
mode. Making sure all participants get free
catering and a free party, finding hotels for those
of our guests who want help with their
accommodation during their stay in Hanover,
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and always being available if someone has a
question – spinning all those plates requires a lot
of concentration and smart planning. Other than
that, we stick with the motto ‚Never change a
winning team.‘ We have lots of experience with
this kind of thing by now, so some parts of the
preparation process have become routine, we
know what to do and we know how to do it. It’s
also very helpful that our regular exhibitors are
making preparations of their own to optimise
their business success at eroFame.
eroFame has always been booked up in
previous years, and this year is no different.
What’s the secret of that long-lasting success?
Wieland Hofmeister: The quality and diversity
of our exhibitors is what ensures the success of
the show. The orgianisers’ contribution is
providing a professional environment for them,
not just in terms of organisation, but also by
creating awareness for the show and keeping
people up to date through established trade
magazines such as EAN and eLine and the
other major magazines in the adult industry. So,
the secret is really no secret at all. It is the quality
of the event itself, combined with extensive PR
and press work, accentuated by precise b2b
advertising.
Will the line-up of exhibitors once again reflect all
the facets of the global adult market?
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Wieland Hofmeister: Of course! A lot of exhibitors
are eroFame regulars at this point. The trade
convention has become the leading b2b show for our
industry, and we are very proud when we see how
international the show is and how many companies
and trade members from all over the world attend
eroFame. Of course, it’s not the same show every year,
some new exhibitors come, some existing exhibitors
go – usually, when smaller companies that attended
the event last year decide to skip a year, or because
they are no longer active in the market, and then new
companies close the gap, taking their spot at the
show.
Personally, I feel we have pretty much gotten as big as
we can get in terms of the number of exhibitors at
eroFame – which obviously doesn’t mean that the
industry has gotten as big as it is going to get in terms
of turnover. No, as far as that is concerned, I still see a
lot of potential for growth and success, after all society
is opening up more and more to sexual lifestyle
products. As part of the so-called globalisation of the
adult industry, companies set their sights on the global
market and sell their products all over the word.
However, that also includes companies from East Asia,
whose production and pricing are based on the lower
wage levels within their countries, and as their
products flood Western industrialised nations, usually
in self-distribution, they undermine the price structures
that have organically developed in these markets.
Obviously, this does not just affect our industry, and
from an economic standpoint, it is a very dangerous
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development, after all, we are on a whole other level in
Europe and North America when it comes to cost of
production and cost of living. This is a situation that
the trade, the press, the trade shows, and the
consumers have to react to in a responsible fashion.
eroFame is trying to do exactly that. We are primarily a
European b2b show, and there are certain criteria we
adhere to when admitting companies to the show.
Are there many new companies among the exhibitors
of eroFame 2017?
Wieland Hofmeister: We expect there to be roughly
200 companies, and roughly ten per cent of that
number will be first-time exhibitors.
Some Dutch companies have decided not to present
their products at this year’s show. What is the reason
for that development, and what is your take on it?
Wieland Hofmeister: I don’t think it is a development, it is a phenomenon of 2017. Five Dutch
companies collectively decided to skip eroFame this
year, and we are obviously saddened that they won’t
be at the show. It is not really a decision I understand,
after all, their place at this year’s show will now be
taken by other exhibitors who are going to benefit from
a competitive edge as a result. However, these Dutch
companies explained that they had to make a choice,
since eroFame is taking place at the same time as the
Venus show in Berlin this year, and they fear that the
trade audience might be split up among the two trade
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Thankfully, quality has always been more important
than quantity!
Hanover certainly offers its fair share of advantages,
but it has also been the topic of discussion in past
years. Will you stay committed to this location in the
future?
Wieland Hofmeister: That decision will be up to our
exhibitors and visitors – there will be a survey about
that exact issue, starting shortly before and continuing
throughout the trade show.

events. We accept that, but I fail to understand the
rationale behind this argument: Over the course of the
past years, eroFame has become the leading
European b2b show for the adult market, and by a
wide margin. This is where you will find most trade
members. Venus in Berlin is big and successful b2c
event, but as far as the b2b element of that show is
concerned, there are some major gaps there. Also,
Venus is taking place until the weekend, so theoretically, you could still take the trip to Berlin after eroFame is
over – it’s just a 90 minute train ride. Lastly, I would like
to point out that the big companies of the Dutch adult
market – in alphabetical order: Cobeco, EDC
Wholesale, EroPartner, Leg Avenue Europe, SCALA,
and SHOTS – will all present their products at
eroFame.
The quality of the exhibitors obviously plays a big part
in the success of eroFame, but so does the quality of
the trade visitors. What are your expectations for this
year?
Wieland Hofmeister: Judging by the registrations
and hotel bookings, we can already tell who will attend
eroFame 2017 – there are no major changes
compared to previous years, meaning the relevant
members of the trade will be at eroFame, and we are
thrilled about that – especially since that is also great
for our exhibitors. We all have to acknowledge that
there is a downward trend in the brick and mortar
trade, consequently, the number of trade visitors will
probably not increase beyond the current level.
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There are voices demanding that eroFame be
transplanted to another location, but do they know
that such a move would also result in higher costs?
Wieland Hofmeister: I think we all know that events
in big metropolises are more expensive than those
held in smaller cities, from the rent for the fair halls to
pretty much every other aspect of the show. For
instance, if we were to move eroFame to Hamburg or
Berlin, stand rents would go up by roughly thirty
percent, and in Amsterdam, prices would probably be
four times higher than they are right now – and
irrevocably so. Hanover offers the world’s largest
fairgrounds and a very fair price-quality ratio. The fair
halls are first-class, the city has lots of events and
attractions going for it. When we made the decision to
have eroFame here seven years ago, we did so with
the best interests of the exhibitors in mind because
this is a very budget-friendly location. Not to mention
that it is very easy to reach. To be perfectly honest, we
never really understood why this location has become
a bone of contention. I don’t think that taking the show
to another city would result in a dramatic increase in
visitors. But again, that is not my decision to make.
The big eroFame family will get to decide about the
future location at this year’s event.
In case there are still some trade members out there
who haven’t made up their minds yet – why should
they visit eroFame?
Wieland Hofmeister: I daresay that anybody who
wants to be a relevant player in this industry knows of
eroFame and attends eroFame – and they should. This
is where the who is who of our industry meets, where
the big new products and future top-sellers are
presented, and in a great, exciting atmosphere to
boot. So come to eroFame and be a part of this
first-class event, shaped by and for the members of
our wonderful industry. You are very much welcome!
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It’s a variety of many diﬀerent
e x c l u s iv e

R i c h a rd Almgren p resents th e mo ulda ble do dil

„

We all know what a dildo is, but what is
a dodil?
Richard Almgren: A dodil is an anagram for
dildo. But more than that, it’s a variety of many
different dildos all in just one piece. It comes in
an oblong, solid and already usable state,
packaged in our dodil-colored thermos flask
and when you heat it up it becomes soft and
moldable. That way you can shape it to your
own liking or anatomy. This process is
repeatable, so you just do it over again,
next time you feel playful and creative.
The dodil is the perfect dildo for the
first-time buyer, for the creative explorer, and
even as an aid for the medically impaired. We
like to think of the dodil as a remarkable gift for
all occasions, considering both the packaging
and how easily the products playfulness can be
talked about in contexts outside the general
dildo-box. Again, it is so much more than a
dildo.

Richard Almgren, chief developer
and inventor of the dodil

Dildos are available in all kinds
of colours and shapes. The
dodil is currently only available
in one colour, but it can take
pretty much any shape the
user desires. The toy is made
from materials that are usually
used in the medical or surgical
realm, and the toy has been
perfected over the course of
almost a year of development,
resulting in a product that
users can shape any way they
like. In our EAN interview, the
inventor of the dodil, Richard
Almgren, tells us more about
the product, how it works, and
what it can do.
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Could you give us some information about the
company and the team behind the dodil?
Richard Almgren: We are a Swedish
company with very Swedish core-values and
attitude, and as a brand we aim at being as
dynamic as our products are. We are friendly
and win-win oriented with a humble and
receptive attitude, together with loads of pride
and confidence from a strong product. The
multitasking core of the team is me, the
inventor M.Sc. Richard Almgren and the “soft
coating” stretches all the way to Cologne,
Germany where my friend, speaking partner
and communications officer Peter is located.
Basically, we are an agile team of experts
covering all essential fields of competence with
the support from our investors.
Is the dodil the first erotic product you have
created? How did you come up with this idea?

Richard Almgren: The dodil is not the only
adult toy that I have up my sleeve but it’s the
one I finally decided to go all the way with first.
I have several more interesting ideas and
products under development. That aside, I
have not been working with erotic products for
much longer than a year, but I am a quick
learner. I have spent hundreds of hours reading
up on the market, studying companies and
their technologies, following the latest news
and also befriending influencers and (s)experts
along the way. I have soaked up and processed information just to be able to evaluate and
map out the industry and current technologies.
The idea came to me through the mere
fascination for the thermoplastic and its
abilities, and after discussing over it with a
friend the light bulb suddenly set alight.
Why has nobody made a reshapeable dildo
before?
Richard Almgren: I think the industry has
gotten caught up in current trends regarding
digital technology, IoT and orgasm-performance, whereas this is more basic research. I
understand that it is easier to look at other
products or trends and see how you can
improve or advance in known technology.
But, for me it comes down to considering
the lowest common denominator, as where a
major critical factor for most adult toys is the
design. Wrong angle, too small or big size, or a
flawed design in general can easily ruin the
overall experience for many users. With the
dodil-technology we shift this paradigm and
allow the user to shape it, try it, reshape it,
whenever needed or wanted.
How complicated was it to develop the right
material?
Richard Almgren: The biggest challenge was
to find the right composition and combination
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dildos all in one piece.
of materials along with depressurising and re-distributing the forces you get from pulling, tugging and
stretching the dodil. This along with getting a durable
and lasting product was a true feat. After almost 10
months of development we finally made it happen
and now we have had dodils getting stretched and
tugged at for over 100 hours. The most intense tests
were during our launch at Stockholm Pride where we
had over 1,000 visitors really stressing the durability
of the dodil when shaping a multitude of designs.
Without getting too technical, how does the
reshaping work? Which material is the dodil made of?
Richard Almgren: It’s a silicone covered thermoplastic with a stabilising and depressurising
installation. The core material gets as mouldable
as modelling clay when heated. This is
preferably made by adding hot water with
the dodil placed inside the included
steel container. We tried
every way we could
think of to heat the
dodil, and also
incorporated
alternative methods
into the patent,
before we finally
settled with the
simplest
solution:
boiling
water.
We did a
technical review with an
international patent firm and
when that came out positive we
applied for a patent and have been
working with additional patents to go
with the technology. The core material
itself is already utilised in internal
medicine and surgery which makes it
absolutely non-toxic, body-safe, and
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„ G  S P OT, A  S P OT,
S P OT O N . ”
RICHARD ALMGREN
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but not burning hot. Using only your hands you can
now go on and let the creativity flow. Quicker shaping
and part by part is easier made under a small stream
of cold water from the tap. The whole shaping
process takes between a few minutes when using
cold water and up to twenty minutes in room
temperature. Once you’ve acquired the shape you
want, the dodil will stay warm for up to 1.5 hours.
Also, every time you heat the dodil you automatically
sterilise it.

The dodil comes with a thermos flask that is used to heat up
the toy and make it malleable

Can the user let his imagination run wild while
reshaping or are there limits to which shapes are
possible?
Richard Almgren: There are some recommended
limits to how far you can stretch the silicone. We
recommend that you do not stretch it more than 8-10
cm longer than its original size, and we really don’t
see how anyone would make use of an extremely
long dodil since it will become really thin outstretched. Other than that, there are hardly any limits
within its measures. G-spot, A-spot, spot on. You
can even make bulges, bumps and different shapes
of a head to it.
During our launch at Stockholm Pride the
comments where truly flattering. People adored the
product, its colour and our logo. They were amazed

„TH E I D E A C A M E TO M E
TH R O U G H TH E M E R E
Once shaped, the dodil will maintain its shape when it
cools down

FA S C I N ATI O N FO R TH E
TH E R M O P L A S TI C A N D I T S

over time and outside the silicone layer it is also
biodegradable. Which just happens to make the dodil
90% biodegradable and one of the most eco-friendly
adult toys on the market today.

A B I L I TI E S , A N D A F T E R
DISCUSSING OVER IT
W I TH A F R I E N D TH E

Could you describe the process of reshaping the
dodil?
Richard Almgren: Basically, it’s as easy as heat,
shape, cool, enjoy, and then repeat. Just pour hot
water into the included thermos flask with the dodil
inside. Leave it be for up to 30 minutes and then
carefully pick it up and start shaping. It will be hot,
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L I G H T B U L B S U D D E N LY
S E T A L I G H T. “
RICHARD ALMGREN
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and many said that the squishy warm feeling of
a heated dodil was meditating and stress
relieving, and parallels were made to both
stress-balls and fidget spinners.
How long does the dodil stay in a new shape?
Can it simply be used like a normal dildo?
Richard Almgren: Already in the manufactured shape it resembles any plain adult toy and
is ready to be used. Once then hand-shaped, it
will stay in the new shape until you heat it up
again. When it has become solid it is close to
impossible to break. The core material has
extreme characteristics to withstand pressure,
and it excels over other plastic materials used
in adult toys when it comes to durability and
strength. Having an outer layer of body-safe
silicone, it goes best with a water-based
lubricant.
What will be the next steps for your company?
Richard Almgren: First of all, we are glad to
be a part of this exceptional industry and we
are looking forward to make both an impact
and new friends. We would like to think that the
dodil will be the talk of the town which also
render an even more open discussion about
adult toys in general, which is good for us and
good for the industry.
We are already open for sales, delivering
dodils as we speak, and will continue to invest
in production speed and quality with me being
head of development and production. Along
with that we are now making a reality of all the
marketing ideas we have and utilise different
market channels to get the word out.
Would a vibrating version of the dodil be
possible?
Richard Almgren: Actually, we have come a
very long way with working on a vibrating
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„ FO R M E I T C O M E S D O W N
TO C O N S I D E R I N G TH E
LO W E S T C O M M O N
D E N O M I N ATO R , A S W H E R E
A M A J O R C R I TI C A L
FA C TO R FO R M O S T A D U LT
TOY S I S TH E D E S I G N . . “
RICHARD ALMGREN

version, to which we also applied for a patent
making the electronics work alongside with the
dodil-transforming technology. In due time we
are looking at a complete range of products
using the shapeable adult toy technology.
How much does a dodil cost?
Richard Almgren: The dodil retails at 79 euro,
with an introductory offer of free worldwide
shipping from our online webshop at www.
thedodil.com.
Where can retailers turn to if they want to sell
the dodil? Do you work with distributors?
Richard Almgren: First we want to evaluate
the initial impact of the dodil and upscale
production at a manageable rate. That way we
don’t work with any distributors at this point.
However, we have started the design of a
PoS-program for retail and have the pipeline
and software ready for working with retailers.
Many of whom we expect to meet in October
at eroFame in Hanover.
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Emma Wang

Oliver Redschlag

Concorde

JOYDIVISION international AG

1) Concorde has invested in a very luxurious stand to
promote its brand Plaisirs Secrets which presents
luxury love cosmetics.
2) Concorde will present the new range of Plaisirs
Secrets in preview, exclusively at eroFame.
3) Massage sessions will be organised at the Plaisirs
Secrets stand.
4) Plaisirs Secrets is present in 6 countries so far, so
there are still many markets to tackle. We wish to
meet distributors from countries where Plaisirs
Secrets is not yet established.

1) Our company is based in Germany, we produce in
Germany, and eroFame takes place in Germany.
Safeguarding the quality of this business location is
extremely important to us. eroFame is the perfect
event to convey this philosophy on an international
level. We expect to see lots of potential new
customers from all over the world, resulting in
additional international growth for our company.
2) We have added new variations to our big top-seller
brand. Our AQUAglide brand has become a staple of
the lubricant segment, and the warming massage oils
in the WARMup range are a must-have for any
retailer. So adding new products to these collections
to support the trade felt like a logical conclusion.
3) You are going to have a fun time at our stand this
year, and everybody has the opportunity to take
home a little memento. But that’s all I am going to say
right now. After all we don’t want to spoil the
surprise.
4) Being one of the co-initiators of eroFame and a
member of the advisory board, the show’s success
makes us proud. This is the place where the entire
industry meets. If you don’t attend eroFame, you miss
out on lots of potential business and future collaborations. It is an event you simply HAVE to visit. Every year,

Nicolai Harmsen
Bonque
1) We will present the new BONQUE Collection at
eroFame, and our goal is to find trade members who
want to distribute these top-quality products.
2) We are going to present a collection of hand-made
toys unlike anything you have ever seen.
3) No specific plans on that front.
4) eroFame is arguably the most important b2b show
in the adult industry. This is the event you need to
visit.
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we have a great time, and every year, we return home
with a bunch of big deals under our belt. As far as
JOYDIVISION is concerned, eroFame is one of the most
successful trade shows for us. We get to introduce the
international audience to our products, which are ‚Made
with Love in Hanover‘, we can maintain and foster
business relationships, and we win over lots of new
customers. What more could you want?

Oscar Heijnen
SHOTS
1) As usual, we expect to meet all of our existing clients
at our big stand. Our sales team is available to take
appointments RIGHT NOW. We only work with
appointments – otherwise, we wouldn’t be able to give
each client sufficient time and attention when we show
our spectacular new releases to them!
2) Apart from the range of new products that we have
introduced during our in-house sales week and SHOTS
Party, we will release at least 4 new brands: ELECTROSHOCK, MAN CAGE, SKULLS & BONES, and STEEL
HARD.
If people want to know all the details about these new
brands, I urge them to pay us a visit, as I always have
some nice surprises up my sleeve! Aside from these new
brands, we will introduce a variety of new products from
our existing brands, for instance GC, OUCH!, JILL,
SONO, and SIMPLICITY.
3) We are mainly at eroFame to present our new
products to all of our clients in one go. Besides, we have
our sales on a weekly basis and discontinued products
that clients can find on our B2B website under
‚toyoutlet‘.
4) We will always support eroFame. No doubt about that!

Pavel Zalevskiy
ABS Holdings
1) We love taking part at eroFame and it’s always a
favourite on the ABS calendar. This year, we expect
to see plenty of interesting stands as well as lots of
new faces and new products! The show is always full
of surprises and we’re really looking forward to see
what this year’s eroFame brings.
2) We’re putting a lot of effort into our own brands at
the moment, and we’ve seen plenty of interest from
our customers. So we’ll be focussing on the Minx,
Linx, and Kinx brands. Minx caters to women, Linx
caters to men, and Kinx caters to both, adding
something kinky to love play for beginners and those
with some experience. Together, these three brands
offer something for everyone!
3) We’ve got some crazy discounts planned for this
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year’s show. We always try and come up with
something to really reward those who visit our stand
at eroFame, and this year we’ve got some great
offers up our sleeve that you shouldn’t miss!
4) eroFame is the biggest trade show in the EU so
we wouldn‘t miss it! We’ve loved every year we’ve
been at the show, and we’re really looking forward to
this year as well. We can’t wait to show off our new
products - we‘ve got such a great selection, and
we’re excited to showcase each and every new
product. There’s always a real buzz at eroFame, and
we love being a part of it!

Denny Alexander
Standard Innovation Corporation
1) We expect show attendees to be energised and
excited by We-Vibe’s new offerings and how the
brand has significantly expanded the line – our new
men’s focussed products are getting a lot of
attention.
2) Over the past year, We-Vibe has greatly expanded
its product line adding a broad stimulator Wish by
We-Vibe, Bloom by We-Vibe Kegel balls, two penis
rings (Verge and Pivot), an introductory butt plug
(Ditto) and our new entry-level couples vibrator,
We-Vibe Unite. For many eroFame attendees, it will
be their first time to see the latest products and the
full We-Vibe product line. In addition to this, we will
showcase two new yet to be announced products
and a new We-Vibe collection.
3) Last year at eroFame attendees got a taste of the
new We-Vibe brand look when we launched Sync. At
this year’s show, retailers will experience the energy
and passion that this new look has brought to the
brand. They can also expect demonstrations of our
new products and training on the new 2-way play
features of the We-Connect app.
4) eroFame is essential for We-Vibe. It’s where we
can connect not only with our key European partners
but also see buyers and distributors from all over the
world. eroFame has been a large part of We-Vibe’s
success since day one.

Maroussia Symchowicz
Lovely Planet
1) With our clients all around the world, eroFame is
the perfect opportunity for us to meet clients and
strengthen our relationships. It is the best way to
meet new prospects as well, and the perfect venue
to launch our novelties.
2) We will be mainly presenting our novelties from
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Dorcel, with a focus on our Gold Collection, including:
Megawand Gold (External Stimulator), Real Vibration
Gold (Semi-realistic vibrator), Baby Rabbit Gold (Dual
stimulation vibrator), Real Sensation (Semi-realistic
Dildo), Power Pump Pro (Penis pump), MR Dorcel
(Adjustable Lasso Cock Ring), Divine Balls (Remote-controlled vibrating geisha balls), Deep Secret
(Remote-controlled vibrating anal chain), Best Plug
(Butt plugs), Kit Starter Best Plug (Set of 2 Butt
Plugs), Kit Expert Best Plug (Set of 2 Butt plugs).
3) Nothing to announce yet - but we will obviously
present our products and spend time with our clients
and talk to our prospects about our innovations.
4) eroFame is the reference in the adult business in
Europe, so we’ve decided to exhibit there to benefit
from the visitors’ quality and relevance and also from
eroFame’s circulation.

Dan Jackson

Mario Romero

Trudy Pijnacker

International Dreamlove S.L.

Leg Avenue Europe

1) To introduce our new brands.
2) www.amoressa-toys.com, www.coverme.
es, www.waterfeel.es, www.intense-toys.es
3) Yes, discounts.
4) For us, it’s an important event in our business
calendar, the main reason being that eroFame is an
opportunity to meet new customers.

At Leg Avenue, we expect to meet our clients and
get some valuable feedback on our new fall & holiday
lingerie collection. We just love to hear from our
clients and see how they’ve been doing in the past
year. Some of our sales staff will be there to talk to
the visitors and provide some help if needed. A trade
show is an easy way to get in touch, have conversations, and present your new collection.

Je Joue
1) We’re looking at connecting with all of our clients
from around the world. Being a small team, it’s great
to see everyone in the same place!
2) We’re blowing the bullet market out of the water.
We have a trio of new bullets at an amazing price for
a Je Joue quality product. Make sure you come by
and see them – we sold all of our first production a
month before launch!! (through pre-orders.)
3) Plans are currently in progress…. There may well
be some fun games to get your hands on some Je
Joue products… you’ll have to come by and see!
4) As said, it’s a great place for us to see everyone at
once. Our travelling schedules are crazy, catching up
with everyone in the same place makes life much
easier!!

Brian Pellham
Kheper Games

Walter Kroes

1) It is always a great show for us and we look
forward to continuing to build our international
presence this coming October.
2) Most notably, we have Sex! Crackers, which are
crackers that pop open to unleash a variety of sex
toys and games. Also, Chocolate Seductions, which
gives players a creative way to use the included body
chocolate, brush, and die. These are multi-language
products, just like our earlier release from this year;
the Let‘s F*ck! card game. Our Disco Pineapple Cup
works for any language, and we are launching several
other party games in English, as well as bachelorette
and barware novelties.
3) We always bring extra products to sample for
anyone who does not want to wait for us to ship from
the U.S. after the show.
4) It‘s always an amazing show for us where we pick
up new distributors each year. We are now in over
100 countries.

Kama Sutra Europe
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Kama Sutra’s sales team is looking forward to getting
in touch with our current and potentially new clients.
We want to start conversations with these clients to
see what value we can offer to each other. Our sales
team is always willing to help and assist where
needed, so to all clients: Feel free to stop by and
meet us. We’ll show our Kama Sutra bodycare range
but the eyecatchers will definitely be the Rhythm
luxurious pleasure instruments.

Laura Peters
FT London
1) Every year, we look forward to eroFame as this is
such a great and important fair. This year we can‘t
wait to show our new products which we are sure will
receive a fantastic response and success. And of
course, we don‘t doubt we will pleasantly surprise
our existing customers and attract the new ones.
2) We are going to present Gjack2, Gpop and Geisha
Balls2. Gjack2 is a new embodiment of Gjack First
Generation which had a huge success. New Gjack2
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We’ve packed up London, all our new
products and we’re on our way!

See you at Stand 41-47
For our biggest launch yet!

For further information please contact
000 4487
kerri@nexusrange.com | +44 (0) 20 7367

30b Spice Quay, Shad Thames, London SE1 2YG

The next generation of G Spot toys
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is still made of the revolutionary Bioskin material but
now has a new exciting shape and colours. Gpop is
a brand-new toy designed for stimulation of the male
P-spot and the female G-spot bringing incredible
sensations. Geisha Balls have always been one of our
best-sellers and now they boast even a smoother
finish - velvet touch while keeping the same great
function of a training kit in one set
3) eroFame itself is already a special event so we are
happy to be a part of it. We plan to show and tell
about our new products and this is what we
concentrate at most at the fair.
4) eroFame was one of our first fairs when we started
in 2012. And this has become a good tradition to be
a part of this great trade show every year. It is always
a successful fair and everything is organised at the
highest level.

Alicia Sinclair
COTR, Inc
1) This is our first exhibition at eroFame. As such, we
expect to interact with our European retailers and
distributors more intimately at our booth and
networking events. We’re excited to display our full
collection and showcase our new products to
European clients.
2) b-Vibe will be presenting the Snug Plug collection
and Rimming Plug Petite. Le Wand will be presenting
the upgraded Version 2 wand and new attachments.
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3) All b-Vibe and Le Wand products will be set up on
testers tables, which will allow customers to touch
and feel the products at their leisure. Founder and
CEO, Alicia Sinclair, who is a Certified Sex Educator
and Clinical Sexologist, will be on hand to discuss the
development, key selling points, and marketing
opportunities of the collections.
4) We wish to grow our brand recognition and
business in Europe. We think that eroFame is the
best show to do this at.

Nathalie Vernin
EXSENS
1) We consider eroFame to be the leading BtoB
Trade Show in the industry. That is the reason why
we will be present there, with pleasure, to share
trends in intimate cosmetics.
2) We will present several 100% natural and organic
products.
3) Of course, we will have some trade discounts, new
products presentations.
4) This show is very professionally organised and
conducted, it is always a pleasure to participate. The
decision was very easy to make!
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lubricants

BIO
Biologische & vegane
Gleitmittel-Serie.
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Zertifiziert und NCP geprüft.

new

Hochwertigste Inhaltsstoffe
unterstreichen die biologische
Gleitmittelfamilie.
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-
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SensiTIVE

all

Ingredients of highest quality
underline the organic lubricant
family.

2in1

Certified and NPC tested.

-

Organic & vegan
lubricant-series.

50 ml
100 ml
150 mll
200 ml

all fl ip tops

Mit neuer Eco-Tube wurde diese
BIO-Serie produziert und rundet
den biologischen Gedanken des
Gesamtkonzeptes ab.

This BIO series was produced with a new
eco tube and rounds up the organic
line of thought of the overall concept.

50 ml /// Art.
Art No.
No 44160
100 ml /// Art. No. 44161
150 ml /// Art. No. 44162

200 ml /// Art. No. 44180

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
000(0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
email: office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43
Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro
grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

50
5 ml /// Art.
Art No
No. 44170
100 ml /// Art. No. 44171
150 ml /// Art. No. 44172
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Anna Haberko

platform for personal conversations with our
customers.

Me Seduce
1) We would like to present our company and our
products on an international level, make new
business connections and reach people who,
otherwise, might have never found us. We also want
to see what the latest trends in this branch of the
market are, to contribute and create it in some part.
2) We are planning to present our newest collections,
which we are preparing especially for this huge event.
3) We want to attract the visitors through the unique
designs and high quality of our products, along with a
specially decorated booth which, as we hope, will be
very visible, and we encourage all visitors to stop by
and take a closer look at our offer. We are also preparing unique gifts and offers for our visitors.
4) eroFame is one of the biggest events in the erotic
industry so we cannot afford to miss it and it‘s a great
opportunity to see and be seen.

Dmitry Gasparian
Toyfa-H LLC
1) We would like to promote our new collections of
toys and establish new connections with resellers.
2) We have several product lines such as Erotist,
RealStick Nude, Marcus (BDSM), A-Toys.
3) We will have some specials offers for all the visitors
at our booth.
4) We are a young company in the EU market, so we
would like to promote our high-quality products.
Hoping to find new partners who are interested in our
company in Hanover.

Adam Durack
Stark Distribution
1) Our expectations for eroFame 2017 are very high.
Last year was a real success for our Titus brand, with
lots of new interest in our products. We have only
grown more in the last year, and in 2017, we will be
presenting our biggest range ever, including lots of
new product.
2) Since last year, our Titus toy range has seen a lot
of growth. The Silicone Series Plugs and Puppy Tails
we exhibited in 2016 have become best-sellers since
launch. This year we will be presenting new Titus Penis
Pumps and Masturbators as we continue to expand the
range.
We are very excited to present a whole new brand. The
result of an incredible amount of hard work, we have
designed our own range of men’s underwear, Fetish
Gear. Designed in London and made in Portugal, the
new range uses the best materials for a sexy look, great
fit, and comfortable wear. Featuring jocks, briefs,
boxers, T-shirts and singlets, the whole range is
designed with a fetish edge.
3) We will be joined at eroFame by the models featured
in our Fetish Gear photoshoot, geared up and showing
off the new range. There will be exclusive show
discounts and special offers.
4) It is a great opportunity to catch up with existing
customers and friends within the industry, as well as
exhibit our range to potential new business from across
Europe and beyond.

Marcus Galka
Noir Handmade

Vijay Verma

1) We want to meet customers old and new and have
interesting, constructive conversations with them.
2) Our customers can look forward to an all-new
collection for women. On top of that, we will present
our men’s collection, which launched only recently,
and which will definitely be a wonderful surprise to
many visitors. eroFame will also be the place where
we introduce our new packaging design for the very
first time.
3) Visitors at our stand have the opportunity to pick
up the products and take a look at our diverse
marketing materials. As a special highlight, our
customers can place orders right then and there, on
the show floor, and benefit from appealing event
discounts.
4) Apart from XBIZ and Alltitude, eroFame is the most
important trade show in Europe for us. It is a great

Ansi Exports
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1) It is our first time exhibiting here and we have high
hopes concerning the presentation of our high-quality
product range.
2) Many new products (handmade designs by myself)
like paddles, 360-degree rotation flogger etc.
3) The presentation of our precious products will tell a
story of luxury to the industry.
4) None.

Raquel Shaw
Beauty Enigma Lda.
1) We have great expectations as we have carefully
scheduled to launch our brand ORGIE at eroFame
2017. Being one of the most important trade shows of
our industry in Europe, we are hoping for goods
businesses results.
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2) This being the official launch of a whole new brand,
ORGIE, we will present about 39 new products at
eroFame 2017. Orgie is a brand of lubricants and
sensual cosmetics manufactured in Portugal, with
Brazilian formulations and active ingredients delivering
a different functionality in each product - an invitation
to the consumers to experience new sensations, a
“Brazilian experience”.
3) Not really. Being a first-timer at this eroFame
edition, our main focus with Orgie is to present the
brand and its first batch of products to the European
market, highlighting all of its aspects - a well-thought
our brand, carefully developed for the European
market, delivering a whole new experience to its
consumers.
4) We have about two decades of experience in the
industry but Beauty Enigma is a new company being
introduced to the European market with the launch of
its first brand - circumstances that make us feel
nothing if not proud. The key factor for us is having a
European trade-only exhibition to introduce our new
company and brand. As said before, eroFame is one
of the most important trade shows in Europe, so here
we are.

Dan Holman
Screaming O
1) Screaming O has been steadily expanding its
presence in Europe and, as we did last year, we plan
to support our European partners while broadcasting
our message of value-priced and body-safe sex toys
to the international market. We expect to connect with
current customers while meeting new and potential
partners eager to build their businesses with our
fast-selling and affordable product lines – especially
our now-famous Charged affordable rechargeable
vibes and rings.
Screaming O is known for trust and top-notch
customer service and we plan to build the same
reputation even stronger throughout Europe with the
support of our international distribution partners.
2) We will be supporting our European distributors with
our tried-and-true Top 30 best-seller list, as well as our
2017 product releases with a special focus on our
successful foray into rechargeable massagers, vibes,
and vibrating rings. We launched the Charged line of
affordable rechargeable shapes in January to national
acclaim and in July we debuted an expanded Charged
series – complete with merchandising and display
solutions – as well as the Affordable Rechargeable
moove™, the first in a new line of deep, rumbling vibes
boasting our most powerful motor, reliable recharge-
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able batteries, and unbeatable value prices.
3) We will be educating attendees about our FREE
custom graphics program, which supports all items in
our catalogue and offers stores of all sizes an
opportunity to decorate an area of their store with
high-impact, full-colour signage made in-house at
Screaming O HQ. More international stores have
signed on for this program than ever before and the
results are palpable; we look forward to meeting even
more storeowners seeking a unique way to enhance
the look and feel of their stores – at no additional cost
to them!
4) eroFame allows us to get in front of all of the major
players in the European market and see retailers in the
kind of face-to-face setting that we really can’t find
anywhere else. It’s a pleasure to take our conversations from email to spoken word, especially when it
means we can share a beer or celebratory beverage.
eroFame also is clearly run by professionals; it’s
obvious from the minute you walk into the area. It’s a
well-organised event with a roomy layout, pleasant
lighting, and enough space to do business without
feeling cramped or overwhelmed. The professional
environment that eroFame fosters enables companies
like Screaming O to make a lasting impression and
meet valuable people who are ready to learn more
about our brand and place an order – often on the
spot!

Barney Humphreys
B Swish
1) As with every year, we look forward to eroFame
bringing us together with our existing international
clientele in a fun and vibrant atmosphere. It is always
great to see new and familiar faces in one place. This
atmosphere allows us to meet and talk with potential
customers and show that B Swish is affordable luxury
at its best.
2) At this year’s eroFame, we will be displaying all 3 B
Swish lines: Classic, Deluxe & Premium. We will also
present new releases and product design updates.
3) Come by booth 145 and you will be pleasantly
surprised with the latest developments within B
Swish’s ever growing collection of products.
4) eroFame is extremely important to all of us at B
Swish. It is an event on our calendar that the entire
team looks forward to each year. We have been a part
of eroFame since the beginning in 2010 and it has
become a tradition. This trade show is a great
opportunity for us to meet our peers in the industry
and become better acquainted with our clients while
making new connections.
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Patrice Catanzaro

is a creator of lifestyle.
e x c l u s iv e

Fe ti sh Fa sh io n ma de in Fra nce

For more than 30 years, French designer Patrice Catanzaro has been one of the
leading creative minds in the world of fetish fashion – a pioneer, an innovator,
an unconventional thinker, and the head of a successful company which has its
head office near Marseille in France. In our interview with Samira Petit, the
company’s Export Manager, we talk about Catanzaro’s long-standing brand, its
philosophy, and its high standards.
102
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„

Would you mind
d giving us some information about Patrice Catanzaro? When
ed? What are the milestones in the history of
was the brand started?
the company?
ce Catanzaro is a French designer, qualified as a
Samira Petit: Patrice
troublemaker who has been expanding the fetish movement over the world for
more than 30 years now. He started his career as a wardrobe master, working for
prestigious Cabaretss in Paris, such as Moulin Rouge, Lido,
Paradis Latin, falling in love with women and enhancing the inner beauty of each
of them. From there,, he moved into designing ready-to-wear
ore tactile fabrics, particularly fur and leather. For the next 15
collections using more
nty to inspire him, from the raw material to the final touches.
years, he found plenty
The fabrics, styles, and creativity fed his desire to explore more unusual fabrics
rmally accepted in the fashion industry. In 1994, he made a
other than those normally
complete line from a fabric known as vinyl, under the brand ‚Les Plaisirs de Marook fabric arrives… He also created the zipper with 3 sliders
lène‘, then the wet-look
ory which is now very popular in the lingerie design.
in 1995, an accessory
blish his factory near Marseille, choosing to produce
He decided to establish
mployed people with great knowledge of
in France, and he employed
ts, putting a great focus on details. Patrice
hand-made products,
ator of Trends‘ rather than an opportuCatanzaro is a ‚Creator
nist.
What was the initial motivation to start a fetish fashion
brand?
ere is a motivation apart from the
Samira: Actually, there
ne’s beauty: peace & love. The gender
talent to highlight one’s
doesn’t really matter,r, Patrice Catanzaro
th, women and men. Fetish means
creations are for both,
onsiders himself a ‚Fetishist of Woa lot to him, as he considers
men‘, loving to see women in his creations,
hic‘ touch of the materials
sharing the ‚sexy chic‘
he prefers.
oes Patrice Catanzaro pursue with
What philosophy does
his products?
mportant question as
Samira: This is an important
e. Patrice Catanzaro is a
philosophy is lifestyle.
creator of lifestyle. Having a piece of Patrice Cae rather than just style. Wearing
tanzaro is an attitude
Catanzaro highlightss one’s selfconfidence, feeling the second skin effect
ire to seduce and be
highlights one’s desire
abulous designs make you
seduced, and the fabulous
feel unique.
ome ballpark figures about your
Could you give us some
w big is it, which types of proproduct range? How
roduct lines does it comprise?
ducts, brands, or product
pendent designer, the
Samira: As an independent
creativity of Patrice Catanzaro is huge.
rent brands under the FPC
There are three different
Company. Patrice Catanzaro – a fetish fashion
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The creative duo
of Charlotte and
Patrice Catanzaro

What sets your products apart from the competition?
Samira: Really, there is no competition for us. Patrice
Catanzaro is the only designer,
manufacturer, fetishist, wardrobe master with such a
long and successful career in this niche of fetish sexy
chic, ready to wear! We are definitely different, and this
is the greatest thing about our industry, as all the brands
are different and there is nothing more interesting than
comparing our differences.

brand, using mainly high-qualityy materials such
eather or mesh,
as wet look, laqué, PVC, false leather
lace…and so many other fabricss that the
fashion industry still ignores.
Les P’tites Folies de Patrice
nd, with the
Catanzaro – soft, sexy, chic brand,
ss of Lycra,
main materials being the softness
ace. The
the transparency of mesh and lace.
o
L’Homme brand is dedicated to
men’s fashion and lingerie.
Where do all the designs
and ideas for the existing
and future products
come from? Who are the
creative masterminds behind Patrice Catanzaro?
Samira: The designs are
always inspired by
experience, life, nature,
feelings, emotions, and the
future…Patrice Catanzaro
creates and creates again. He
has formed his own team of
designers, who have been
following in his steps for
years, and lately, his own
daughter, Charlotte Catanzaro, also joined the team. They
e
are helping him with the creative
e to do, but
process. There is so much more
Patrice Catanzaro is very trustful as his daughter
Charlotte launched her own brand of sexy lingerie this
year and his little one plans to enter a famous design
school in Paris next years. So the future is looking bright
for Patrice Catanzaro creations!
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When it comes to textiles, there’s always the question of
materials and their quality. So what can you tell us about
the materials used by Patrice Catanzaro?
Samira: Patrice Catanzaro is very much invested in the
quality of the products. After years of experience, he
found a supplier who is producing the wet look material
Pa
in line with Patrice
Catanzaro’s standards, with a
st
4-ways stretch
and the
smoothn
smoothness
of a woman’s skin. The other
raw mate
materials used are carefully chosen,
approved by all the team for their
stur
sturdiness,
comfort, and long-lasting
qu
qualities.
How often do you launch new
collections or new products?
Samira: Patrice Catanzaro is
launching new collections every
time of the year, no seasons,
just inspiration! The Patrice
Catanzaro brand is showing a
new collection every January at
the Salon
International de la Lingerie in
Paris. Usually showing about
25 silhouettes. Les P’tites
Folies de Patrice Catanzaro is
launching new products every
3 to 4 months (10-12 silhouettes) and L’Homme once a year
(20 silhouettes).
Are there trends as far as fetish
fashion is
concerned? And if so, what are
these trends?
Samira: The fetish and SM world
is particular and so multi-faceted.
Inspired by theses codes, fetish fashion aims to simplify
roleplay. For years, Patrice Catanzaro had watched
and felt the atmosphere, the emotions, the needs, then
creating his own trend. Over the course of many years,
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NEW FROM SKINS SEXUAL HEALTH

A UNIQUE MALE ENHANCEMENT CREAM FOR MEN

INTENSE
AROUSAL

MAXIMUM
PLEASURE
4
YES
REASONS TO SAY
TO POWERECT...

NO Planning Required: Powerect’s fast acting
formula sets to work rapidly meaning you can
be ready anytime anywhere.
NO Prescription Required: No need to visit
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he surfed cross-current to introduce his vision of fetish
fashion, and nowadays, he is a reference in this niche.
Fetish fashion can be inspired by any kind of
universe. The Tome 14 of Patrice Catanzaro for
example is inspired by the universe of boxing. By
uniting his two passions - boxing and women, Patrice
Cantanzaro has created with his latest collection a
sensual marriage between the undeniably wild
elements of the boxing arena with the powerful
feminine force of a woman revealing both her strength
and also the elegance and beauty that
characterises her. It is a daring marriage that
awakens all the senses. ‚My creations are just the jewel
case in which the precious stone is presented‘ to quote
Patrice Catanzaro.
And what about the packaging and the pricing of your
products?
Samira: We are investing most of our time and our
know-how in the product, but still the best way to

The brands Patrice
Catanzaro, Les P’tites
Folies de Patrice
Catanzaro, and
L’Homme are united
under the umbrella of
FPC Company

present a piece of our art is on a hanger. Our hangers
are red for the Patrice Catanzaro and L’Homme brands
and black for Les P’tites Folies. We are packing our
products in individual transparent protection. Our prices
vary depending on designs, on materials etc., but in
retail, it goes from 30 to more than 300 EUR.
How would you describe your target audience? Who
buys your products?
Samira: Our audience is so large and diverse. From the
young to less young, from fetish lovers to classy, trendy
people. People are unique, and the Patrice Catanzaro
style is just as unique as they are. Women, men, sons,
daughters, wives, and husbands,
everyone who accepts to be themselves, is our
audience.
Which prerequisites do you have to fulfill to satisfy the
wishes of this target audience?
Samira: Our clients are mainly our fans, there are no
prerequisites. As long as they love their body and love
the way they look inside one of Patrice Catanzaro‘s
creations, they are satisfied. Nice fabrics, nice cuts,
intricate details…what else could you want?
People indulge in their personal fantasies much more
freely nowadays. They are not afraid to satisfy their
wishes and needs. Does that also increase demand in
fetish fashion?
Samira: I would say, yes, indeed. In fact, nowadays,
all the standard brands are using our trends (wet look,
false leather, PVC…), making the difference between
fetish and fashion much more vague. Therefore, people
do not really realise if that they are fetish-oriented as the
traditional fashion brands also promote fetish fashion.
Which channels of distribution do you use to get your
products out there? Are you working with
distributors/wholesalers or directly with retailers?
Samira: For now, we are distributing the brand to
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retailers through our B2B websites and the help of
commercial agents covering the Netherlands,
Belgium, and Germany.
o
We are actively searching for distributors worldwide to
help us to promote our brands.
ell
Is the erotic market your main focus, or do you also sell
your products in the mainstream market?
Samira: The erotic market is a lifestyle market. Our
d
main market is lifestyle. We are a creator of trends and
we wish to be popularised and open the door to our
world to the mainstream market.
We are seeing great interest in our brand Les P’tites
Folies de Patrice Catanzaro in the traditional lingerie
market, and we are growing our sales in this
nd
segment. Our focus is mainly on alternative clothing and
stylish clothing.
he
What do you expect from your business partners in the
industry and the trade? Which criteria do they have to
fulfil? Is it pivotal that they share your
corporate philosophy?
Samira: The right question would be: What do our

Charlotte Catanzaro
follows in her father’s
footsteps, having
already launched her
first lingerie collection

business partner expect from us. We need to be on top
of everything to help our partners sell our products. As
soon as their sales are going well, they will be satisfied
and loyal to our brands. As a matter of fact, many of our
retailers have been following us since the very beginning
of this fabulous adventure. With this in mind, we are
attentive of the clients’ needs in term of quality and
prices and we are constantly improving our offer. We
wish to create a win-win partnership with our retailers,
and we are constantly involved in communication with
them through our social media.
How do you support your partners in the wholesale and
retail trade? Do you offer POS materials or sales and
product training seminars?
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Samira: We are very much attentive of our brand image
and invest a lot in the presentation of our products.
We work in a very professional way with the great help
of great models and fantastic photographers coming
from the fashion or fetish world. From the lens of these
artists, the creations of Patrice Catanzaro are reflecting
the ambitious way we wish to go forward. We improved
our pictures with a studio presentation with white background, and our retailers, especially web shops, can
use our HD pictures freely to promote the brand. Apart
from that, we also offer other marketing materials
Furthermore, we provide assistance via phone or email
to all our clients. Supporting all of them with the great
events they are organising to providing tips about
the best pieces they need to have in their stores. Our
logistic department and our customer service are really
unique as we have very quick delivery times and we are
very much involved in customer care.
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High-quality materials, an eye for detail,
handicraft, appealing
cuts, stylish designs –
Patrice Catanzaro has
high standards for his
products

How, do you think, will the market for fetish fashion
develop in the future?
Samira: If we were fortune tellers, we would be rich!
From the past, we build the future. The future is also
made from one’s passion. Patrice Catanzaro is a great
example of passion and focus as he always believed in
fetish fashion. For 30 years, he has been guiding how
perceptions have changed with regards to fetish, and
he believes in a future of more popularised fetish fashion. Also, his love of beauty and aesthetic has rubbed off
onto his daughters: Charlotte, now a young designer of
daring lingerie; and Antonella, a future student in a famous design school in Paris. The future of fetish fashion
will be bright and sparkling – with a young, fresh touch
of the Catanzaro family!

Do you have some advice for retailers on how to prey?
sent fetish fashion in a shop or store in an effective way?
Samira: We might have some advice for sure, but as
a matter fact, our retailers are so incredibly creative.
Nowadays, the traditional sex shops have turned into
e
love shops and love boutiques. The decoration of these
places is just amazing. Sexy is trendy, chic is a must,
and fetish is lifestyle… the imagination and decoration
ideas of our retail partners is simply beautiful and there
is nothing else to say. Keep going, feel free to follow
your imagination and your taste. Each boutique is the
image of the owner, each owner has clients who are
ess
drawn to their vision. We just give them the accessories
to complete this vision!
eroFame is only a few months away. What plans does
Patrice Catanzaro has for the show in Hanover?
Samira: eroFame is always in our agenda. Each year,
we are happy to present our new collections, our new
trends. It is a pleasure to meet our European clients
as well as new leads, year after year. At the upcoming
show, we will present the new collection of Les P’tites
Folies 7.2 – Bright and Sparkling, the new collection
L’Homme 4 – male by Patrice Catanzaro, and a little
capsule collection to surprise our clients! We will grant a
elp
10% discount on all orders placed at eroFame …to help
e
the visitors make the right decision and take the plunge
with fashion and passion by Patrice Catanzaro.
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We‘ve obviously hit the mark
with pjur SPA ScenTouch.
e x c l u s iv e

A ma ssa ge revo lutio n: p jur SPA ScenTo uch
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Alexander Giebel is looking
forward to presenting the new
pjur SPA ScenTouch line

What makes pjur SPA ScenTouch so special?
Alexander Giebel: Our pjur SPA ScenTouch
massage lotions feel like massage oils but
they do not contain oil, silicone, fat, or water.
This means that they do not leave a greasy
film on your skin after a sensual massage,
can be removed quickly and easily, and,
most importantly, without leaving behind any
residue.
Once they have been wiped off, your skin
feels dry but also soft and enriched. What’s
more, pjur SPA ScenTouch products do not
clog pores, meaning they are also breathable. In short, we have created a unique
innovation unlike any other product on the
market to date. With its delicate, pleasant
fragrances, the pjur SPA ScenTouch range
takes you on a sensuous journey into a world
of relaxation, fantasy and lightness.
So, is this the first time that pjur has ever
used fragrances?
Alexander Giebel: Yes, exactly. This is something new for pjur because it is extremely
difficult for us to align our exacting quality
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„ O U R P J U R S PA
S C E N TO U C H M A S S A G E
LOTI O N S F E E L L I K E
M A S S A G E O I L S B U T TH E Y
D O N OT C O N TA I N O I L ,
S I L I C O N E , FAT O R
WAT E R . ”
ALEXANDER GIEBEL
The pjur SPA ScenTouch collection is made up of Cherry Dream,
Strawberry Summer, Vanilla Seduction, Melon Breeze, and
Neutral Way (unscented)

standards with additives such as scents. However,
we’ve now managed it with pjur SPA ScenTouch.
Many of our customers have been asking us for
a scented massage product. It is still a no-go for
many people when it comes to their intimate areas,
but using the right amount of scent on your skin
can actually be quite stimulating. With pjur SPA
ScenTouch Cherry Dream, Strawberry Summer,
Vanilla Seduction, Melon Breeze and our non-perfumed variant pjur SPA ScenTouch Neutral Way,
we‘ve got the right scent for every user. It was
important for us to make sure that the fragrances
were not too extreme. We wanted them to be like
a light breeze that you can feel on your skin but
which are never unpleasant or too overwhelming.
As in the past, we have not used any flavourings in
the new product range.
Apart from the scents, what are the products‘
other USPs?
Alexander Giebel: As with all of our products, the
pjur SPA ScenTouch massage lotions are dermatologically tested and they also contain natural vitamin
E and natural jojoba. They are hypoallergenic,
vegan, manufactured without animal testing and free
from parabens and hormones. Put simply, pjur SPA
ScenTouch products are a great choice even for
people with allergies. The fragrant massage lotions
are kind to the skin and leave behind a pleasant
sensation. These USPs put our product miles ahead
of the existing competition in massage market!
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What does the name ScenTouch stand for?
Alexander Giebel: The name ScenTouch is a
portmanteau of the words ‚scent‘ and ‚touch‘,
a combination that perfectly describes our new
product range. We want to take users on a sensual
journey, where they can relax and let their sense of
smell and touch roam free, using the highest
quality products that leave their skin feeling
fabulous.
How is this range different from other pjur
products?
Alexander Giebel: The pjur SPA ScenTouch range
is not a replacement for pjur lubricants and should
be used exclusively for massages. However, an
erotic massage often leads to more, and our pjur
lubricants are still the best choice here. pjur SPA
ScenTouch opens up a new world of experiences
and the delicate fragrances allow your senses to
soar.
In what sizes are the products available?
Alexander Giebel: We are initially launching 200
ml bottles on the market. Other sizes may follow
in future. And, as always, we are offering the right
PoS materials. Our dealers should start placing
their orders quickly. At the launch at AdultEx, we
were pretty overwhelmed by the positive feedback
and orders from customers and we’re expecting
the same until eroFame, so we‘ve obviously hit the
mark with pjur SPA ScenTouch.
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The EDC design team knows
how to create masterful concepts

To us, eroFame is all about showing

the visitors our newest collections.
e x c l u s iv e

P r e p a ra tio ns f o r ero Fa me a re in f ull swing a t E DC Wh o lesa le

Eric Idema, founder and CEO of EDC Wholesale, and Andre
Visser, International Sales Director of the Dutch company, give
EAN a preview of the treats awaiting the visitors at the EDC
stand come eroFame. Both businessmen also stress the importance of trade shows – modern communication, the two state in
our interview, will never be able to replace personal contact.
118
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E R I C I D E M A
A N D R E V I S S E R

Boners is designed for the
male consumer, offering
products to stimulate the
penis and testicles

„

Not much longer until the start of eroFame.
How far along are EDC Wholesale with your
preparations for the show?
Eric Idema: The preparations are in full swing. Our
design team is working on many new products and
brands that will be presented at eroFame. We have
designed a new EDC Wholesale booth to present
our house brands and even though our booth
offers more space than previous years, we still
have more brands than space so we need to
consider which brands we will highlight at our
booth.

„ H A N O V E R I S O F G R E AT
I M P O R TA N C E TO M E E T
P E O P L E F R O M TH E I N 
D U S T RY I N P E R S O N , W E
VA L U E TH I S TH E M O S T. “
ANDRE VISSER

How much preparation is necessary if you want to
ensure a perfect presentation at the show?
Eric Idema: After eroFame 2016, we evaluated the
show and started making plans for eroFame 2017.
Looking back, I realise we have been preparing for
this show the entire year, especially in the
development of new brands, which we planned to
launch at eroFame from the very beginning. The
closer we get to the show, the more time we spend
on the actual preparation of the event itself, of
course.
How important is the Hanover trade show for you
in the larger scheme of things? What significance
does eroFame hold for EDC Wholesale?
Andre Visser: Hanover is of great importance to
meet people from the industry in person, we value
this the most. While we launch our new brands, we
always receive valuable feedback, which gives us
the chance to improve ourselves. And Hanover is
also the perfect event to meet everyone in one
place.
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Trade shows used to be essential for this industry.
Is that still the case in this time of modern
communication?
Andre Visser: Definitely. Trade shows are still
essential. Online communication cannot measure
up to personal contact, no matter how modern the
technology. Shaking hands, talking face to face,
sitting down for a cup of coffee. It all sounds very
basic, but it really is very important to us.
,
What expectations does EDC Wholesale have
regarding your own activities at eroFame? Also,
what do you expect to see in terms of general
trends in the market?
Andre Visser: To us, eroFame is all about showing
the visitors our newest collections. We keep
innovating and renewing our collections, and at
eroFame, the public get to see it for the first time
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Eric Idema (founder and CEO of
EDC Wholesale) and Andre Visser
(International Sales Director)
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offer
them something new each time they
see us, in order for their customers to
keep coming back to them. Our trade partners are
constantly developing and launching beautiful new
products and lines, which we are always excited to
share with our customers. We can’t wait to see
what our trade partners have in store this eroFame.
The trends are so diverse, I couldn’t really single
one out. We’ll just have to wait and see what’s new
and trendy.
And what do your customers expect from EDC
come eroFame?
Eric Idema: I guess they will expect what we
always offer: a welcoming and enthusiastic sales
team, hot and cold beverages, Dutch treats, and a
moment of our time to catch up and see the
beautiful new lines we developed this year.
How important is it to present new products? Or is
it more about presenting the company as a whole?
Andre Visser: It’s a combination of both. We want
to establish EDC Wholesale as a one-stop-shop
distribution partner and at the same time, we
present a collection of house brands with an
innovative look and beautiful packaging designs.
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additions to the EasyToys collection?
Eric Idema: Yes, we will add many new
additions to the EasyToys collections. The Dildo
Collection will introduce some new items and we
added some exciting lines to the highly popular
Anal collection. Due to an unexpectedly high
demand for the Fetish collection, we will be
expanding this line with tremendous, new items.
One of the new lines for EasyToys Fetish is a nipple
clamp collection, offering 15 different items for
anyone, from beginners to the more experienced
fetish sex toy user. This line comes in 15 stylish
boxes, all in the same size. Which will make it
perfect to present this line in a shop.
We are also introducing 6 new labels with 300 new
items. One of the new labels I’m most excited
about is Sinner Gear: Unbendable. This collection
consists of over 145 quality metal products for
Chastity, Urethral, Cock & Ball, Anal, and Medical
Play. Sinner Gear Unbendable is a fantastic
collection for the experienced fetish sex toy user,
offering a wide range of the most popular products. We created a collection of quality products
made from robust materials in order to match the
fantasies and wishes of the user. The experience
doesn’t end there, the products come with the
necessary accessories, such as a handy manual
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For the modern traveling man: FPPR (pronounced
Fapper) stands for masturbators in a discreet packaging

„ OUR DE S I G N T E A M IS
W OR K I N G ON MA N Y N EW

and a cleaning kit,
included in each
product because
safety and proper use
are of great importance, especially at the
extreme end of BDSM.

portfolio, like all of our third-party brands. We
will present all the brands in our collection at
eroFame, yet our product presentation at the
show is mainly focussed on the new private
labels. Visitors to our booth can be sure to
learn all about the third-party brands at EDC
Wholesale.

How would you sum
up the general strong
points of your private
brands?
Eric Idema: Our
designers are
extremely good at
concept development.
The development of
each and every house
brand starts with a
philosophy, which is
defined in a style
guide. After working
out the layout of the brand’s look and feel,
the design team start developing the
packaging and marketing materials. This
process involves going back to the drawing
table as often as necessary. The results are
impeccable and we’ve managed to create
many best-sellers since we started developing our house brands.

How do EDC pick the brands that you
distribute? What criteria are your decisions
based on in that regard?
Andre Visser: There are some elements in
the process that must all come together in
harmony. We take a good look at the quality
of the distribution partner, what type of
products they offer and whether they are
innovative and new in Europe. But at the end
of the day, it all comes down to gut feeling.

How hard is it to successfully launch new
products, brands, or even whole new
product lines in a market as swamped with
products as this one?
Eric Idema: It’s not easy, but we are mainly
focussing on being innovative and distinctive.
We try to offer a diverse collection with
extraordinary packaging designs in order to
stand out. As a wholesaler, we are constantly
improving our service level, always finding
ways of getting our products to its destination as fast as possible. Our long opening
hours and 7 days a week shipping service is
highly appreciated by our customers.

P R OD UCT S A N D BRAN DS
TH AT W I L L BE P RES EN T ED
AT ER OFA M E . “
ERIC IDEMA

How can private brands and third-party
brands harmonise? It would seem that
sooner or later, they inevitable rip into each
other’s sales, or is that a misconception?
Andre Visser: That is certainly a misconception. High-end brands differ from private
brands due to the quality of the products, the
price level, and promotion opportunities. This
cannot be compared to private brands. There
will always be a difference between private
brands and third-party brand, and therefore,
the end-consumer gets to choose different
products in in different price segments.

You also added a new third-party brand
recently, Music Legs. What role is this brand
going to play at EDC’s eroFame stand?
Andre Visser: We are very excited to have
Music Legs in our assortment, it’s an
important part of EDC Wholesale’s brand
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Our main focus is still the adult market,
it always has been and it always will be.

The Pipedream team at ANME in July

e x c l u s iv e

T h e y e a r so f a r – a co nversa tio n with Nick O rla ndino , C E O & C h a irma n of D iamon d Pr od u ct s

„

The industry is
changing, and the
companies in it are
confronted with new
challenges. That is also the
situation facing Diamond
Products and its brands,
as Nick Orlandino explains
in our interview. The CEO
and Chairman of Diamond
Products looks back at the
year so far, and he makes
no bones about
addressing some
negative developments in
the market.
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What is Diamond Products’ review of 2017
so far?
Nick Orlandino: So far, it’s been a weird year.
There are a lot of new challenges in our
industry that we’re continuing to adjust to.
We’re working harder than ever to find new
ways to help our distributors and retailers
continue to profit from Pipedream, and of
course Pipedream is going to lead the way and
continue to shape the future of this industry.

bution network. By adding more people, we’ve
been able to create brand awareness and
support our distributors and retailers around
the world. Pipedream is still one of the largest
manufacturers in the world, and there’s still a
large demand for our product, particularly in
Europe. There’s always room for expansion and
having more people on the ground in Europe
will help keep our fill rates high and make sure
we meet the high demand for our products.

Recently, Diamond Product added more manpower to your European team: Annika Scherer
is now working side by side with Raymond
Houtenbos to guide your activities in this region. Is there still room for expansion in Europe?
Nick Orlandino: We’re continuing to build out
or team worldwide to support our global distri-

Is Diamond Products‘ expansion limited to
the adult market, or are you also putting more
emphasis on the mainstream market?
Nick Orlandino: Our main focus is still the
adult market, it always has been and it always
will be. That’s where we feel our bread is buttered and that’s where the majority of our volume
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comes from. Our luxury brands like Jimmyjane and Sir Richards have been able to penetrate
the mainstream market to an extent, but our focus
and emphasis continues to be the adult sector.
Pipedream and Jimmyjane are well-known names in
Europe. Sir Richard’s, however, is still a relatively new
brand for many Europeans. How have the consumers
on this side of the Atlantic responded to your sex
products for men?
Nick Orlandino: We are currently building the Sir
Richards brand out, and we see great potential for
the high-end male and gay market with this premium
men’s collection. Sir Richards started out as a
condom company but has quickly grown into a
complete line of male lifestyle essentials, from
men’s ‚below-the-belt‘ maintenance products and
cosmetics, to our Elements line of male pleasure
products, to our brand-new Command high-end
bondage line. We’re confident that Sir Richards will
become the male equivalent to Jimmyjane’s luxury
female offerings.

You attended ANME Show a few weeks ago. Did you
launch any new products at the event?

Nick Orlandino: For this ANME, we introduced
three new lines from Jimmyjane, new additions to
our best-selling King Cock line, brand extensions to
our Icicles and C-ringz collections, and some new
exciting surprises that you’ll just have to wait and see
in Europe at eroFame!
If you had to describe in a few short sentences what
sets these new products apart from the competition,
what would you say?
Nick Orlandino: What sets Pipedream and Jimmyjane apart from the competition is innovation.
Whether its product innovation, new merchandising
concepts, unique packaging, our team knows the
market and is able to create products that stand out
and resonate with consumers. The same is true for
Sir Richard’s, who we feel is filling a missing niche of
premium products in the men’s sector.
When will these new products be available in
Europe?
Nick Orlandino: All of the products will be rolled
out late third quarter through early fourth quarter in
Europe.
Let’s talk about the developments in the adult market:
What are the big factors and developments that
currently dominate the market?
Nick Orlandino: Copyright infringement, patent
infringement, Chinese companies using inferior
product materials. They are uninsured, non-compliant, unregulated. A lot of these small companies just
starting up and cannot take on the burden or responsibility if something goes wrong. We want customers
to support quality brands that invest time and money
to ensure they are putting out safe products. An inexperienced consumer might not spot the difference
at first, but they will not be returning for a repeat
purchase if they have a bad experience. Retailers are
so important at driving the consumer decision. We
hope they support us along in this process.
Do you also have the impression that the traditional
chain of supply in the international adult market
(producer-wholesaler/distributor-retailer) is breaking
apart more and more?
Nick Orlandino: The supply chain has definitely
seen changes all over the world but I believe this will
all shake out shortly and settle down as some of the
bottom-feeders go away. It is a growing pain, as the
industry adapts to the internet savvy world, but in the
end the companies that provide the best products
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and services, with integrity will come out on
top.
Looking at the situation from your point of view,
what reasons are there for this shift?
Nick Orlandino: It’s pretty simple, more
competition, easier access to products through
the internet, price wars on the internet, and
manufacturers trying to make a fast buck has
all lead to a decline in quality, and an abundance of new products available from unqualified
manufacturers.
How will Diamond Products respond to this
development? Will you stick with your tried
and tested distribution strategy or could you
imagine changing things up?
Nick Orlandino: We’re going to continue to
stick behind our tried and tested distribution
network and support our retailers.
Sex tech and teledildonics are the talk of the
town, and more and more companies
combine modern technologies and sex toys.
What are your plans regarding the modern tech
toy trend?

The Shelf-N-Shop System

Nick Orlandino: Yes, we’re working on stuff for
the future.

Nick Orlandino, CEO
and Chairman of
Diamond Products
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And finally: What does Diamond Products have in
store for the market in the upcoming months?
Nick Orlandino: We’re working on a brand-new
merchandising system, kind of a one-stop-shop
that really simplifies the merchandising challenges
for retailers and also is meant to drive sales. This
will be an affordable way to create a beautiful,
eye-catching display with testers all from one
place. We constantly have our sales team visiting
stores, reporting back on what retailers need
to drive sales. This is the sort of attention and
service our foreign competitors don‘t provide. We
are looking forward to continuing down this path
of creating new innovative, quality products and
marketing for our partners for the remainder of
the year. provide. We are looking forward to continuing down this path of creating new innovative,
quality products and marketing for our partners
for the remainder of the year.
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doesn’t have to be expensive,
e x c l u s iv e

H OT p re se n t th eir new B IO line

Organic-biological ingredients are far from rare in today’s lubricant market, but what
about the packaging of these products? And – even more importantly – what
happens with the empty tubes and bottles that end up in the garbage? HOT
Productions & Vertriebs GmbH present a solution to this problem with their BIO line.
As General Sales Manager Michael Sonner explains, these new products meet the
highest ecological standards, not just in terms of raw materials and production, but
also when it comes to packaging, tubes, and POS materials.

„

Michael Sonner,
General Sales
Manager at HOT,
promises new
products in the
BIO line
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Currently, there is a wave of awareness about
the pollution of the seas, about plastic waste

in our oceans. The goal was to create a line
that would be ecologically responsible - not
just in terms of the ingredients, but also in
terms of packaging and POS materials. This
project kept us busy for more than a year,
but now that we’re presenting it to the world,
we couldn’t be happier with the result.
There are many lubricants on the market that
promise to be 100% natural, organic, vegan,
etc. What sets the BIO line apart from the
competition?
Michael Sonner: As mentioned before, we
paid attention to the whole product,
packaging and all. From the raw materials to
the production processes to the disposal of
the empty tube. All of that, combined in one
product line that offers excellent quality to
the customer. The lubricating properties and

M I C H A E L

S O N N E R

but it does have its price.
the texture match the quality that consumers are
used to from our other HOT lubricants.

„TH E G O A L WA S TO

Who is the target audience for BIO?
Michael Sonner: The younger generation displays
great interest in sustainability and healthy products.
This is our main audience.

C R E AT E A L I N E TH AT
W O U L D B E E C O LO G I C A L LY
R E S P O N S I B L E , A N D N OT

Demand for organic products, fair trade products,
and vegetarian/vegan products is on the rise. But
is that also the case in the adult market?
Michael Sonner: Yes, absolutely. These things
continue to become a big factor in the adult
market as well.

J U S T I N T E R M S O F TH E
INGREDIENTS, BUT ALSO
I N T E R M S O F PA C K A G I N G
A N D P O S M AT E R I A L S . “

Why did it take so long before this kind of demand
really reached the adult market?
Michael Sonner: I think most consumers were
introduced to the bio/organic labels in the context
of foodstuffs, and that’s where the focus remained
for a while. Today, people are looking at this issue
in a much wider context, and they expect
environmental responsibility, also when it comes to
products that aren’t part of their everyday lives.
The packaging and how it is disposed of is
thankfully also becoming a crucial factor.
Is the misconception that organic products are
always more expensive than ‚regular‘ products still
alive in consumers’ minds?
Michael Sonner: What people need to understand is that a high-quality product has its price.
Bio doesn’t have to be expensive, but it does have
its price.
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MICHAEL SONNER

How much potential do you see for lubricants such
as BIO in the upwcoming years?
Michael Sonner: The consumers are becoming
more careful and more demanding about the things
they buy. And they will be extremely careful when it
comes to intimate products. I believe that soon, we
will only see high-quality products in the market.
BIO is HOT’s response
to growing demand for
sustainable, organic
products in the adult
market

Let’s get back to BIO: You advertise these
products as being certified and NCP-tested. Would
you mind giving us some more information about
that?
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Michael Sonner: Nature
Care Products (NCP) are
tested for sustainability and
the quality of their raw
materials. The NCP seal is only
given to products that excel in
both of these criteria. It is very
important for the consumer to
know that bio is more than just
a label – that there is an
organisation making sure these
standards are actually met.
Is the production of vegan
lubricants more difficult or
labour-intensive than the production of regular lubricants?
Michael Sonner: The big difference
lies in the raw materials you choose.
Usually, substances containing
animal ingredients are a lot cheaper
because those are often waste
materials that cannot be used for
food production.
You call the tubes of the BIO line
products ‚Eco Tubes.‘ Why so?
Michael Sonner: Our tubes are no longer
made from mineral oil; instead, the base
substance of the eco tubes is sugar
cane, so-called green
PE. This renewable
raw material can store
CO2, so using green PE
helps to reduce harmful
greenhouse emissions. On
top of that, green PE is
100% recyclable.
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D you have some
Do
advice for the
retailers on how to
present the BIO line in the most
effective way? Are there maybe
also POS materials for these
products?
Michael Sonner: Of course, we offer a
wide range of POS materials for the sales
floors and for shopping windows. Those
include displays with or without base and
big pop-ups designed for the decoration of
shopping windows.

HOT will provide the trade
with POS materials to help
with the presentation and
marketing of their new
BIO line

The BIO line currently includes three
different lubricants. Are there plans to add
new products in the foreseeable future?
M
Michael
Sonner: We certainly plan on
exp
expanding
this line, and to use our eco tubes
h
whenever
possible.
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Skins are able to oﬀer the consumer
a great product at a good price.
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Cr e a tive C o ncep tio ns to p resent Po werect a t ero Fa me

„

Creative
Conceptions‘
condom line Skins
first hit the
market in 2007.
Now, ten years later,
this collection has
grown into a wider,
much more diverse
range of products
– the Skins Sexual
Health Range. The
development of this
product line and the
new additions that
will be introduced at
this year’s eroFame
are two of the
topics we cover in
our interview with
Jane Bowles,
Director of Creative
Conceptions.

Let’s go back to the beginning: When did
Creative Conceptions launch Skins? And
what was the motivation to create your own
line of condoms?
Jane Bowles: We launched Skins back in
2007 following a meeting with one of our ID
lubricants customers, Bob from Out of the
Blue in Edinburgh. Bob expressed his desire
for a simply named condom that allowed
young men wanting to be responsible, the
opportunity to pick up the right condom
without having to examine them too closely.
What he was saying is - if you have a natural
condom, call it a natural condom, not some
fancy marketing name that is confusing for
the customer.
With condoms being the quickest shop
fixture in retail, we could see the logic with
this and so on the train on the way home the
brand was born with a key brand objective
being a Simple Naming Policy which has help
true to date.
With two sons about to reach the age of
consent another key motivator was to
change the perceptions of contraceptives
and create a brand that made wearing
condoms the cool choice as well as the right
one!
What did you want to achieve with this new
line when you launched Skins? What did you
want to offer to the consumers?
Jane: The biggest challenge in contraception
and condoms is getting people to wear
them, so we set about researching people‘s
opinions to condoms, what put them off
wearing them and what we could do to make
a condom that people would feel better
about wearing. Unsurprisingly we found that
many of the key senses played a role in our
results.
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New from Creative
Conceptions: the Skins Cube

We found that people would be more likely to
wear a condom if it:
A) is super clear so your manhood looks as
natural as possible (many Skins wearers
actually feel their price and joy is enhanced
by our condoms!)
B) is thin so you feel close to your partner Skins really so feel like you are wearing a
second skin)
C) is super safe: the primary requirement for
any contraceptive - Skins work with an
expert who sits on the European condom
board so we are always at the forefront of
condom design and legislation,
D) has no latex smell - all Skins are infused
with a subtle vanilla scent so leave none of
the tell tale latex smell that can be associated
with condom wear.
We wanted to offer all of this at an accessible
price as we believe finance should not be an
issue when it comes to safe sex.
Skins quickly became a well-established
brand in the adult market. How did you pull
that off? Are you proud to have carved out a
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Experience Sync’s 10+ vibration modes
with the remote control or the free
We-Connect app. Using We-Connect
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Jane Bowles, Director
of Creative Conceptions

in singles for a great price point. Importantly all
Skins come in singles. This change came from
consumer feedback - anyone who has ever tried to
open a condom from a strip in the heat of the
moment will have experienced the annoyance of
opening the other condom on the strip - so we
have removed that possibility by having them all in
singles not strips - ready to go with no rips!!
To make sure consumers appreciate that these
cubes have 16 condoms we have a couple of great
POS free to all our retailers.
Again following customer feedback, we have
changed the width of our condoms from 52mm to
54mm to give an even more comfortable
experience for our Skins wearers.
niche of your own in this crowded market,
populated by all these big competitors?
Jane: Our strategy when we first stated was to
approach the National Health Service in the UK to
become one of their suppliers. By doing this we
gained immediate credibility which is so important
when introducing a new contraceptive. However
wonderful looking and feeling a condom is people‘s
first concern is will it work. Everyone knows that
the NHS has the most stringent of quality controls
in the country so the fact that Skins were chosen
by them really gave us a boost darkly on. In
addition, when we started selling Skins retail the
NHS allowed us to put on all our packs „Proud
Suppliers to the NHS“. This gave us great
credibility from the off.
We were also approached by three of the stars of
‚Geordie Shore‘ the reality TV show to partner with
them on a condom. They gained their fame from
having many sexual relationships and wanted to
present the responsible approach to casual sex.
So we worked together to create Gaz, Scott and
Vicky condoms which worked really well in
increasing Skins profile and emerging our objective
of making wearing condoms a cool and relevant
choice for 18-24 year olds.
Yes, we are very proud of the fact that we have
made an impact in a highly competitive space but
feel we have a fresh approach and great product
that allows us to carve out our own niche.
How has the product line changed and evolved
over the course of the years?
Jane: The designs have evolved over the years
and we have recently introduced the Skins Cube to
offer consumers 16 premium quality condoms, all
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Today, the line’s official title is Skins Sexual Health
Range. Was this brand extension a response to the
changes in the market?
Jane: Our brand mission with Skins was always to
empower people to have happy and healthy sex
lives and to enjoy all the general health benefits
that come with that. Protection is just a small part
of sexual health so the Skins brand has naturally
evolved to encompass both Performance and
Pleasure.
Sexual health and sexual wellness are more
popular than ever – how is that reflected in the
Skins line?
Jane: As attitudes towards sex are changing and
people are beginning to appreciate that a good sex
life can have many positive effects, Skins wanted
to create a product range that gives people the
power to perform allowing them to continue to
enjoy sex at all times of their lives. Our unique and
very effective male enhancement cream is a real
game changer for men who need extra support in
the bedroom and perhaps cannot or prefer not to
take pills. Powerect is applied directly to the penis
and is very fast acting, giving rapid arousal and
maximum pleasure. It even helps men perform after
a night out:-) we launched Powerect in the USA
earlier this year and have seen extremely positive
sales with the product growing by word of mouth.
We recommend retailers start with the 5ml foils as
an add on sale and you will see the highs return
rate at which time it is good to upgrade to the
48ml pumps. We encourage retailers to try it for
themselves - please call by our stand at eroFame
for more information.
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Jane: The key presentation will definitely be around
our male enhancement cream Powerect. We now
have solid sales statistics from our launch in
America and so can present the product with real
confidence.
Powerect has been
a big hit ever since it
launched in the US
at the beginning of
the year – at
eroFame, the male
enhancement
product will be
presented to the
European trade

There is a large number of condoms in the Skins
range. What can you tell us about your individual
products?
Jane: The number of products in the Skins Sexual
Health range is growing and is aimed at meeting
customer demand. Our best-selling condoms are
Natural, Ultra Thin and Dots and Ribs but it is
important as a brand to offer a strong range so we
also have Extra Large, and fruity flavours with fun
names such as Blow me Bubblegum, Minty
Mouthful to encourage use amongst our younger
customers.
In addition to our Skins condom range there is the
Skins Performance range with Skins Hot Shot
vitality drinks that boost vigour in the bedroom,
Powerect and Skins Blue pills that boost vitality
and function in the bedroom. Finally our Skins
Pleasure range exists to bring intensified sexual
pleasure into the bedroom, with our range of
performance rings that allow strength to the penis,
and the Skins Vibrating Ring that allows pleasure
for the man and the woman.

Skins is also available in continental Europe. So
have you introduced an international standard for
things such as instructions, substances,
certificates, etc.?
Jane: As mentioned earlier, we work with a
condom expert who ensures all Skins are right up
to date with all standards both in Europe and right
across the world.
Are there also POS materials for Skins?
Jane: Yes, as well as the Skins Cube POS and
Powerect folio display we are always happy to
provide posters and sales back up.

Skins is clearly a private brand. Critics often argue
that private label products further clog a market
that is too overcrowded as it is. How do you
respond to such statements?
Jane: We have found that many people actually
welcome a credible challenger brand in a market
where monopolies have traditionally had a strong
hold. Skins are able to offer the consumer a great
product at a good price and the retailer can enjoy
better cash and percentage margins. It is also
good for adult stores to offer not only brands that
are available in supermarkets and pharmacies but
as experts in the field of sex I believe we should be
offering more in the realms of sexual health than
those stores feel able to.

Could you imagine branching out into other
product categories? What are the chances of there
being a Skins lubricant line or Skins vibrators at
some point?
Jane: Skins lubricants is a natural progression and
will be available in the not too distant future but our
next new launches involve two very exciting Delay
products that will be through stability testing and
ready to go early 2018. We hope to be able to
release more details of these unique products at
eroFame.
At the upcoming eroFame trade convention, you
are going to present the latest additions to the
Skins line. Would you mind giving us some
information about these products?
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BeautyEnigma is a Portuguese-Brazilian company with very
ambitious goals, which CEO Marcello
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anhol outlines in this interview – one
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ORGIE will debut at the
upcoming eroFame show

„

Before we turn to your new brand, would you
mind giving our readers some information about
Beauty Enigma Lda. Since when has the company
been around, and what are your fields of activity?
Marcello Hespanhol: BeautyEnigma was founded
in 2016, the result of a partnership between one of
the largest groups of manufacturers and distributors
of erotic products in Brazil, A Sós / Adão & Eva, and
Prom Beauty, based in Portugal, a cosmetics
company of great reputation and one of the leaders
in its segments on the Iberian Peninsula. BeautyEnigma was born with the intention of being one of the
most outstanding companies of the European adult
market, bringing new experiences to its consumers.
At the upcoming eroFame convention, you will
premiere your new brand ORGIE. What does this
brand stand for, and which product categories does
it cover?
Marcello Hespanhol: ORGIE represents the arrival
of new sensations and modern active principles some of whom have their origins in the Amazon
rainforest - in the European adult market. Being a
company with Brazilian roots, we are bringing some
formulas that are already successful in Brazil but will
be as something entirely new to consumers here.
Europe will surely be thrilled about the arrival of our
products!
With 39 products, this is a rather large start line-up
for a new brand. Why did you decide on such a
massive brand rollout?
Marcello Hespanhol: In fact, although it seems an
extensive line, this is only the first phase of our
releases. Due to our know-how, formulas and
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„W E WA N T TO B R I N G O U R
C U S TO M E R S TH E
G R E AT E S T N U M B E R O F
I N N O VATI O N S F R O M
B R A Z I L I N A D D I TI O N TO
CLASSIC PRODUCTS SUCH
AS LUBRICANTS AND
MASSAGE OILS.“
M A R C E L LO H E S PA N H O L

technologies already developed and tested in Brazil,
and having a factory and development laboratory in
Portugal, Orgie’s start line-up was not as challenging
as it seems. We want to bring our customers the
greatest number of innovations from Brazil in addition
to classic products such as lubricants and massage
oils.
How long did the research and the implementation of
the product range take?
Marcello Hespanhol: So far, it has been more than
10 years of research and development for this very
extensive product line in the Brazilian market. With
such a wealth of know-how, the research and
development phase for Europe took just one year. In

I N T E R V I E W

order to adapt part of this line to the local market, it
was necessary to do careful field research in the
European community, visiting retailers and distributors, gathering opinions and improving the formulations in our laboratory in Portugal, maintaining those
active principles of Amazon Rainforest origins while
aggregating the best of European raw materials.
What sets your products apart from the competition?
Marcello Hespanhol: What sets Orgie apart from
the competition is the functionality, the new sensations, and the active principles of our formulations,
combined to meet the high standard of European
quality. As said before, we have brought formulas
tested and approved in Brazil and manufactured
them here, with the best European raw materials. We
have formulas that deliver unique sensory effects. For

hat is based on the
instance, Sexy Vibe is a product that
active principle of an Amazonian plant known in Brazil
as a liquid vibrator since it causes an immediate
sensation of tingling and arousal; Wow!, a spray for
oral sex that delivers an unforgettable experience;
Pearl Lust Massage, a set that includes a silicone gel
with silk glove touch effect and a pearl necklace for
an unbelievable genital massage.

Marcello Hespanhol,
CEO BeautyEnigma Lda.

Is there any aspect that you pay particular attention
to when it comes to designing, formulating, and
producing your products?
Marcello Hespanhol: Surely, yes! In addition to the
careful selection of raw materials and the meticulous
dedication to manufacturing procedures in order to
obtain products of supreme quality, we also look for
textures, aromas and intense sensations to create
products that appeal to the senses. Besides the
expertise of our development lab, we also work with
volunteer couples of varying ages to test and
evaluate our products in practice. When we launch a
product, we are 100% sure that it is really functional.
Your products are made in Portugal, but they are
created in line with Brazilian formulations. How does
this work and why did you decide on that strategy?
Marcello Hespanhol: We want to unite the Brazilian
formulations and active principles - which have
already been tested and approved by thousands of
consumers - with the high quality standards of the
industry and raw materials within the European
Community. Orgie is a blend of the best of both
worlds! Specifically, the choice of Portugal is the
result of a partnership with Prom Beauty, which was
established almost ten years ago for this market.
You also promise a ‚Brazilian experience‘ to the
consumers of your products. What exactly does that
entail?
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Which price range will your products fall into?
Marcello Hespanhol: Orgie products will be in the
mid-price range, but with superior quality.
consu
We want our products to reach as many consumers
consumer will
as possible. We hope that many consumers
know what we are talking about very so
soon.
Which target audience are you aiming at with your
products?
Hespanho The public that already
Marcello Hespanhol:
consumes erotic products and is always in search of
something n
new will surely find it in Orgie, the same as
wh wish to step out of the routine and spice
those who
t
up their
relationship. Orgie is all about ‚Dare Yourself‘.

Marcello Hespanhol: It provides Eur
European
consumers with the possibility to experience
sensations never experienced here. Orgie invites you
to dare something new
new. W
When we were doing the
fieldwork, we visited major distributors which are
references in the European market and it was
fantastic to see the surprised reaction when some of
them u
used the product on their hands, for instance
the liquid vibrators, or the Acqua Crocante - an
effervescent massage mousse that is a classic in
Brazil - as well as other formulas that they did not
know.

What is the most important aspect of a massage oil,
a lube etc. – ingredients, price, functionality, brand
recognition? What is it that makes a customer want
to buy a certain product?
Marcello Hespanhol: I summarize what was said
above as ‚experience‘, and that is the key word for
Orgie. The proposal is to make a difference by
making the experience and contact with the brand
very pleasant, right from the beginning. That’s why
our work is driven not only by our expertise but also
by affection and extreme attention to details
throughout all stages, from formulation to product
tests in loco all the way to the packaging. We believe
that every single Orgie product will also deliver a
good dose of the typical – and famous! - Brazilian
sense of adventure and joy to the consumers.
The market is cluttered with massage oils, lubricants,
and similar products. How important is it to present
oneself as a brand with recognition value and a
message?
Marcello Hespanhol: It is extremely important and it
has to be done with respect to the consumer. Orgie
aims to be a brand remembered for the pleasure
delivered as promised, a brand that provides the
consumer with an unforgettable sensual experience.
A new experience, Brazilian and pleasurable!
Do you see any general trends in the market for
sensual cosmetics, massage oils, lubes etc.?
Marcello Hespanhol: As you said, the market is
cluttered with these products. Our knowledge of the
Brazilian sensual cosmetics market and its demand,
combined with our detailed fieldwork in Europe
revealed that the general trend is to bring existing
The ORGIE products offer high products to a new level – upgrading functional
quality at affordable prices
products with a ‚real feel‘ sensorial experience.
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Which market is the centre of your activity? Do
you focus on the adult market, or do you also
want to establish a foothold in the mainstream
market?
Marcello Hespanhol: Our focus is the adult
market.
Are you open to talks with distributors and
retailers at the upcoming eroFame show?
What criteria do potential trade partners have
to meet if they want to add your products to
their range?
Marcello Hespanhol: Certainly, yes! We will
be launching Orgie at the upcoming eroFame
and we will be delighted to welcome everyone
looking for new and functional products to add
to their range.

BeautyEnigma has its
headquarters in Porto de Mós, Portugal

Would you agree that the consumers are
paying more attention to the ingredients of the
products they use? How does this affect the
market for lubricants, massage oils, stimulants,
and cosmetic products?
Marcello Hespanhol: Yes, and not just in the
sensual cosmetics but in mainstream
cosmetics chains as well. The same goes for
everything else, from food to sex toys. There is
a modern body awareness that awakens in
consumers; they need to know what is actually
being consumed, ingested, or comes into
contact with their body. And they do not only
care about the ingredients, but often also about
the production, looking for sustainability in the
process. This is very good and certainly the
path to a more humane world and a cleaner
environment. Companies should not
marginalise such things, they must be allied
with the consumers, participative and attentive
to the quality of the ingredients and to the
sustainability of the planet. One cannot turn a
blind eye to that.
Which channels of distribution will you use to
get your brand out there?
Marcello Hespanhol: Orgie will work through
the traditional channels of distribution. We will
focus our efforts on developing solid
partnerships with the distributors so the
product reach points of sale all over Europe.

ORGIE - Brazilian flair
for European bedrooms
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What type of support will you offer to the
retailers in regards of point of sale materials?
Marcello Hespanhol: For Orgie, the biggest
support that can be offered to the customers is
knowledge about the products. We will have a
training network through videos and support
materials that can ensure credibility and
confidence in the products’ quality. Obviously,
POS materials will be made available by our
sales force in order to raise interest among the
end-consumers and let them know about our
brand.
Are there already plans to extend your product
range? Which products and developments can
we expect from ORGIE in the future?
Marcello Hespanhol: In the cosmetics
segment, Brazil is innovative and constantly
seeking active principles and formulations to
surprise consumers, and that’s no different in
the market for sensual cosmetics. You will get
to know the first phase of Orgie and enjoy
some unique products, but we have already
designed the second phase, with fantastic
releases coming up. There is an unknown
universe that will be gradually unveiled to our
customers and consumers. Orgie is here to
stay. Dare Yourself.
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Rebecca Weinberg
XR Brands
1) We are looking to strengthen our European
partnerships and increase our international presence
while bringing our brands deeper into the European
market. We want to show European retailers what XR
Brands has been up to over the past year and
showcase the new fetish-focused products lines we’re
rolled out this year.
2) We will be showcasing some of our most popular
brands, which have grown exponentially over the last
few years. Master Series, STRICT and Tailz have shown
some of the highest growth over the last year and we
can’t wait to show new, existing, and potential
customers how they have evolved. Tailz is an especially
exciting line for us because of their playful packaging
and merchandising; we’ll be debuting Tailz Kits, which
include a fluffy faux animal tail anal plug with matching
ears. We bet they’ll have eroFame attendees on all fours
crawling to our booth!
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3) The XR Brands will be setting up our famous dungeon,
which creates a fun and genuinely unique experience
inside of our booth. XR Brands reps will walk attendees
through the booth, offer suggestions for merchandising
the products, test them out, and answer any questions
that customers might have about features and benefits,
display options, and even tips and advice for retailers
looking for support on the store level. Everyone loves
– and never forgets – their time in our sexy dungeon. Oh,
and don’t forget the bar in the centre of our booth!
Cheers!
4) eroFame was the perfect show to be a part of because
it’s a hub for building European partnerships, which is
something we’re looking to expand into. eroFame is one
of the largest shows in the region and offers the
opportunity to meet key industry members while showing
an important market what XR Brands has developed over
the year. We understand that not everyone in Europe can
travel to the U.S. for trade shows, so we’re more than
happy to bring XR Brands to them!
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Susan Colvin
CalExotics
1) We expect a large turnout for the show. eroFame
always draws a large crowd due to its fun atmosphere and extensive vendor assortment.
2) This season we will have a mix of new collections,
new products and freshly repackaged favourites.
For the newest collections, we have Eden and Tiny
Teasers. Eden offers four striking silicone massagers
that bring the power. Each model runs on 2 AAA
batteries, and the 10 vibrating patterns resonate
throughout. Tiny Teasers are petite mini-massagers
that are powered by strong rechargeable motors,
and come in four distinct designs. Brick and motor
retailers also have the option to carry the Tiny
Teasers Counter Display, great for impulse buys and
cross merchandising.
One of CalExotics most exciting new products in the
Jack Rabbit Signature collection. The world-famous
Jack Rabbit has taken luxury to a whole new level
with the Jack Rabbit Signature collection, available
in 3 premium styles. In addition to having seven
functions of vibration, each style has a signature
feature; rocking G, thrusting and rolling pleasure
balls
Fresh new looks can be seen from many of
CalExotics’ well-known collections including Hot
Pinks, Venus Butterfly, Personality Vibes and more.
New from JOPEN is a lovely assortment of four
luxury pleasure products aptly named, AMOUR.
Covered in luxurious pink Satin Finish™ Silicone, all
four AMOUR products truly stand out. Offering
seven intense functions of vibration, pulsation and
escalation, along with five incremental speeds for
each of the fun functions, Amour is built to please.
This is a must-see for all eroFame attendees.
3) We bring our best to eroFame, and encourage all
attendees to stop by our booth to see our latest
products and marketing initiatives.
Both CalExotics and JOPEN will be offering point of
purchase displays for Jack Rabbit Signature and
AMOUR. The displays are free with a qualifying
purchase.
4) eroFame is one of the largest international
business to business trade shows, and we look
forward to seeing our customers and showcasing our
newest products. In addition, eroFame allows us to
develop new opportunities around the globe.

Josh Nalven
Dame Products
1) We‘re the most excited to meet small sellers
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face-to-face. We want to understand what it is that
brick & mortar stores and small websites are hearing
from their customers, and what we could produce to
fulfil their needs.
2) Human-first engineering is what we do best, and
you better believe we‘ve had our community of
testers working hard on our next big offering. But
you‘ll have to wait until October to see what we‘ve
been up to…
3) Make sure to visit us at booth #29 for a sneak
peek of what‘s coming out next, and to take
advantage of some exciting promotions. We‘ll be
offering free POP displays with all new orders, and
extending some other great deals as well!
4) eroFame is a great way for us to talk with friends
old and new in the global sex toy community. We‘re
always hungry to understand what consumers and
wholesalers want so we can rock their worlds!

Hauke Christiansen
Orion Wholesale
1) We expect a well-attended trade show where
we can meet our existing customers, potential new
customers, and our suppliers, of course.
2) The visitors can expect lots of new products at
the ORION stand, covering well-known, successful
brands such as Cottelli Collection, Abierta Fina,
Bad Kitty, Smile, You2Toys, Just Glide, and many
others. Moreover, we will be presenting our
products for the holiday season, including our new
Advent calendar.
3) There will a very interesting sweepstakes – our
customers will get some more information about
that before the show. Also, we are going to offer
special trade show offers.
4) We live in a time of continuous digitisation, of
newsletters and social media, but that only makes
eroFame all the more important. Here, you can take
a closer look at products and touch them, you can
have personal contact with the customers, and for
us at ORION, that is incredibly important. Last but
not least, eroFame is THE event for the international
adult industry.

Autumn O‘Bryan
Topco Sales
1) Topco Sales has always had a robust presence in
Europe and we expect to leave an even stronger
presence at this year’s eroFame, thanks to the last
year of relationship-building, brand-boosting, and
follow-through we promised our customers. Our
team is most looking forward to connecting with
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international customers face-to-face and strengthening these valuable business relationships by
showing our latest product releases up-close with
sales tools and marketing support to boot.
Topco Sales has spent the last year spreading our
message of transparency, trust and dependability
and this show will allow us to follow up face-to-face
with our European partners and hear valuable
feedback. We’ve made so much progress already
and this year’s eroFame will be an exciting opportunity to show Europe what a difference a year at the
new Topco Sales makes.
2) Topco Sales was previously known for its valuable
material innovation and development (we invented
CyberSkin, the industry’s first and original realistic
sex toy material) and we’ll be showcasing an
innovation in the stroker category with CyberSkin
H2O. Attendees can come to our booth to feel this
unique water-activated material in person – it was a
show-stopper at the ANME Founders Show this
summer and we promise eroFame attendees won’t
want to miss this.
Topco Sales is known for its remarkably lifelike
materials and we’ll also be showcasing a variety of
value-priced strokers, penis extenders, dildos, and
high-tech masturbation devices made out of this
precedent-setting material. Along with fully merchandised product lines dedicated to sexual endurance
training, intimate wellness, and sexual health, Topco
Sales also will be promoting our private label,
licensing, and OEM programs, which have allowed
more companies to bring their brand concepts to life
with quality products made exact to order and
developed with care by our team of production
professionals and trusted industry veterans.
3) We have a prime spot this year and have
designed our booth to accommodate heavy foot
traffic while providing a comfortable environment in
which to view our new releases and have one-onone conversations. Each of our newest collections
will be showcased with sales sheets that customers can take with them and we will have
designated meeting areas to allow our sales team
to discuss new products, as well as product
development and licensing opportunities, with our
loyal customers.
4) eroFame gives us a valuable opportunity to meet
with our loyal European partners face-to-face and
have important conversations that we typically only
have via email or Skype. There’s something to be
said about meeting with customers in person,
especially when it comes to reconnecting with
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partners with whom we are building and rebuilding
trusting relationships. eroFame attracts the major
players and influencers throughout the continent
and allows Topco to put our brand front and
centre.

Chad Braverman
Doc Johnson
1) This has been an incredibly exciting year for Doc
Johnson-- and our various brands, including our
highly anticipated Kink by Doc Johnson collection,
have a very strong presence in Europe. At eroFame
2017, we look forward to serving our customers,
deepening our partnerships, solidifying our
reputation for innovation and expanding our reach
internationally. We also look forward to reconnecting with our international customers and friends
and forging new relationships.
2) We’ve developed a selection of 29 new products
that received rave reviews at the July ANME show,
and we’re very much looking forward to showcasing them at eroFame. We’re particularly excited to
debut our newest Kink by Doc Johnson items to
the European market— and we’ll also be introducing several new additions to our Main Squeeze
line that we think are going to really resonate with
this year’s attendees. BDSM/Fetish is one of the
top consumer demands for 2017 that we will be
addressing in our new product line-up. We have
eight brand new Kink by Doc Johnson products
we’ll be bringing to eroFame, including a
first-of-its-kind vibrating auto pussy pump that is
certain to fly off the shelves; an innovative prostate
massager with three independently controlled
motors and a bendable perineum stimulator; and
an interchangeable silicone and stainless steel
cock plug set that is perfect for both new and
advanced enthusiasts of urethral play. We
recommend that everyone visit our booth to see all
of our new products in person—as our other new
additions are just as exciting.
3) At the 2017 eroFame show, Doc Johnson will be
showcasing several brand new in-store marketing
materials and retail campaigns, including a
revamped School of Doc brochure which consolidates multiple School of Doc subjects into one
helpful booklet, and a new Kink by Doc Johnson
Retail Program designed to support Doc Johnson’s
partners and enhance the Kink by Doc Johnson
in-store consumer experience. Our new Kink by
Doc Johnson retail program is a perfect example of
our continued commitment to ensuring the
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Robert Rheaume
Sir Richard‘s
1) We are really excited to be at eroFame. We met
a ton of great retailers last year and expect
everyone to be really impressed with the new lines.
I think they will translate well for Europe.
2) This is only our second time showing at
eroFame. Sir Richard’s started as a condom brand
and we didn‘t have a presence in the EU, until we
were incorporated into the Diamond Products
family. This year we are going to be showing our
complete ELEMENTS line of premium toys for men.
We previewed them last year, but they are now
in-stock and shipping. We are also showing the
COMMAND line of high-density, nylon bondage
gear for men. This is something we have yet to
show in Europe and which was really well received
at ANME in the US. It is one of the few premium
lines, directed specifically at men, and so it sticks
out in an area where we feel there is little focus but
a large audience.
3) We partner with the Jimmyjane booth. Together
the two brands are great counterparts, Jimmyjane
creates premium, modern products for women,
and we service men in a similar fashion. We are not
doing any special promos but will have a ton of
new items for people to stop by and see.
4) Sir Richard’s has been around since 2009, and
really we have only expanded the line in the past
two years. It is time that we start connected on a
closer level with our European customers.

Nick Orlandino
success of our retail and distributor partners, both
internationally and domestically. Please contact
your Doc Johnson representative to create relevant
programming with in-store visual merchandising
displays, educational marketing materials, and new
testers and promos.
4) The Doc Johnson team always looks forward to
seeing our international customers and friends, and
this year is no exception. We are excited to
continue expanding our worldwide reach, and we
know that eroFame is the perfect show for us to
present our products to European retailers and
distributors. We also anticipate forging new
relationships within Europe as awareness of our
brand continues to grow both domestically and
internationally.
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Pipedream Products
1) eroFame gives us the opportunity to connect
with our European customers. This year we are
showing our latest releases, as well as unveiling a
new merchandising Shop-N-Shelf system that
was very well received at ANME. We expect these
to go over very well with our customers and
expect to get a deeper understanding of the state
of the market in Europe.
2) We will be showing a ton of new items
including, glass ICICLES, King Cock in new colors
and sizes, more affordable C Ringz which our
customers have requested, and a new Sex
Machine called the Bigger Bang. We have been
focused on driving products that sell for our
retailers and this year we spend a lot of time in
research and analysis to create an offering that
we believe will drive sales for our partners.
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3) Well the Pipedream booth is always a destination at the show. We have all of our products on
display, in addition to a bar that serves snack and
refreshments. The T Shirts we create to promote
our items are always a huge hit, and this year will
be no different. We encourage people to stop by
early to ensure they get one!
4) Europe is an important market for us, and we
learn a lot from our partners. We like to get the
feedback on the European market and of course
show them the newest items face-to-face.

Robert Rheaume
Jimmyjane

very unique. Lastly, we have our EVOKE line of
massage rollers, similar to a wand in application
they actually have a vibrator inside the wheel
which can easily be rolled across the body for all
over massage.
3) We are lucky enough to partner with Pipedream
for their legendary Hugo’s party each year, it is
always a fun night! Besides that we will be
showing all of the new items, which is reason
enough to stop by the booth!
4) For us it is important to drive awareness of
Jimmyjane in the European market, and eroFame
is integral to that plan. We look forward to seeing
everyone at the show!

1) We have been building a bigger footprint in
Europe and we expect more customers to know
us this year. Our goal is to create a deeper
understanding of Jimmyjane and how our
products best serve the premium market sector.
2) We have some new really exciting stuff. We will
be unveiling three lines and nine different
products. We have a Rabbit line that has no inner
skeleton so it is completely flexible. We are also
introducing LOVE PODS, a line of unique clitoral
stimulators, which are circular in shape. Our
HALO Love Pod has three motors and unique
technology in which the vibration moves through
the motors in a Cyclonic Vibration pattern, it is
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We’ve ensured the new calexotics.com
is the ultimate reseller’s resource.

e x c l u s iv e

Ca l E x o tics present th eir new website

„

CalExotics’ brands presented a new, joint
website this summer. With thousands of
products in numerous categories, how did you
make sure that the user doesn‘t get confused?
Susan Colvin: With thousands of products,
our target market varies tremendously. In order
to better segment our target audiences, we’ve
broken down the website into three brands;
CalExotics, CalExotics Etc., and JOPEN.
CalExotics is our flagship brand, with a focus
on passion and romance. Within the CalExotics
brand, popular products like the Butterfly Kiss
and Jack Rabbit can be found. CalExotics Etc.
was created with the adventure seeker in mind.
This brand includes adventurous collections
like Scandal and Love Rider. JOPEN is for
luxury shoppers looking to take care of
themselves. Top JOPEN collections include
Callie, a favorite of Cosmopolitan magazine,
and Amour, JOPEN’s newest collection that
gives users an invitation to pleasure.
This segmentation allows us to better
target the consumer and to drive traffic to the
most desirable products based on their needs.

Being up to date on the
internet and providing
customers with an easy
point of contact is crucial,
and not just for retailers.
Wholesalers and producers
also have to pull out all the
stops to stick out on the
world wide web.
CalExotics managed to do
exactly that whit their new
website. Company founder
and CEO Susan Colvin tells
us more about the site’s
features and the online
strategy of CalExotics.
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Why did you decide to create a joint website
for those brands?
Susan Colvin: We wanted a centralised hub
for all of our information. With our old website,
we had multiple sites handling a variety of
tasks. We had one site for sexual health and
wellness content, one for warranty information,
one for our sister company JOPEN, and a
variety of others. With the new site, we can
aggregate all of our content into one centralised location. This is extremely helpful when it
comes to marketing. All of our online marketing
efforts can now be focused on driving traffic to
one place. This will help us maximise our
efforts and enables better monitoring and
reporting.

Which features does a manufacturer’s website
like yours need today to really be up to date?
Susan Colvin: A manufacturers website is
where customers and end consumers go for
the most up to date and accurate information.
On our website, you will find a vast amount of
information, all serving a particular purpose.
For example, each product page provides
information with text, video, and imagery. Users
can read all about the product and review its
specifications. They also have the ability to
read and write product reviews and ask
questions. On the visual side, users can scroll
through a library of images showing the
product at different angles. Videos can also be
found on certain items. Another example is
when users log in to the website they are given
access to certain, proprietary information. This
enables them to access information specific to
their needs.
What are the advantages for your customers
when using the new website?
Susan Colvin: For retailers, we’ve ensured the
new calexotics.com is the ultimate reseller’s
resource. It acts as a centralised location for
the company’s collateral and assets, plus it is
easy to navigate and place orders. When
logged in, industry professionals can access
detailed product information, catalogues,
brochures, images, videos and more.
The site is also the main portal for the
company’s online educational centre, the
CalExotics Institute. The CalExotics Institute is
an online educational resource for industry
professionals aimed at aiding in the selling
experience, specifically at the retail level. It
provides courses on general sales training, for
both CalExotics and JOPEN products, along
with product-specific resources and sexual
health and wellness content.
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to find the most accurate information, and the only
way to do that is to offer our own website.
In addition to this, we need to ensure our website
is easily accessible, meaning users can access the
site by a simple google search, from any geographical locations, using any device. According to Statista,
about 19% of all e-commerce transactions are
processed via a smartphone, and that number is
expected to rise to 27% by 2018. Consumers,
especially millennials, are more tech-savvy and we
must do our best to reach them no matter what
device they are using.
CalExotics also uses all the most important social
media channels. Is this part of your b2b strategy or
also a way to reach out to consumers directly?
Susan Colvin: As a brand, we use our social media
platforms to connect directly to consumers and our
customers. We do our best to make things fun,
entertaining, and relevant to anyone on our social
media channels.
For our customers, we encourage them to share
our content. Everything we post connects back to
our brand, and it makes senses for our customers
also to share that messaging.

How was the feedback you have gotten so far from
retailers?
Susan Colvin: Our customers are having great
success with our new website. They find it easy to
navigate and the ordering process to be efficient.
These were two areas we made sure to focus on, so
we are happy to hear the positive feedback.
Retailers are also reporting great success. They love
the ability to access all of our resources in real time.
Plus, the new site gives retailers the ability to manage
the information that goes into our store locator
feature. Retailers can now change location information, even down to their hours of operation. This has
been extremely helpful, and retailers are seeing
increased foot traffic thanks to our new system.
How important is it for you to have a place on the
internet where also consumers can learn about
CalExotics products and brands?
Susan Colvin: Having an online presence is
extremely important for all businesses because it has
a huge influence on the way consumers make
purchasing decisions. If someone wants more
information about our company, they are most likely
to do their research online. With this, we want them
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Digital and web technologies are changing almost all
industries. Where do you see the biggest changes for
the adult industry on that front in the upcoming
years?
Susan Colvin: The most significant change for the
erotic industry, like many others, is the rise in
e-commerce. Consumers are moving online to do
their shopping. According to bigcommerce.com,
e-commerce is growing 23% year-over-year. This is
an indication that our focus needs to shift away from
traditional retails.
At CalExotics, our focus has been moving more
towards online. You can see this with the launch of
our new website, and the variety of assets we
provide online retailers.
How easy to use is the new site?
Susan Colvin: The new website was built using the
latest e-commerce platform. This means the site is
run using the most up to date technology, allowing
for more advanced capabilities and more efficient
processing. It is also 100% mobile-friendly. The user
interface is optimised for mobile and tablet view.
Each section changes based on the device and
can provide all the same access as the standard
desktop viewing.
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IAM is a loose association

of like-minded businesses.
e x c l u s iv e

M a r k B o ulton intro duces th e Indep endent Adult Ma nuf a cturers ( IAM)

„

Unity is strength – that’s
what the founding
members of
Independent Adult
Manufacturers (IAM)
thought when they
decided to team up, to
share experiences and
to join their voices in
order to make them
heard throughout the
adult industry. To learn
more about the ideas,
plans, and goals of this
organisation, EAN
asked IAM’s Mark
Boulton for an
interview.

Who are the people and companies
gathered under the banner of IAM –
Independent Adult Manufacturers?
Mark Boulton: Currently IAM comprises the
following companies: Kink Craft, Godemiche,
Sheets of San Francisco, Doxy and SLube/Play
Harda.
Why do you stress the ‚independent‘ element?
Are other producers not independent?
Mark: Our industry has for some time, been to
a large extent dominated by large multinational
businesses, both in manufacturing and in
distribution, which can make life difficult for
start-ups and small businesses. Trade shows
such as ANME in the US are a closed shop,
focused on the big 4 US manufacturers and it
is virtually impossible for smaller businesses to
gain exposure. All the businesses involved in
IAM are owner-run and managed and the
owners have a passion for their product and for
their customers. Any new members of the
organisation will have to be similar businesses.
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Why is it important for producers to meet and
exchange ideas?
Mark: As a small business, you have to learn
each and every element of your business from
scratch and that can be daunting when
working on your own or as part of a small
team. We thought there was a great
opportunity for businesses to come together
and learn from each other’s experiences. We
have shared information on areas such as
banking, insurance, SEO, social media, trade
shows, and suppliers to name but a few, and
we are still learning and sharing. All this can
help to speed up business development and
resilience and even improve our buying power.
What can you tell us about the structuring of
your organisation? Is IAM more a loosely
connected alliance, or is there a hierarchy the
likes of which we know from other associations
and organisations?
Mark: IAM is a loose association of likeminded businesses. We are very conscious we
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And what about your goals? What do you want to
achieve with IAM?
Mark: Along with helping other small businesses
succeed, we want to drive a more ethical and
customer focused approach to our industry. By
coming together, we want to be able to promote and
highlight the great independent companies out
there who are currently easily drowned out by a
few big companies.

don’t want to be too
oo
o big or too bureaucratic and we
ntt to divert resources we should be
certainly don’t want
ng
g our businesses. We have a
using for developing
d comprising the current
management board
ess and we often co-opt
member companies
errience for many
some outside experience
of our meetings
to help give us
a broad view of
the industry.
What makes
several producers
sit down and
decide to work
o
together in order to
achieve certain
goals? What are
the reasons that
led to the creation
of IAM?
m
other businesses in this
Mark: You always meet
m drawn to the ones with a similar
me
industry and become
outlook and ethics.. All the member businesses had
mselves in one way or another and
talked among themselves
d
to make more of this
from this grew the desire
collaboration.
ying that each of us want to
It goes without saying
usiness as far as possible, but
develop our own business
more than that, we wanted a support network where
we could help others and be helped by them and
build on each other’s strengths. Ultimately, we believe
IAM is more than the sum of its parts and through
this we can all have a bigger voice within the
industry, we can have a bigger presence at trade
shows and in the trade press and altogether do
better as a group.
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Pretty much any other industry has lobby
associations and groups that are devoted to
furthering the members’ interests. In your opinion,
why is there nothing of that sort in the adult industry?
Mark: People in this industry can be used to keeping
‚below the radar‘ for a host off re
reasons and for that
ed in a bit of a silo.
reason many of us have worke
worked
larrge producers means
Also, the dominance of the large
muc
ch need
n
they don’t really have much
of a lobby
group and the small bu
businesses feel
ex
excluded.
Can other producers
j
join
IAM? What
crit
criteria
would they have
to meet to become a
par of your group?
p
part
Mar We are very open
M
Mark:
o new
ne members. To join,
to
co
companies
have to be
ow
owner
managed, with
a quality product and
a passion
p
for quality
cu
ust
and customer
service.
t be
b recommended by
Companies have to
co
onfi
an existing member and be confirmed
by the
are open to UK and
management board and we a
mo
ore information please
European businesses. For more
(andrew@kinkkcr
contact Andrew (andrew@kinkcraft.com)
or me
(mark@sheetsofsanfrancisco.c
com
(mark@sheetsofsanfrancisco.com).
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To come up with a truly original and never seen

before concept / design is quite diﬃcult to achieve.
e x c l u s iv e

NS N o ve lties p resent: Sh i/ Sh i U nio n

The idea for Shi/Shi Union was born in response to the general lack of
vibrators that can be used during scissoring/tribbing. The market
was in need of an alternative to toys that are based around
the concept of penetration. In our EAN interview, Lavi
Yedid, Director of Operations at NS Novelties, tells us
how this product came to be, what it can do, and
what plans NS Novelties has for Shi/Shi Union.

„TO C O M E U P W I TH A

„

T R U LY O R I G I N A L A N D
NEVER SEEN
B E FO R E C O N C E P T /
DESIGN IS QUITE
D I F F I C U LT TO A C H I E V E . ”
L a v i Ye d i d

NS Novelties
have launched a
very interesting new
product. What can
you tell us about Shi/
Shi Union?
Lavi Yedid: Shi/
Shi Union vibe is the
first and only product
designed specifically for
two women who want to
introduce vibration, fun and
excitement into their scissoring /
tribbing experience.

This product is the brainchild of Gabrielle Anex.
Would you mind explaining to our readers who
she is and how she got the idea for Shi/Shi
Union?
Lavi: 20 years ago, after graduating
UCLA film school, Gabrielle, whose
real name is Sandra Holland,
started in the Adult industry as a
Film Editor. She‘s won several
awards for her editing and was
working for New Sensations
when she pitched the product
idea. Sandra is a lesbian and
she says she got the inspiration for the Shi/Shi from her
personal sex life. She says, ‚I
remember expressing frustration
to a girlfriend once that it was a

Shi/Shi Union
was created
specifically
for lesbian
couples
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Lavi Yedid,
NS Novelties‘
Director of
Operations

shame there weren‘t any
toys designed specifically
for the scissoring/ tribbing
position because sometimes
you want to add a vibrator while
in that position. The only toys that
were out there were bullets and vibrators that
were designed as straight lines, meaning only
one partner could feel the sensation in that
position because your bodies are on an angle.
There was nothing anatomically correct on the
market, so I decided to create a shape and
a design that will fulfil my wishes. Once I had
the basic idea, I approached NS Novelties and
presented the idea to them‘.

Was it hard to realise this idea for a product that
is intended specifically for tribbing/scissoring?
Lavi: Well, the main issue was the rotating
mechanism in the centre of the product that allows the toy to rotate to fit each partner‘s body
which means sizing and curvatures had to be
anatomically correct. Once that was solved,
the product became a reality. This product was
designed for a specific position - it really does
cater to lesbians who have very little options
available to them in toys that don‘t involve
penetration. Not all lesbians or women are into
penetration, so it‘s nice to have an option for
women to experience pleasure together that is
more clitoral focused. The bonus is the toy can
also be used for masturbation or for whatever
creative ideas people can come up with.
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Please, tell us more about the features of this product.
From what material is it made? Which functions does it
offer? How many motors does the toy have?
Lavi: Shi/Shi Union is made of body safe medical
grade silicone. It has two motors and two controllers
– one for each partner. Each motor has 7 speeds /
functions. One of the unique feature of the toy is the
ability to control your own vibrations and functions OR
exchange controllers with your partner and let them
control your pleasure. The toy is designed so the more
you press against each other, the further and deeper
you will feel the vibrations travel.
Why is it
th
hat there
the tons
that
of product
products for
women, for m
men,
for straight couples,
even for gay men and gay
couples, but so few toys that really cater to lesbian
couples?
Lavi: I think that‘s a misconception to an extent.
So many toys are labelled or packaged in a certain
way, made in a certain colour, etc. where the first
impression would be – it’s for … but when you
strip all that away, a lot of the product is much
more universal, much more interchangeable. But
even with sexual liberation and freedom we are still
preprogramed to respond in a certain way to
colours, sizes, packages etc. The question is
why are there not many toys that are original and
unique and designed with a specific usage in mind.
The answer is that it is not easy to create. To come
up with a truly original and never seen before
concept / design is quite difficult to achieve. We
naturally follow the path of influence and refinement VS. original creativity. With Infinite Massager,
Serenity Wand, Soft Balls and others, we have
embraced the exploration of human’s sexuality.
When Sandra presented us with her original and
unique design, we were only too happy to embrace
her vision and see it become a reality.
Are there plans to launch more products for that
target audience?
Lavi: Knowing that there is not a lot of product
designed and packaged towards the Lesbian
Couple, we started by creating the Shi/Shi
collection. We launched with the Union Vibrator
at the January 2017 show and will introduce two
more products in the July 2017 show – Shi/Shi
2FER, a vibrating soft silicone double dildo and
Shi/Shi Wave, a harness compatible silicone dildo.
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In your opinion, which are the factors that determine
if a product thrives or bombs in today’s marketplace?
Design? Functionality? Materials? Shape? Technology? Target audience & demand? Pricing?
Lavi: All that and more. So many factors come into
play when introducing a new product to market. Once
we have a product to present, our first step is to get
the distributor interested and involved. They in turn
need to deliver that same enthusiasm to the retailer.
Ultimately the product needs to be presented to the
consumer if it has a chance of being sold so the need
is for the retailer to feel as enthusiastic about the product as we are. Then everything else comes into play –
the package, the price point, the colour, the originality
factor, the benefits and features. One of the most
important steps in this chain is the challenge of education the sales clerks about the features of the product.
Ultimately it is them who interact with the consumer.
They are the ones delivering your message to the
buyer. They are the ones who actually end up selling
your product to the consumer. In an online environment, the goal is to deliver that same message using
virtual tools – pictures, videos, diagrams and words
useful in delivering the message to the consumer.

In Europe, Shi/
Shi Union will be
available from
Tenga and Scala

Shi/Shi Union was announced for launch in the US on
July 1. Do you already have feedback from
the retailers? And what are NS
Novelties’ expectations
regarding this new product?
Lavi: Actually, that was
a little premature. The
product will be released for sale around
mid-august. Some
packaging changes
pushed back our
release dates by
a few weeks. We
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expect this product
will further deliver
the message: When
looking for innovative
products, fresh designs,
beautiful packages and
great price points, look no
further than NS Novelties.
Wh
When will you bring this toy to
Europ And where will European
Europe?
retailers be able to order it?
Lavi: It should be available in Europe at
the same time as it will be available in the
USA. Our European partners are Scala
and Tonga and they will be stocking the
Shi/Shi line of goods.
Will there be any customised point of sale
materials for the product?
Lavi: Not currently. A POP is being
designed to showcase the collection.
Do you have any tips and tricks for
retailers who want to sell Shi/Shi Union?
How should the product be best
presented to their customers?
Lavi: Education is key. As developers of a
product we have all the
information – technical and functional.
We then proceed to relay this information
to our clients and hope that in turn, they
will deliver the information down the line.
An educated owner / manager / clerk
is able to provide the customer with the
right information so they in turn can make
the proper buying decision. The more
information you have, the more professional you come across and more validity
you present to the client. With so much
product in the market place, educating
oneself is a key factor in managing a
proper organisation. We view the education process as an integral and ongoing
part of keeping the drive behind NSN.
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We all need lube!
e x c l u s iv e

N e f M a r ti n e z , Vi c e P r e s i de n t o f B . C umming C o ., Inc., a nd th e a rt o f sta ying releva nt in th e lu b r ic an t mar ket

Brands come, brands go. The
market for lubricants has seen
its fair share of brands that
popped up only to disappear
from shelves again. But there
are also other brands – brands
which have endured for many
years. The prime example of
such lasting success would
have to be Elbow Grease.
After all, Elbow Grease
Original was launched in 1979,
making it the oldest lubricant
in the market. But what is the
secret of such extraordinary
brand longevity? EAN decided
to find out, and so we asked
Nef Martinez, the Vice
President of B. Cumming Co.
Inc. – the company behind
Elbow Grease – for an
interview.

„

Is it correct that Elbow Grease Original is
ntimate
the oldest lubricant developed for intimate
unch way
purposes? Did this product really launch
back in 1979?
Nef Martinez: Yes, Elbow Grease Original is
nd yes, the
the oldest lubricant in the market and
brand was launched back in 1979.
nts come
How did this idea to create lubricants
e products in
about? Were there any comparable
the market back then?
Nef: Well, the idea came about out of
necessity. The President and founder David B.
Mazer felt there was a necessity
for a product that was odourless,
tasteless, smooth and creamy

but most
importantly, he
wanted to create a
product that would
maintain its lubricity and
viscosity for long periods of
time. David remarks that
before the creation of the
Elbow Grease Original
formula the only other option
was to use Crisco cooking oil.
In your opinion, what are the biggest changes
we’ve seen in the lubricant market since the
launch of the original Elbow Grease?
Nef: The lubricant market has undergone a
complete transformation many times over, let’s
just say that this industry keeps evolving as
new government rules, guidelines and
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Elbow Grease
Original has been
available since 1979

regulations keep being put in place
place. We are
constantly morphing and adhering to all of
these new government regulations.
So, your company has been on the market for
over 38 years now. What’s the secret of your
lasting success?
Nef: Yes, our longevity is quite remarkable and
I believe it is due to our loyal customers, our
brand recognition, keeping our formula
consistency the same since its creation. Our
success and longevity is also due to the
incredible partnerships that we’ve established
and maintained over the years. The partnership we have forged with our distributors and
retailers is amazing.
Your company is offering different lines of lube
products. Could you give us an overview of
these lines and tell us what makes them
special?
Nef: Yes, since the creation of the Elbow
Grease Creams lines we manufacture the
following brands:
H2O Water Based Gels 3 formulas: Classic
Thick Gel, Hot Gel and Thin Gel
H2O Personal Lubricant (this formula is
registered as medical class I in Germany)
Fusion Silicone Based Lubricants 2 formulas:
Deep action and Original Formula.
Encounter Female Lubricants 4 formulas:
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With products such as lubricants, a strong brand
presence is important to convince customers to
buy your product and to keep your regular
customers. What is the brand
message of Elbow Grease?
What does it stand
for?
Nef: Our brand
message or tag line
has always been: ‚The
All American Cream – As
American As Apple Pie
– Even Your Mother Told
You To Use It‘. This
tagline has been part of
the Elbow Grease Creams
since its development and it
stands for just that, it’s an
American made product.

Amazing,
Ultimate, Pure
and Lasting.
Black Beauty
Latex
Polisher and
Cleaner.
So you also
offer other
products
besides lubes?
Nef: Yes, we
manufacture Black Beauty
Latex Polisher and Cleaner.
Today, there are hundreds of different lubes on the
market. What sets your brand apart from your
competitors? Where do you see the strength of your
products?
Nef: Yes, our competition is very creative, thus we
are constantly thinking of new formulas to create,
new brands to launch and we always look for ways
to improve our existing formulas; however, our
strength is The Elbow Grease Original Cream
Formula. This formula along with our longevity and
our customer service is what sets us apart from the
competition.

Founded in 1979, B. Cumming Company
carries a comprehensive line of products –
here: H2O Personal Lubricant
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Price, quality, packaging, image... there are
a lot of aspects to think of when it comes to
lubes. Which one is especially important to you?
Nef: We believe that when it comes to our industry
everything is important from having a high-quality
product bottled in a good-looking container with eye
pleasing images and price point are all relatively equal
to each other. In our opinion, our company’s
longevity is also due to all these factors being
combined.
One of the current trends, and not only in the market
for lubes, is going organic or even vegan. Does your
company offer products for these specialised
segments as well? Where do you see the current
trends for lubes?
Nef: Yes, our company manufactures the Encounter
Female Lubricant brand which is offered in four
different formulas. These formulas are all Paraben
and glycerin free and they have all been recognised
and approved by the Vegan Society of America:
- Amazing Encounter which is a clitoral and G-spot
enhancer and a lubricant.
- Ultimate Encounter – Thick anal formula.
- Pure Encounter – Fragrance free, tasteless, glycerin
and paraben free.
- Lasting Encounter – Silicone based formula.
How would you describe your target customer?
Nef: My target customer is everyone. We all need
lube! Lube makes sex a lot more fun.
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Which channels of distribution are you using to
sell your lubes?
Nef: We have partnered up with distributors
here in the U.S. and in other parts of the world.
Our reach is international and we have been
fortunate to work closely with our international
partners.
Which criteria do you go by when selecting
distribution partners? What do they have to
bring to the table?
Nef: Well, those types of discussions are best
kept private between the interested parties.
Our company values our customers confidential talks.
Do you sell your products in Europe? Where
can interested retailers turn to if they want to
pick up Elbow Grease products?
Nef: Yes, our products are available in Europe;
they can be found online and in brick and

mortar stores. I could provide you with
numbers of places where your readers can find
our products but the list is rather large.
Inquiries can always be made to info@
elbowgreaselubricants.com and they will be
directed to the local distributor.
What support are you offering to retailers, e.g.
POS materials, pictures for online shops or
training? Who can interested retailers contact
to get their hands on such materials?
Nef: We offer promotional materials such as
samples, testers, posters, post card with
information on formulas and brand. We offer
store training and all the customer need to do
is contact us to schedule those trainings.
Do you see any trends that have the potential
to shape the future of the lubricant market?
Nef: The one trend that is taking hold of our
industry at this very moment is the Vegan
trend, the Organic trend. A large majority of
end consumers want natural products, organic
product and vegan products but the next trend
I see coming is the use of CBD hemp oil is
made from high-CBD. This trend is massive.

Nef thinks that CBD hemp oil is the
next big trend in the lubricant market
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We provide our customers with ready-to-use sets

with toys and accessories selected by professionals.
e x c l u s iv e

Na ta liy a Va kh o vska ya ta lks a bo ut h er co mp a ny Lo veB o x a nd th e U kra in ian ad u lt mar ket

Visibility in the mainstream market is a big deal for many members of the adult industry. Some
get lucky and enter into a partnership with a popular celebrity who will publicly endorse their
products. Ukrainian company LoveBox has managed to land such a deal, winning the
support of singer Anastasia Kumeiko, a.k.a. Nana Domination. The result of this collaboration
is a collection of sex toys and lingerie products that bear the name of the Ukrainian star. EAN
interviewed the founder of LoveBox, Nataliya Vakhovskaya, who provided us with interesting
Nataliya Vakhovskaya
presents her company’s
current top-seller:
LoveBox Freeda

Ukrainian market.
details about the collaboration and an overview of the Ukra

„

LoveBox is a Ukranian online store specialising in sex toy bundles. W
Would you give us a short
in rod
int
r uction to your business?
introduction
Nataliya Vakhovskaya: LoveBox is a service offering adult gifts fo
for special moments. There
are many moments in our life that we want to celebrate, also in the bedroom. People prefer
thing – and we provide them with
to celebrate these private moments with sexy and erotic things
what they need.
Could you tell us how LoveBox was started and why you chose to sell sex toy
bun
bu
un
u
ndles?
bundles?
r
Nataliya Vakhovskaya: Sex is the beauty of relationships
and one of the
strongest physical enjoyments in our life. B
But the market for sex shops in
Ukran
Ukraine is outdated: The largest Ukranian
sex shop chains emerged
lo the same as almost 20
in the 90ies and today, they still look
Ukra
years ago when nobody in Ukraine
knew anything about
experie
retail design and user experience.
Market players have to
change the perception of sex in society to push the
a not changing anything. So,
industry’s appeal, but they are
plea
sex shops and sexual pleasure
have very little in
se shops are associated
common in Ukraine – sex
vulgar not with pleasure and a
with shame and vulgarity,
relat
couple’s intimate relations.
As a result of this, we
decided to present a new package for sex in
literal and figuratively. We want
Ukraine, both literally
people to perceive sex products and sex in
a
general as aesthetically
wonderful
expres
expressions
of freedom, of
sex
sexual
desires, of trustful
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communication between partners. And that’s
when we decided to launch LoveBox.
What are your current top-sellers?
Nataliya Vakhovskaya: Top-sellers vary, mostly
depending on the season. Now, there are lots of hen
parties and wedding parties, so the most popular
products are LoveBox Freeda (for women’s pleasure)
and LoveBox Wedding (for honeymoons and
wedding anniversaries).
Why do your customers prefer curated sets instead
of buying the products individually?
Nataliya Vakhovskaya: Our target audience are
newcomers in this product category. This is their
first experience in choosing sex toys – so they need
expert support and a limited assortment for an easy
choice. We provide our customers with ready-to-use
sets with toys and accessories selected by
professionals. We save them time and promise good
quality. What is more, we provide them with
how-to-use cards (it is very important for new users for example, many people have not even heard about

massage candles and what to do with them). And
the most important reason is atmosphere. A vibrator
itself cannot create the needed erotic atmosphere,
but LoveBox provides everything – from sex toys to
lingerie to erotic tips to set people up for great sex.
It provides the necessary context. Our cards also
stimulate couples to communicate with each other
and discuss each other’s wishes and fantasies.
After testing LoveBox, our clients are likely to choose
another LoveBox or ask us about more sex toys for
their needs.
One of your most famous sets is the LoveBox Dominant which is endorsed by famous singer Anastasia
Kumeiko. How did this cooperation come about?

The Dominant Box
also includes lingerie
products designed
by singer Anastasia
Kumeiko

Nataliya Vakhovskaya: Actually, there are few public figures in Ukraine
who are ready to speak openly about sex, pleasure, and relationships.
When we launched LoveBox, we spoke with some opinion leaders but they
refused to cooperate because it’s about sex products. It is not as easy to find
people willing to endorse sex toys. Bloggers readily promote other everyday
products like detox drinks and cosmetics, but they avoid anything sexrelated. To tell the truth, we did not notice any interest from international sex
toys brands either – I dream about official press releases devoted to new
product launches in Ukraine. So we do our best to make sex toys and sex
mainstream in Ukraine.
Ukrainian singer Anastasia Kumeiko aka Nana Domination has a relevant
public image that she uses to support Dominant LoveBox. She is a very
talented artist and loves creative experiments. Her stage
image is sexy and provocative. When she agreed, we
were all happy to have our own Anastasia BDSM
gift set, called Dominant.
Anastasia launched her own line of leather
fetish accessories Nana Domination so we
support each other. Three pieces from her
collection are in the Dominant LoveBox.
There are also cards with visual hints –
pictures showing how each item from the
box can be used.
Are you planning to form additional
partnerships with celebrities in the
future? What is important for such a
cooperation to work?
Nataliya Vakhovskaya: As I already
mentioned, we would love to and the
only thing we need are their willingness
and courage.
Can endorsements help bring erotic
products further into the mainstream
market?
Nataliya Vakhovskaya: Sure. People
need role models to get inspiration.
With sex, it is the reverse of reading:
Everyone likes sex, nobody wants to
discuss it; few people like reading
but everyone wants to be associated
with books because reading means
you’re smart.
Sex needs to become smart also – with
the help of new heroes.
Besides cooperations and wisely chosen products,
what does it take these days to set oneself apart from
the competition as an online retailer?
Nataliya Vakhovskaya: Service. This is at the same
time the easiest and the most difficult thing to do.
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„W E C A L L O U R S E LV E S
N OT ‘ S E X S H O P ’ , B U T
‘ A D U LT S E RV I C E ’
BECAUSE WE PROVIDE
Nataliya
Vakhovskaya
started LoveBox to
provide newcomers
with an easy entry
point into the world
of adult products

And of course, you also need to offer the shortest
times for delivery. This is the tone of communication,
efficient consultations, education and so on. We
do not call ourselves ‘sex shop’, but ‘adult service’
because we provide our LoveBox community with
additional services besides selling sex toys. We
organise free educational events, for example, in July
we organised a meeting with Spanish brand Adrien
Lastic on our own expenses. Service and out-ofthe-box marketing are our two main priorities. And
we would be happy if other brands visited Ukraine as
well to meet the Ukrainian customers.
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O U R LO V E B OX
C O M M U N I T Y W I TH
A D D I TI O N A L S E RV I C E S
B E S I D E S S E X TOY S
SELLING.”
N ATA L I YA VA K H O V S K AYA

Are there some things one
has to keep in mind when
selling erotic products in
the east European market
in general and the Ukrainian market in particular?
Nataliya Vakhovskaya:
International brands should
understand that 95% of
Ukrainian customers do not
have a favourite sex toys brand.
All brands are equal for them.
Keep this in mind while planning
marketing budgets for the
year 2018. We will continue to
develop our market and are
ready to cooperate and support
European brands in Ukraine.
Do you feel that adult products
will play a bigger role in the
Ukrainian mainstream market
and society in the future?
Nataliya Vakhovskaya: Yes,
without a doubt. It is just a
question of time and proper
promotion. At moments of
despair, we should remember
that Edward Bernays succeeded
in making cigarettes popular
among women 90 years ago.
Everything is possible with
great promotion.
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We believe tech should enhance
your sex life, not replace it.

e x cl u s ive

S te p h a n ie Alys o n sex tech , co lla bo ra tio n, a nd th e ma ny f a cets o f sex ua lit y

If you look for articles or po
posts about sexuality
online, you will find countless
cou
sources. So
f
many, as a matter of fact,
that finding the
ones that really offer valuable information
is like looking for the proverbial needle in
the haystack. That iis also what Stephanie
Alys, the co-founde
co-founder of MysteryVibe,
discovered when sh
she probed the world
wide web for such a
articles. As a result,
she decided to com
compile the “The High
Notes”, a side proj
project she launched
while working on MysteryVibe’s
Crescendo Vibra
Vibrator. It is a collection of
the most interesting
interes
and helpful
fo
online articles focussing
on sexuality
and pleasure. In our EAN interview,
Stephanie tells
te us more about this
project, and while we’re at it, we
about how Crescendo
also talk ab
has been doing in its first year
launch – plus, we
since la
learn that the British sex
company is already
toy c
busy working on their
next project.
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Stephanie Alys, cou-founder and Chief
Pleasure Officer of MysteryVibe
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Crescendo, the first product by MysteryVibe, has
been on the market since summer last year. How
happy are with the performance of your vibrator so
far?
Stephanie Alys: It’s been an incredible experience
- we’ve definitely had a few ‘pinch me please’
moments!
One of the best things that has happened is that we
have developed a real intimate relationship with our
customers. They tell us their stories, many of them
telling us that Crescendo has improved their
relationships. That’s an amazing feeling.
Starting a pleasuretech business has been really
hard, and we’ve had to overcome a lot of hurdles
from accessing finance to finding people who want
to, and are passionate, about working in the pleasure
industry.
I still remember the first piece of media coverage we
had in Techcrunch. We worked so hard to gain this
recognition and position ourselves as a pleasure
startup fuelled by the most advanced technology.
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We’ve been overwhelmed by the amount of amazing
media coverage and positive customer feedback
we’ve had since then.
For those of our readers who are not familiar with
Crescendo and MysteryVibe, could you briefly
describe what sets your company and product apart
from the competition?
Stephanie Alys: Crescendo was created out of a
desire to see more innovation around sex and
technology.
We noticed that even though sex and masturbation
are as old as time itself, there was a lack of
development when it came to pleasure products and
experiences. It was obvious the taboos surrounding
the topic played a significant role in this.
Everyone is different. We have different tastes,
desires and bodies - when it comes to pleasure
products, one size does not fit all. So we wanted to
create something that would give the person a
personalised experience - unique and perfected to
them. We decided to put the person back in control
- by giving them the ability to shape Crescendo to
their body and discover or even create their own
vibration partners.
We believe tech should enhance your sex life, not
replace it. MysteryVibe was designed to address this

I N T E R V I E W

interesting facts & ideas - and ultimately help them
to have great conversations with people around
them about pleasure!
When creating or sharing content, we always ask
ourselves these three questions;
“Is this interesting?”
“Does this add value?”
“Will this inspire conversation?”
We aim to only share content that is worthwhile,
informative, fun and thought provoking across all
channels - and avoids your typical ‘how to give your
boyfriend a blowjob’ clickbait title.
The High Notes is a personal project of mine, and
aims to give people a selection of good pleasurefocused content which hopefully gives an overview
of what’s currently happening in the industry.

- to help people switch off from the stresses of daily
life and help turn them on when, and how they want.
What was the biggest lesson you learned so far on
your MysteryVibe journey?
Stephanie Alys: One of the biggest obstacles we
faced when starting MysteryVibe was getting access
to finance that would support our growth. Start-ups
in other industries can approach venture capital
firms, something we just could not do.
That’s not to say we didn’t try - we spent a lot of
time speaking to VC firms who were intrigued by our
product and vision, but ultimately turned us down
for being too risque.
So our options were limited to self-fund, crowdfund
or find angel investment. Luckily we found a group
of amazing angel investors who helped us raise
funds to continue on our mission.
Aside from funding, one of the best pieces of advice
I’ve received is that no matter what you’re doing,
everyone will have an opinion, as an entrepreneur
you should listen to people but ultimately, don’t let it
stifle your decision making. You know your business
best!
You have also been busy with „The High Notes“,
where you regularly blog and curate content about
all things to do with sex, love, and vibrators. But
maybe you could describe this project best
yourself?
Stephanie Alys: There’s some incredible content
around sexuality & pleasure out there, but I couldn’t
find anywhere that curated it all into one space. I
wanted to provide our friends and subscribers with

Apart from being entertaining, your posts often are
educational as well. Do you feel that there is still a
lack of knowledge among the consumers when it
comes to sex and sex toys?
Stephanie Alys: Although we’ve seen a huge
increase in the amount of people engaging in
conversations around sex, masturbation and
intimacy we still have a long way to go. We
conducted a study recently which found 70% of
Brits we spoke to wouldn’t admit to masturbating.
There’s a lot of stigma and misunderstanding about
sex toys; that they’re only for single lonely women,
they’re a replacement for a human penis, they cause
problems in relationships… we hope to tackle some
of these by encouraging people to talk and
producing thought provoking content.
That’s not to say the industry is slowing down – sex
tech is predicted to be worth $50 billion by 2020
and there some incredible entrepreneurs making a
huge impact in the space.
From our perspective, it’s really important that every
customer has a personalised experience and takes
time to explore their bodies and sensations. This
can be quite daunting,
especially for someone who’s never used a sex toy
before. That’s why we encourage such an open
dialogue with our customers - the relationships
don’t end when they buy our product.
Are your blog and The High Notes part of MysteryVibes brand strategy, or is it rather something you
just enjoy doing? What is needed to create a strong
(vibrator) brand today anyway?
Stephanie Alys: The High Notes definitely started
out as something I just enjoyed putting together and
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It’s really important to us that MysteryVibe
customers are proud to own Crescendo
- they’re not embarrassed about using and
owning a pleasure product because it looks
and feels beautiful.
We worked with design and product experts
Seymourpowell to ensure every aspect of the
product - including all its little touches - were
innovative and elegant.
Crescendo is the world’s most advanced
six-motor vibrator. We want our customers to
think, “this product is beautifully made, the
tech is really impressive and I feel great using
it”.

The MysteryVibe was met
with lots of positive feedback
following its launch last year

sharing. Collaboration is a key part of what
makes MysteryVibe work, so I think it’s really
important to celebrate the great work of
others, not just the stuff that makes us look
good!
Our industry is very different from a lot of
others; we’re challenging societal constructs,
empowering people through intimacy and
building a viable business at the same time.
It’s hard work, but it’s also what brings
pleasuretech entrepreneurs closer together as
a collective.
I think these days, to create a strong brand
within this space you need to be really conscious about your choices - for example, what
materials you’re using for your product, how
you talk about sex, sexuality & gender, what
your values are, and how you’re helping to
progress society’s understanding and
tolerance of pleasure. Across all industries,
customers are really starting to care about
who brands are and what they stand for.
I think our willingness to collaborate with our
customers and competitors makes us strong.
The fact we have a team full of people who
are genuinely passionate about the brand also
gives us an edge, of course!

„ S TA R T I N G A P L E A S U R E 
TECH BUSINESS HAS
B E E N R E A L LY H A R D , A N D
W E ’ V E H A D TO O V E R C O M E
A LOT O F H U R D L E S F R O M
A C C E S S I N G F I N A N C E TO
FINDING PEOPLE WHO
WA N T T O , A N D A R E
PA S S I O N AT E , A B O U T
W O R K I N G I N TH E
P L E A S U R E I N D U S T RY. “
S T E P H A N I E A LY S

What will be the next step for MysteryVibe?
Maybe we will see Crescendo 2?
Stephanie Alys: We’re continually working
towards making MysteryVibe the go-to brand
for pleasure. In the next few months we’re
launching our second product, which is
completely different - I’m very excited
about that.

What image are you striving for with MysteryVibe? What should come to people’s minds
when they hear the company‘s name?
Stephanie Alys: Pleasure, luxury, technology,
intimacy, empowerment, sensuality,
personalisation…
Crescendo is a luxury product, and
we wanted our packaging and
branding to reflect that.
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ZALO was created

for individuals who value high quality.

e x c l u s iv e

T h e E u r o p e a n m a r k e t w ill be intro duced to th e new lux ury bra nd a t th e up co ming ero Fame s how

„

Luxury products are

Since when has Zalo been around?
Which ideas, philosophies, strategies, and
concepts did you have when launching the
brand?
Lindsay Hunt: ZALO intimate products are
created for love and beauty to satisfy the
taste for luxury. Following an aesthetic vision
from conception, ZALO intimate products
are manufactured with perfect, meticulous
attention to detail. Combining modern technology and the highest quality materials, the
ZALO collections are innovative and durable,
creating a divine experience

generally considered too
expensive for most
average consumers – and
the same view also prevails
in the adult market. The
up-and-coming US brand
ZALO wants to change
all that, offering sex toys
with appealing design and
top-quality materials at

I am sure you took a close look at the market
and the existing range of sex toys before
tackling the Zalo project. What observations
did you make, which conclusions did you
draw?
Lindsay: We noted that consumers want to
invest in their sexual health, this is evident by
the success of well-designed toys using high
quality materials. We wanted to introduce a
streamlined design for a modern customer
that would take into account concerns of
lifestyle, environmental responsibility, and
quality.

affordable prices, their goal
being to offer an option for
any consumer who wants
to invest in their sexual
health. EAN wanted to learn
more about the brand, so
we asked Lindsay Hunt, the
Managing Director of ZALO
North America and Europe,
for an interview.

What are the strong points of Zalo and your
products? How are these products different
from the competition?
Lindsay: Consumers want to invest in their
sexual health and our focus in creating
ZALO was to offer a product which satisfies
the need for durable, long-lasting quality
materials for maximum pleasure. Technology
also played a large role in the development of
ZALO, we incorporated Bluetooth and APP
technology for the modern consumer who
uses a smart phone. We also considered the
environment in making our product chargeable with a USB as these are important
features.
How would you sum up the development
process, from the initial idea to the finished
product? Which hurdles did you have to
overcome?
Lindsay: Before each quarter of product
development, we will first select the theme
of this season, and then the design theme, down to the specific product design,
while in the design process, it’s about the
appearance, function, and human-computer interaction of the original inspiration and
about the process and structure we want to
achieve The collision of these two is the most
exciting, the biggest obstacle in the entire R
& D process and for cost control. We have to
make concessions on cost control out of the
strict requirements for product reliability and
respect for the original design.
What are the trends and developments that
have the biggest impact on product development? What is especially important to you
when you create new products?
Lindsay: When we plan for the products, we
mainly take into account the changes in the
preferences of female consumers, functional

The Versailles
collection includes
four products –
including the Rosalie
Rabbit Vibrator
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The jewellery process

needs, fashion trends, and a strong elemental theme; together, these factors determine the product
design trends. Of course, each product has its own
mission. We develop each product to fit a niche
and to satisfy different types of customer needs.
In doing so certain product attributes are naturally
amplified in each respective design.
What sources of inspiration do you draw from
when developing your products?
Lindsay: Each category of ZALO products is
inspired by a different part of personality. Versailles
is luxurious and timeless and is inspired by courtly
French love stories of the 1900s. The Lolita Series
is inspired by the youthful, optimistic maiden heart
of princesses and Lolita girls, and the Sweet Magic
series was designed around the idea of having a
key to rediscover one’s body.
How is Zalo positioned in the market? Are your
products an alternative to luxury brands?
Lindsay: ZALO is a luxury intimate care product
brand that delivers superior performance and quality at an affordable price.

„ Z A LO I S R E L E VA N T I N
A N Y M A R K E T FO R
C O N S U M E R S TH AT WA N T

Would you describe your products as sex toys or
as erotic jewellery? Or rather as accessories?
Lindsay: ZALO intimate care products are sex toys
that are embellished with beautiful yet functional
features such as gold plating, attractive ridges and
curves, and Swarovski crystal embellishments.
How many products do you have in your range?
Which products lines do you offer, which categories do they cover?
Lindsay: There are 12 vibrators, 4 in
each collection. ZALO is a luxury intimate care
product brand that delivers superior performance
and quality at an affordable price. The Versailles
Collection includes: Rosalie Rabbit Vibrator, Marie
G-spot Vibrator, Fanfan Couples Massager, and
Jeanne Personal Massager. The Lolita Series
includes: Ichigo Rabbit Vibrator, Momoko G-spot
Vibrator, Baby Heart Personal Massager, and Baby
Star Bullet Vibrator. Sweet Magic is a series of
heated vibrators which include: Temptation Preheating Bullet Thruster, Desire Preheating Thruster,
Courage Heating G-spot Massager, and Confidence Heating Wand Massager.
Would you mind giving us some information about
the materials you used, the motors, the design,
etc.?
Lindsay: Yes, the Versailles Collection boasts
24K gold plating on a metal surface; unique gold
pendant which lightly sways over the skin bringing tactile and visual indulgence; Dow-Corning
food-level silicone meeting all FDA requirements;
waterproof grade IPX7 so you can fully immerse
the product in water; 8 adjustable vibration modes;

TO EXPERIENCE A HIGHER
QUALITY OF LIFE AND
V I TA L H E A LTH . ”
L I N D S AY H U N T
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ZALO products are
made with great care
and an eye for detail
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ultra-high power and a super quiet motor; long
battery life, 2-4 hours of pleasure every charge; Internal Bluetooth for one-click connection with APP
technology; and it offers multiple dating modes for
you to choose from. You can also create your own
vibration mode, and it has an exclusive SoftekTM
skin-imitation silicone layer.
The Lolita Series has 18K gold plating on a metal
surface and the same great features and materials
as the Versailles Collection.
In the Sweet Magic Collection the Courage and
Confidence massagers have a revolutionary magic
button that can be manipulated in a push-pull way.
Also, they have a simple but fun, mellow appearance, embellished with SWAROVSKI crystals,
rapid heating to human body temperature in three
minutes to make use more comfortable in winter
and more passionate in summer. Also: Dow-corning food-level silicone compliant with FDA
requirements; a SOFTEKTM skin imitation layer;
a flexible head for 360-degree free bend so you
can softly please your body. The product can also
memorise the favourite mode from its last use, and
automatically activate it the next time it is turned
on. Plus, a built-in lithium battery and waterproof
charge port. The Desire Preheating Thruster is the
first auto-thrust massager from ZALO, encouraging
users to subvert the traditional way of movement
to bring brand-new experiences. It has a unique
one-key orgasm function so the user can instantly
go to the fastest frequency, resulting in an instant
fabulous orgasm. There is a preheating function to
simulate human body temperature, making it more
comfortable in winter, more passionate in summer.
The materials are Dow-corning food-level silicone

The Versailles collection
offers 24K gold plating,
food-level silicone,
waterproof grade IPX7,
eight adjustable
vibration modes, a
high-powered and
super quiet motor, long
battery life, and internal
Bluetooth for one-click
connection with the app
technology

compliant with FDA
requirements, and a
SOFTEK skin imitation layer. The flexible
head softly pleases
the body. There are
6 thrusting modes,
and users will enjoy
to the full, soft appearance, embellished
with SWAROVSKI
crystals. Temptation is the world’s
first auto-thrust
bullet, encouraging
users to subvert
the traditional way
of movement and
embrace a brand-new experience. It offers: unique
one-key orgasm function, so you can instantly
reach the fastest frequency for instant, fabulous

„ Z A LO I S A L U X U RY
I N TI M AT E C A R E P R O D U C T
B R A N D TH AT D E L I V E R S
S U P E R I O R P E R FO R M A N C E
A N D Q U A L I T Y AT A N
A F FO R D A B L E P R I C E . ”
L I N D S AY H U N T

orgasms. It also has a preheating function to simulate human body temperature; more comfortable in
winter, more passionate in summer. Materials are:
Dow-corning food-level silicone in line with FDA
requirements; SOFTEK skin imitation layer; a flexible head which softly pleases your body. The toy
features 6 thrusting modes and a sensual design,
embellished with SWAROVSKI crystal

ZALO‘s current product
range consists of three
collections, each with
four exclusive products
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Could you give us some information about the
packaging concept?
Lindsay: ZALO products are discreetly packaged,
each with their own French Boudoir influenced gift
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oil-free massage lotion, subtly scented to enhance sensual massage
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ZALO want to cater
to all consumers who
appreciate great quality

can create an exclusive vibration style and save
it for next time. With their whisper-quiet motors,
ZALO toys are perfect companions for both foreplay and intercourse.
Which target group are you aiming at, and what
does this clientele expect from your products?
Lindsay: ZALO was created for individuals who
value high quality
How important is it that the consumers perceive
Zalo as a brand? How much weight do brands
carry, and are they more valuable in a mostly
saturated market?
Lindsay: Very important. ZALO prides itself on the
meticulous details and quality of the products. We
have a feature to ensure that consumers can check
the serial digit on their ZALO toy to ensure that it is
an authentic ZALO product.

box to store your favourite keepsakes and your
most intimate toy. You can use the upper layer to
store jewellery whle your ZALO toy is hidden below.
What can you tell us about the pricing of your
products?
Lindsay: ZALO stands for affordable luxury products which are accessible for most consumers.
In your opinion, what makes a product a success?
Which criteria are vital? Design? Functionality?
Materials? Design? Technology?
Lindsay: for a product to be a success, there
must be considerations of design, functionality,
materials, and technology-- and it must be relevant
in the sense that there is a unique purpose and a
need for it.

The consumers are becoming more and more
demanding. How do you respond to these rising
expectations?
Lindsay: I feel confident that we have created
well-made, beautifully designed products and we
stand behind our merchandise, offering a 10-year
guarantee to ensure our customer satisfaction.
What can you tell us about your distribution
channels? Where can the consumers buy Zalo
products?
Lindsay: ZALO is available for sale currently in
North America and Asia and will launch in Europe
this Fall.
Would you mind telling us a few things about your
distribution strategy for Europe?

One of the big trends in the market right now is
the amalgamation of modern technologies and
sex toys. What is your stance on this trend, and
how do such developments influence the way you
approach new product ideas?
Lindsay: ZALO applies advanced ergonomics
and sexual health medicine in developing intimate
products. The Versailles series uses intimately fitted
modelling with ridges in its design for additional
comfort. The lovely Lolita series uses delicate modelling to create added softness to the touch.
Each ZALO product connects with an app so you
can access remote control stimulation modes. You
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Lindsay: We are very much looking
forward to introducing the brand this
October at eroFame.
What do distributors and/or wholesaler have to bring to the table for you to
work with them?
Lindsay: We would love to see ZALO
displayed with our POP in adult retail
stores. Ideally, we can work together
with our retail partners to ensure that
we support their retail displays and sell
through in the best way we can, so
communication is always a plus.

„ F O L LO W I N G A N
A E S TH E TI C V I S I O N F R O M
C O N C E PTI O N , Z A LO
I N TI M AT E P R O D U C T S A R E
M A N U FA C T U R E D W I TH
P E R F E C T, M E TI C U LO U S
AT T E N TI O N TO D E TA I L . ”

L I N D S AY H U N T
Is the erotic market your main focus,
or do you also want to establish your
product in the mainstream market?
Lindsay: ZALO is relevant in any market for consumers who want to experience a higher
quality of life and vital health.
What type of support can the trade members expect from your company and the Zalo distribution
partners. Which tools and materials do you provide
to make sure that your products are successful?
Lindsay: We guarantee our products work for ten
years, and all of our products can be authorised for
authenticity. We use MAP policy to ensure that the
product maintains its perceived value and that all
resellers can achieve fair margins. We provide great
customer support including merchandising support
and marketing support.

How should walk-in stores and e-commerce shops
present your products to generate as many sales
as possible?
Lindsay: We have two merchandising options, the
counter display and floor display. We recommend
making good use of the ZALO POP materials and
posters.
What can we expect from Zalo in the upcoming
months and years?
Lindsay: ZALO brand products are sensual, full
of artistic design, and interesting. In the future,
ZALO will continue to expand the product line and
work with more excellent designers to develop new
themed series. At the same time, we will implement
the latest technology in our new products to bring
consumers a better experience.

ZALO plan to launch
the products in Europe
this fall
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What is your opinion on the current situation in the
arket? Is there too much buzz about sex tech?
Lindsay: I feel that the adult industry has always
been ahead of trends and it makes sense that there is a lot buzz around the advancements in adult
toy products.
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Elvie Trainer is the smallest

and smartest pelvic floor trainer.
e x c l u s iv e

Fe m Te ch o n th e rise
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that’s exactly what Elvie Trainer is about. Tatiana Escobar, Global Head of Sales and
Business
Development at Chiaro Technology Ltd., tells us more about the product.

When was the idea for Elvie Trainer born,
and how long did it take to get the finished
product?
Tatiana Escobar: Our CEO and Founder,
Tania Boler, has devoted her life to tackling
taboo women’s issues and has held executive
positions in global organizations such as Marie
Stopes International and the United Nations.
Tania’s passion in women’s reproductive health
reached fever pitch when she had her first
baby five years ago. She realised that modern
culture was too baby-centric, at the expense
of the mother’s health and happiness. So Tania
looked to France, where her husband’s family
lived, for an alternative approach. She learnt
that in France, pelvic floor exercise is part of
every woman’s daily routine after having a
baby. Although the benefits of regular pelvic
floor exercise have long been asserted by the
medical community and the clinical literature,
it’s hard to work a muscle that you can’t see
so Tania decided to take matters into her own
hands. She began researching and talking to
experts at Imperial College London, University
of Oxford and MIT, to see what they could do
to improve women’s pelvic floor health.
She realized that the field lacked technological innovation, and that the most of what
was available for women to use at home was
simply ineffective. Tania partnered with Alex
Asseily, co-founder of Jawbone and who
has over 20 years of experience in consumer
technology, and set out to design a wearable
tech product that actually helped women with
these commonplace issues. Building her team
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from Dyson engineers and Harvard Business
School graduates, Tania brought Elvie Trainer
from conception to consumer in two years, a
phenomenally fast turnaround for hardware.
Why did your company decide to develop a
pelvic floor trainer?
Tatiana: Tania has always been passionate
about neglected areas in women’ health. With
1 in 3 women experiencing some kind of pelvic
floor problem, this area in particular provided a
chance to make a major impact in women lives
around the world. Tania won an Innovate UK
grant back in 2013 to create this breakthrough
health product combining the latest
development in wearable technology with
cutting-edge medical advances. Innovate UK
recognised the potential of her product idea
and she literally quit her job the next day to
make Elvie Trainer a reality.
Some people might argue that there are more
than enough products like Elvie Trainer on the
market. What sets Elvie Trainer apart from
these other pelvic floor trainers?
Tatiana: Well, first of all, two important
distinctions are worth mentioning right away:
we are not a sex toy company and Elvie Trainer
does not vibrate. In a nutshell, Elvie Trainer is
the smallest and smartest pelvic floor trainer
on the market. The ‘smartest’ part refers to the
fact that it can detect women’s technique, alerting them when they are exercising incorrectly
and guiding them to perform the exercises
correctly. It also refers to the incredibly talented
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TOY C O M PA N Y A N D
E LV I E T R A I N E R D O E S
N OT V I B R AT E . ”
TAT I A N A E S C O B A R

team behind developing this product, including world-class female
health physiotherapists, urogynecologists and biomedical engineers
from some of the best universities in the world.Composed of former
engineers from Dyson, our product development team has designed a
new gold standard in biofeedback applied to pelvic floor with patented
technology. Academic research with Elvie Trainer-generated data that
has been published by prominent academic journals, presented at
medical congresses in several countries and invited for two
consecutive years to the most prestigious professional event in our
field, the annual conference of the International Continence Society.
Since launching two years ago, we have won more than 15
international design and innovation awards including the Red Dot
Design Award for Best Product Design in 2016, featured in more
than 1200 global media, included in the Oscar Nominees goody
bags this year, and have a fan base of Gwyneth Paltrow, Khloé
Kardashian, January Jones and women from over 50
countries. There are other pelvic floor trainers out there,
but Elvie Trainer is the only game-changing product on the
market, capable of defining a whole new product category
across mainstream channels and changing the
conversation around pelvic health.
What can you tell us about the USPs and features of Elvie
Trainer?
Tatiana: At Elvie we are creating products that women
love to use, so who better to tell us what they want
than women themselves? With the feedback from 150
women involved in the design of Elvie Trainer we have
created the world’s smallest and smartest Kegel trainer
that 98% of our testers said was what they were
looking for in a pelvic floor training product. At Elvie
we know all women are unique, so with an optional
cover for custom sizing and workouts tailored to you,
Elvie Trainer really is the most personal trainer for your
pelvic floor. Working with pelvic floor and engineering
experts we have managed to design a product that

The app visualises,
guides, and corrects
the woman‘s
technique in
response to her
muscle movements
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„ U LTI M AT E LY, TH E
V I S I O N I S FO R E LV I E TO
B E TTH
H E G LO B A L H U B FO R
C O N N E C T E D H E A LTH A N D
LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS
FO R W O M E N . ”
TAT I A N A E S C O B A R

Tatiana Escobar,
Global Head of
Sales and
Business
Development at
Chiaro
Technology Ltd
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induction charging (wireless) and 1 hour of charge
should last for 1 month of regular use before it needs
to be recharged.
The Elvie Trainer itself has a force sensor and a
motion sensor so it can feedback through Low
Energy Bluetooth to the app, allowing women to
view their workout in real time, showing them their
a exercising correctly.
strength and if they are
min
The packaging is minimalistic
with an outer sleeve
pe
detailing what the pelvic
floor is, the key benefits of
Elvie Trainer and how to use it. Once you slip off the
m with a sleek, white package
out sleeve, you are met
that resembles a jew
jewellery box. Open the lid and
carry-c
there lies the carry-case
with the Elvie Trainer inside.
The premium quality of the packaging and its design
reflects the not only a
award-winning features of Elvie
Trainer but also the rritual unboxing experience that
exp
our Elvie women expect.
Elvie Trainer RRP’s at 199
16 GBP.
EUR / 199 USD / 169
Which target group a
are you aiming at?
Tatiana: All wom
women, from18 to 80 and beyond!
u
Elvie Trainer is user
friendly for all stages of a
women’s life. A woman in her early twenties may
o prevention and core strength,
be focussed on
someon in their seventies might have
while someone
cont as her primary concern. But
bladder control
(an their partners) can benefit
all women (and
enhance intimacy. Even today, not that
from enhanced
many women know that sexual function and
pelvic floor hea
health are linked. Elvie Trainer is
g
bridging that gap.
How does Elvie Trainer work? How difficult is it
to train with? How often do women have to train
with it?
Tatiana: Simply p
place inside the vagina, connect
en fun, five-minute workouts,
to the app and enjoy
T app visualises, guides, and
3 times a week. The
tech
corrects your technique
in response to your
movemen As you squeeze your pelvic
muscle movements.
floor muscles, a gem on the app lifts. The stronsqueeze the higher the gem lifts. There
ger you squeeze,
are four different le
levels, so women can go from
novice to guru, as they progress on their workouts.
awarene for pelvic floor trainers has
The public awareness
ye
grown over the years,
but still there are women
who don‘t know why this type of training is so
important. Which results can it yield?
Tatiana: Pelvic floor exercises have been shown
urin
to improve urinary
incontinence and early stage
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prolapse. A comprehensive review by Dumoulin and
Hay-Smith (2010) identified that those who conduct
pelvic floor muscle training are more likely to report
that their condition has improved, with some
participants in several studies reporting that they had
been cured. Their results showed that women who
undertake pelvic floor training generally experienced
fewer daily incontinence episodes and less overall
leakage, in contrast to control samples who do not.
Bø et. al. (1999) identified that muscle strength significantly improves with regular pelvic floor training, and
that results tended to be higher in comparison to the
use of either electrical stimulation or vaginal cones.
Regular pelvic floor exercise helps improve bladder
control, prepare the body for pregnancy, speed up
recovery following childbirth and enhances intimacy.
It might be surprising to some, but a stronger pelvic
floor has been shown to increase sexual pleasure in
women, as well as sexual desire (Beji et al, 2003).
FemTech – this is how you name the product
category for Elvie Trainer. What does it stand for?
Tatiana: FemTech (short for Female Technology) is
the term used to categorise software, products and
services that focus on addressing women’s health
through technology. For a long time, women’s health
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Can you see Elvie Trainer being so
sold via mainstream
channels as wel
wellll a
ass the traditional erotic market?
Tatiana: Elvie Tra
Trainer is a premium high-tech product
developed for m
a stream ch
ain
hanne and we take a lot
mainstream
channels
of care in making sure our distribu
distributors and our own
sales team are guided by the same strict retailers’
appointment criteria. So it ultimately depends on
what you refer to as the ‚traditional erotic market‘. If
you mean old school sex shops, I certainly don’t see
that happening!
We are partnering with the most progressive and
premium segment of the erotic trade:
distributors, retailers and e-tailers interested in sex health, SexTech and FemTech,
who share our motto of making the world
a better place, one vagina at a time.
Speaking of the erotic market: which
distributors and wholesalers are selling
your product?
Tatiana: We are currently working with 3
distributors: ST Rubber is our
exclusive distributor in Germany, Austria
and South Africa and also serve orders
from eligible boutiques based in Belgium,
Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Poland
and Rumania; BlueBox, the team behind
Amorana.ch, is our exclusive distributor
in Switzerland; and Entrenue is our first
distributor in USA. We are about to sign a
distributor in Australia and possibly one or
two more distributors in Europe.
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„ F E M T E C H I S TH E T E R M
U S E D TO C AT E G O R I S E
S O F T WA R E , P R O D U C T S
A N D S E RV I C E S TH AT

European consumers can now buy
Elvie Trainer at our erotic boutique
partners, like Coco de Mer and
Sh! Women Emporium in London,
Passage du Desir in France,
KissKiss and Amorana in Switzerland, Lust in Copenhagen, Sinful
across Scandinavia, M Shop in
Sweden or My Secret Case in Italy.

Are you already developing ideas
for a new product? What can the
market expect from your company
W O M E N ’ S H E A LTH
in the next years?
Tatiana: Global Domination! For ElTH R O U G H T E C H N O LO G Y. ”
vie Trainer to be available in over 50
TAT I A N A E S C O B A R
countries across the globe in under
two years after product launch is
incredible and we aren’t stopping
until every woman realises how important her health and wellbeing is.
You can absolu
absolutely expect to see more game-changing products from Elvie
over the comin
coming years, all within the FemTech space. Women of all ages
deserve smarte
smarter technology that has been developed to support and
empower them at every stage of their lives. We’re excited to launch our next
product, anoth
another disruptive connected health and lifestyle product for women,
in 2018 and we plan to have four products on the market by 2020.
Ultimately, the vvision is for Elvie to be the global hub for connected health and
lifestyle produc
products for women. I can’t say much more on that just now but be
Tania Boler is the founder and
ready for chang
change!
head of Chiaro Technology Ltd,

FO C U S O N A D D R E S S I N G

the creators of Elvie Trainer
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We are all very eager to keep improving

ourselves and to achieve the best results possible.
e x c l u s iv e

A n in te rvie w with Lenna rd H o nebecke

„

Lennard, since when have you been with
EDC, and how did you join the team?
Lennard: In September 2013, I had to write a
thesis to finish my studies. I had worked the
automotive industry in an earlier period, but I
wanted to do something else. I knew Eric
already, as we’re from the same village, and of
course, I had heard a lot about EDC as well.
This was definitely something different from what
I had done before, so I decided to contact him
and ask if he had plans or projects in which he
could use someone to help him out. Of course,
Eric always has plenty of ideas and projects in
mind, so he came up with a suitable project and
I was able to finish my studies here at EDC.
After finishing the project, Eric asked me to
come join the team (part-time at first) and I
started right away, mostly supporting him in the
daily tasks regarding the B2B side of the
business at that point (2014).

In September of
2013, Lennard
Honebecke joined
EDC, where he is
now taking care of
the company’s b2b
activities

What did you do professionally before joining
the ranks of EDC?
Lennard: My parents founded a wholesale
business in the meat industry 27 years ago, and
by the time I started at EDC, I had been working
in the family business for more than 10 years.
Like the rest of my brothers, I started at the
bottom of the ladder, and the last couple of
years, I was handling purchasing for the
company. This job didn’t really fill 40 hours a
week, so we made a deal; I work there
part-time, and I work at EDC part-time.
But eventually, as both businesses were
doing very well at that point, it became a little
too much and I knew I had to make a hard
decision one day…

Wholesaling runs in Lennard
Honebecke’s family, and he
was born in the same town as
Eric Idema, founder and
CEO of EDC. Maybe it was
predestination that he joined
EDC in September of 2013.
Today, he is working in the
company’s b2b department,
and in our interview, he tells
us why he decided to join
EDC. We also talk about the
duties his position entails and
about the challenges that may
await the adult industry in
the future.

What motivated you to take on this job? What
convinced you that working for EDC was the
right step?
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Lennard: To be honest, it really wasn’t easy
to decide to leave the family business and join
EDC. But the opportunities that I was given,
and the long-term plans that Eric had in mind for
EDC, convinced me that this was the right step
to take. The chance to be working in a globally
operating wholesale company made me decide
to get on board. From that moment onwards,
we were able and to spend more time on
the B2B side of the business and the first
improvements were being made.
What are the strong points of EDC in your
opinion?
Lennard: I think that one of our big strong
points is that we have a relatively young team,
who are all really driven to perform and achieve
better results every day. By being active on
different business levels and using all kinds of
sales channels, we are gaining a lot of in-house
knowledge. This, combined with the years of
experience that Eric and André have in the
industry, enables us the right choices and do
the right things to serve our customers the
best we can.
EDC has always been aiming at fast delivery
and extensive ordering times for next day
delivery, but the fact that our customer service
is now also available till 23:30 pm during week
days and 22:30 during weekends, is quite
exceptional and is highly appreciated by
our customers.
Would you mind telling us about your position
and your duties and responsibilities at EDC?
Lennard: I’m the in-office contact person for
most of our wholesale customers and I try to
offer the best service level I can, from receiving
an order till delivery. Further, I coordinate the
different projects that we’re rolling out
throughout our various sales channels.
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We recently expanded the in-house sales team,
so together with Koen, Oscar, and Davey,
we’re handling sales and shipments worldwide now.
What does a typical workday look like?
Lennard: We always start the day with a coffee and a
5-minute stand-up, just to discuss what’s planned for
the day and who’s handling what. Then I’ll start
processing orders and
arranging shipments to
make sure we get
everything out and
„W H EN I L EFT TH E MEAT
delivered as soon as
IN D US T RY, P E OP LE J OKED: possible. Then I’ll be
following up on the
customer visits that
AT L EA S T YO U’ LL S TILL
André is doing all year
round, and believe
BE S EL L I N G ‚ ME AT ‘. “
me that’s a lot!
LENNARD HONEBECKE
Since we’re doing
business in a lot of
different segments now,
it’s necessary to make
sure I keep our customers posted on all new and
changing products within the assortment, and send
out the best offers aimed at the customer’s needs.
Have your previous experiences helped you with the
challenges of this new job?
Lennard: Definitely! From the way I was taught in
the family business to the things I picked up in the
automotive industry, there’s a lot that helps me
nowadays. With the experience of working for
different companies and in multiple positions,
I look at challenges from a different perspective
and overcome them more easliy.
Do you think that there are big differences between the
adult industry and other industries?
Lennard: When I left the meat industry, people joked:
At least you’ll still be selling ‚meat‘. But apart from that
similarity, there’s no industry like ours I think. It has
been a fast-moving industry since I started, and one
development chases the next very rapidly. But one of
the most distinctive differences between this and other
industries is the great people I get to work with now.
They are all really passionate about the things they do;
that’s something that gets you going every day!
Many people in this field describe the atmosphere in
the adult industry as friendly, almost familial. Do you
share this opinion?
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Lennard: Yes, I do! It’s great to work with all the
amazing hard-working people in the industry. For a
lot of people, it’s not only a job, but a part of their
lifestyle. Therefore, the business relationships are
really different and much more fun than in any other
in industry.
Which ideas, concepts, and plans do you want to
realize at EDC? What motivates you in your job?
Lennard: We’re always looking for opportunities in
other markets and on different business levels. There
will always be markets where we aren’t present yet,
so the goal to achieve global coverage and serve all
markets is always a great motivator. Furthermore, I’m
trying to make more time to be out of the office and
visit our customers, as they really are the most
important element in the success of EDC.
How much potential do you see for EDC in this
increasingly competitive marketplace?
Lennard: I think there’s a lot of potential for EDC
within this competitive market, since we constantly try
to be aware of trends and adapt to new developments
whenever necessary. We are all very eager to keep
improving ourselves and to achieve the best results
possible. Eric has a clear vision about where he wants
us to be in the years to come. So, if we continue to
take steps and make improvements like we’re doing
right now, I’m confident that we will be able to
continue the growth that we’ve experienced thus far.
Which trends and developments will leave a mark on
the adult market in the years to come?
Lennard: On the operational level, I’m not sure what
to expect in 5 to 10 years. There have been so many
technical developments within a relatively short
period of time, and I would only expect that this pace
will pick up. It is also becoming increasingly difficult to
meet the growing demands of consumers, and this
will definitely leave a mark on the market because
some companies have a hard time keeping up with
these changing demands.
On the product level, I can assure you that
there’s some very cool new stuff coming up. Last
year at eroFame, we launched our EasyToys Fetish
Collection, which was something really different from
what we’d done before, and sales have gone
through the roof. This year, my colleagues from
product design and development have been
working on some great new lines, which will be
launched at eroFame again, so make sure to be
there and visit us!!
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I think anal products will always be niche,

but perhaps will become a little less so.
e x c l u s iv e

A l i cia S in clair o n th e f uture o f a na l to ys

Not only is Alicia Sinclair a trained sex expert,
but she also founded the b-vibe brand, so she
definitely knows her way around the anal toy
category – seeing how that category is the
focus of the b-vibe brand. One year after its
launch, b-vibe has grown to include a number
of products aimed at fans of this
sexual practice, and in our EAN
interview, Alicia discusses the
challenges of creating and
marketing anal toys, and
she explains how much
potential there is for
these products in the
market.

„

Your latest products are the Snug
Plugs, butt plugs especially designed
for beginners in this category. Why did
you choose to release this kind of
toys?
Alicia Sinclair: The Snug Plug
collection features weighted,
non-vibrating butt plugs. They come
in four sizes and can be enjoyed by
people new to anal play or those who
are anal enthusiasts.
Snug Plugs are designed for
long-wear comfort. I chose to create this
type of plug because there are no products
in the market designed specifically for this
purpose. Additionally, the unique torpedo
shape and weight create pressure and
stimulation as the plug moves inside the body.
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How would you assess the status quo of the anal
toy market?
Alicia Sinclair: There are definitely more
rechargeable anal toys in the market now, but it
still seems like mostly copies of good ideas and
little innovation.
In your opinion: What are the driving forces
moving this category ahead at the moment?
Alicia Sinclair: Mainstream press has been
writing more about anal products and providing
educational articles about anal play. We’ve been
featured in Cosmopolitan, Allure, Refinery 29,
Vice, Popsugar, and many more. As a result,
consumers have developed more of an interest
and the topic has been slightly destigmatised. In
general, it seems that consumers are accepting
sex toys of all types as a part of a healthy sex life
and desire products and that are well made.
What advice would you give retailers when it
comes to approaching customers about anal
toys?
Alicia Sinclair: Merchandise the anal section to
include educational materials, include both
premium products and lower price point product
in your assortment, make sure you have testers
so customers can touch and feel, offer lube
samples as a complimentary item or even a gift
with purchase. It’s important that the staff feels
they have enough education to talk comfortably
about anal play. I’ve even started to see many
stores in North America merchandise b-Vibe in
their premium section, where customers are
already shopping at a high-price point.
Just putting a butt plug on the shelf or offering it
in an online store may not be enough to get
inexperienced users to try them. How can
retailers help to create curiosity about trying anal
products?
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Alicia Sinclair: Again, I believe it’s important that
customer service representatives are trained with
information about anal play. This will enable them to
have more ease when they talk to customers- and
make your store a source for sex-positive information.
Check out the Anal Play Advice section on bvibe.com.
It’s an amazing educational resource.
Additionally, I suggest merchandising educational books
and videos about anal play into the anal product
section. Signage with simple, key points about anal play
can also help inspire interest as well as calm fears. If a
workshop or “Ladies Night” is an option, try one in your
store. I’ve heard many retailers say that these workshops are highly attended and result in big sales.

S I N C L A I R

branding pleasure products for over 15 years. I’ve
visited thousands of adult stores, all over the world. I
noticed that the anal play section of almost every store
is the same. I also found that there was very little
innovation in the products themselves. Everything
looked and operated in the same basic manner. This
inspired me to rethink the category. My goal was to
create a new, fresh approach to anal toys and to also
offer exciting innovations that create a truly satisfying
user experience.

“MAINSTREAM PRESS
How much education is still needed in 2017 in this
regard?
Alicia Sinclair: I teach Anal Play 101 and b-Vibe
product trainings on a weekly basis. You’d be surprised
to know that even the people who sell anal products
don’t really understand why people enjoy them. This is
one of the reasons I’m a huge advocate for education.
In fact, the mission of b-Vibe is to provide sex positive
education, decrease social stigmas, and elevate the
anal play category. We do this through providing
education to retailers and consumers.
b-Vibe is a company that is specialised in the niche of
anal toys. How important is it to have a reputation as an
expert in your field?
Alicia Sinclair: By placing my focus, research, and
energy in this category, I’ve earned the reputation as an
expert in the field. I’ve developed better products,
understood my customer, educated retailers and
customers how to use and sale our products, and I’ve
become a resource for press. Knowing the category
inside and out has made our brand stand out for all the
right reasons.
b-Vibe has been on the market for over a year now.
How happy are you with the development of your
company so far?
Alicia Sinclair: I am really happy with not only the
development of the company, but also the response
from retailers, consumers, and press. We have become
the market leader in this category. Pretty cool for a
company that’s so young.
Why did you choose the anal category back then? Was
there a shortage of quality products in your opinion?
Alicia Sinclair: I’ve been selling, marketing, and
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H A S B E E N W R I TI N G M O R E
ABOUT ANAL PRODUCTS
AND PROVIDING
E D U C ATI O N A L A R TI C L E S
A B O U T A N A L P L AY. ”

In comparison to sex toys as
a whole, anal toys still
represent niche products. Will
this change in the future? Will
this category outgrow its
niche?
Alicia Sinclair: I think anal
products will always be niche,
but perhaps will become a
little less so. As more people
become open to sex toys and
pleasure, I believe more
customers will be interested in
trying anal play. As we say in
the office- Anal is the new
oral.

What would be necessary to
let the market reach its full potential?
Alicia Sinclair: Less stigma and a greater understanding of how anal play is pleasurable for both women
and men. If people understand why and how it feels
good (instead of having a fear-based connection), they
would be more willing to experiment.
What does the future hold in terms of innovative
products in this category?
Alicia Sinclair: Speaking for myself, I am always
looking for holes in the category that I feel have been
underserved or have poorly designed products. Seems
there is still room here to innovate and develop anal
products that empower consumers to have the best
possible experience. I think the entire category is being
updated, just as we saw in the designs of clitoral,
vaginal, penis masturbation and rings. We, as an
industry, expect more - as do the consumers.

I N T E R V I E W

People like variety and don’t always

want to have to do the research to find it.
e x c l u s iv e

M e g Ro ss p resents: No o ky B o x

Simply put, Meg Ross had to
decide between beer and sex. She
chose the latter, which resulted in
the creation of her new company,
Nooky Box. Following the loot
crate trend, Nooky Box provides
subscribers with a new box each
quarter, filled to the brim with toys,
lubes, and other products you
need for a pleasurable time with
your partner. In our EAN interview,
Meg tells us more about the
special concept of Nooky Box, and
about the treats she has in store
for her subscribers.

Nooky Box offers themed boxes with
different erotic products each quarter. Could
you explain the concept of Nooky Box in more
detail?
Meg Ross: Nooky Box is a quarterly adult
subscription box designed by theme each
quarter to provide new and interesting
experiences to our customers so they can
spice up their sex lives.
We have a Spotify playlist with each box, an
erotic story, and lots of fun extra goodies such
as stickers, samples of lubes and much much
more.
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„

How did you come up with the idea for Nooky
Box?
Meg Ross: When I moved back to Montana 5
years the plan was to start a brewery with my
father. A few weeks into the project, I knew my
heart wasn’t in it. Simply, beer wasn’t my
passion. But conversations about sex always
were. Let me explain.
I have always been the friend that others
confide in and ask advice about their
relationships and sex life. I like being this
person for my friends because I enjoyed
talking about it and never felt like it was
awkward or uncomfortable, and I want
everyone to have that feeling of being
sexually confident and secure.
Sex is one of the most natural
instincts a person has and so many
people feel like talking about is taboo
or shameful. This has got to change!
So, I started a company to help with
that.

What can you tell us about the team behind the
company?
Meg Ross: Believe it or not my team is made
up of myself (doing operations as my experience is in starting and building businesses), my
sister Nancy (who is an amazing social media
expert, photographer and networking guru)
and my dear friend matt Mikulla (who offers a
man’s perspective as well as bringing SEO, IT
and marketing expertise to the table).
We are a small and close team and we all care
about getting the message out there.
How would you describe the target audience of
Nooky Box?
Meg Ross: We have a very even mix of Men
and Women who order our subscriptions most
of which are in relationships and looking to
spice things up or experiment something new.
They are generally between 25 and 55 years
old living in the US and Canada.
They love to connect with us and be part
of the community rather than just a customer.
We get stories submitted on a regular basis by
our customers and lots of feedback.
Nooky Box offers a subscription model, where
the subscriber gets a new box once every
three months. Can you give us a few examples
of the products the consumer will find in the
box?
Meg Ross: It changes every quarter. We must
keep it fresh so we look for new products to
the market as often as possible, all the items
need to be body friendly, the companies that
sell them need to be sex positive and they all
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must compatible with one another IE we sell water
based lubes with silicone products and silicone lubes
of the highest quality only with the products they
would fit with (such as glass).
This new quarter as an example our theme is Sex is
Wet and we have a killer new vibe called the MIMIC
by Clandestine (voted cosmos vibe of the year) and it
comes in a beautiful blue colour it is also water safe.

knock offs. There is a huge demand but finding the
one that suits you can be tedious.
Often, although not always, the kind folks
working at the big stores are sales people rather than
educators and its overwhelming to choose the right
product for yourself.

“ We h a v e a v e r y e v e n
m i x o f M e n a n d Wo m e n

Nooky Box is based in the US.
Are you also shipping to Europe
or plan to do so in the future?
Meg Ross: We hope to ship to
Europe and Australia next year
right now we are focusing on the
US and Canada.

who order our subscripYou recently started a campaign
for a Nooky Box Signature
Series. What can you tell us
in relationships and
about this project?
Meg Ross: We did indeed! Our
looking to spice things
campaign has launched on
Indiegogo as a pre-sale. These
up or experiment
series of boxes are curated by
s o m e t h i n g n e w. ”
theme, interest or purpose and
can be purchased just one at a
MEG ROSS
time for those people who want
to explore something new but
don’t want the commitment of a
subscription. You can find out
more by visiting our shop at: https://thenookybox.
com/shop/category/signature-boxes/

tions most of which are

Why are adult products particularly well-suited for
such a subscription system?
Meg Ross: People like variety and don’t always want
to have to do the research to find it. I believe they
also like to buy from people with like-minded
mentalities and support organisations that want to
offer the best products and education to their
customers. A subscription companies solves so
many of these challenges by doing the research for
their customer, choosing only the highest quality
products and supporting their customers via
customer service.
Does the demand for your box also mean that there
are maybe too many poorly made products on the
market, since the users can have a hard time finding
the right products themselves?
Meg Ross: Sex toys are the number one selling
products on amazon and many of them sold are
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What are your future plans for the Nooky Box? Will
we see toys or other products directly developed by
you and your team?
Meg Ross: It all comes down to education. Our
dream is to create an educational platform. We want
to be a resource for people to go to talk about sex.
Education is the best way to overcome insecurities
and empower people to make better sexual health
choices. We work hard to create thoughtful content
around the products in our boxes, but we’re excited
to expand beyond that someday.
In addition to the education platform we are
seeking to build we have a significant interest in
making a Nooky Box Product line as well. Stay tuned
for more…
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She-Ra, the Princess of
Power, Hot Octopuss,
karaoke, Pinot Noir,
Shameless Sex – there’s
a lot of ground to cover
in this edition of Monthly
Mayhem. And if this
sampling hasn’t been
enough to whet your
curiosity, rest assured,
our Q&A with April
Lampert is filled with
even more fascinating
details.

„

How is your Shameless Sex
Podcast going?
April Lampert: Extremely well
and better than we ever
expected!! We have had more
than 5,500 downloads since the
pilot episode aired at the end of
May. People have been emailing
me, calling me, and even stopping
me on the street thanking me for
the info, laughter, and shamelessness that it creates. We’ve had
listeners write in saying that it
‚changed their life in one day.‘ I’m
thrilled with the amount of positive
feedback we continue to receive
and I’m looking forward to
recording more episodes to help
create a shameless life for folks all
over the world.
What was your childhood
ambition?
April Lampert: Literally, to be a
super hero. She-Ra Princess of
Power to be exact. She was an
80’s cartoon anomaly.

Environmental Law at University and fell into the
industry by total accident. In 2007, I started
working as a manager in a sex-positive boutique
adult shop in California because my close friend
and podcast co-host, Amy Baldwin, and her
mom opened the store and both thought I
would be the perfect person to help run things.
I had zero retail experience and never even
owned a vibrator but they were right, I ended up
being really good at selling pleasure products
and falling in love with the industry. I love this
industry so much and now believe there’s
nothing else in the world I would rather do.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you
be doing now?
April Lampert: Real Estate or Rock n’Roll. I
have had my Real Estate license for the last
three years and love the idea of selling people
their dream homes but my passion for vibrators
runs way too deep to move into Real Estate just
yet. I also love singing and was previously in a
band, I wouldn’t mind doing that again. Singing
was always so much fun and now I find myself
doing more karaoke to fulfil that Rock n’Roll void
in my life.
What was the biggest step in your career?
April Lampert: Definitely the move to Hot
Octopuss this year. Going from a 20-year-old,
140 plus employee company with a 130-product portfolio to a small but mighty two (soon to
be three with Queen Bee!) product business
with three employees and only a few years
under the belt was a huge step for me. But the
step was in the right direction with the best
company out there. I couldn’t be happier with
my transition and with all Hot Octopuss has to
offer the industry and the world. Hot Octopuss,
will continue shaping the industry and pushing
boundaries in an amazing direction. Just wait
and see!!!!!
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
April Lampert: I would love to see Hot
Octopuss as the number one boutique brand on
the market and so popular it’s a house hold
name all over the world. I would also like to
co-author and have a New York Times
best-selling book out about Shameless Sex and
being an Erotic Superstar. A talk-show would be
great too!

How did you get into the love toy
industry?
April Lampert: I studied
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How do you envisage the future of the love toy
industry?
April Lampert: I would love to imagine a world
free of shame for buying, owning, using, enjoying,
and incorporating pleasure products into daily life.
It would be amazing if everyone in the world had
access to toys to help enhance their sex life,
whether it’s solo or with their partner. It’s time to
lift the stigma and enjoy an orgasm and
masturbation without shame.
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
April Lampert: A perfect day for me always
incorporates closing a deal and being sure that at
least one more retailer or consumer has access
to Hot Octopuss products. I love introducing this
product line to folks who have never heard of it
and explaining the incredible technology behind
the toys. I also get excited when I complete my to
do list, boring for sure but important none-theless.
Who would you consider your role model and
why?
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April Lampert
Que sti ons & A n s w e r s

April Lampert: My role model would have to be
Beyoncé. She’s an incredibly driven, powerful,
talented woman who literally rules the world with so
much grace and elegance. I absolutely love her and
how she empowers the women and people of this
world. She’s brilliant and such a Queen Bee!
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
April Lampert: My mother. She’s always been there
for me and worked so hard to give my brother and I
the good life. She’s been my most supportive person
and biggest fan, helping me achieve my goals and
telling me that no dream was too big or small. She
deserves a holiday and a medal.
Which personal success are you proud of?
April Lampert: As of right now I’m extremely proud
of the Shameless Sex Podcast’s success. It feels so
great to be inspiring people and getting communication from our listeners about how we’ve changed their
lives. It’s so remarkable to provide people with
insight, information and tools to help them live a
shame-free more empowered existence.
What do you particularly like about yourself?
April Lampert: No matter what I’m doing or who I’m
speaking with, I always give it 100%. I really try to be
present in all of my experiences, enjoying even the
challenging aspects of life and conversations. I also
think that I am really great at making people laugh.
Laughter is my most favourite human characteristic. I
think if we all laughed more the world would be a
harmonious place.
Which vice could you never forgive?
April Lampert: Racism. We are all humans and
should be created and treated equally no matter who
you are, what you look like, or where you’re from.
There is beauty in all of us.
What song do you sing in the shower?
April Lampert: Usually Valerie by Amy Winehouse.
It’s sultry, sexy and so fun to sing at the top of your
lungs. It’s my go Karaoke song as well.
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Who would you never ever like to see naked?
April Lampert: Donald Trump, I just don’t want to
see him in general.
You have a month’s holiday. Where would you go?
April Lampert: Back to Thailand, it’s one of my
favourite countries on Earth. I also wouldn’t mind a
month in the Maldives for a surf trip on the way.

“ D R E A M B I G , A LWAY S . ”
April Lampert

Which three things would you
take with you to a deserted
island?
April Lampert: A lighter, a
knife and that Bear Grylls guy
who can figure out how to suck
liquid out of a tree stump.

If you could swap lives with
somebody for a day, who would it be?
April Lampert: Drake, I love him and his music
and it would be really cool to have male genitalia
for one day and that much money and fame. I
would probably be using the Hot Octopuss Pulse III
a lot too.
Is there anything you would never do again?
April Lampert: I have zero regrets in my life so I
would pretty much repeat any moment I’ve
experienced, even the uncomfortable or scary ones
have shaped who I am today.
Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
April Lampert: Dream BIG, always. I truly believe
there is no dream too grandiose or ambitious.
It’s important to get clear about what you want
to achieve or possess in life, visualise you
already have it on a daily basis, write it down
like it’s already yours, truly believe you have it
and, whether it’s that job, that experience, that
person, whatever it is believe it’s yours already
and at some point, I can guarantee it will
become part of your life. I’ve utilised the power
of manifestation and visualisation for years and it
has yet to fail me.
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